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Note to Contributors
All manuscripts,book reviews, lettersto the editor and correspondenceconcerning
submissions should be directed to the Editor in care of The Russian Review, 106 Dulles
Hall, 230 West 17th Avenue, The Ohio State University,Columbus,OH 43210.
Manuscriptsshould be typed, double-spacedwith standardmargins on standard
typing paper or comparableletter quality computerprintoutswithout tear sheets or continuous copy. Normally forty typewrittenpages or twenty-fiveprintedpages is the maximum length for articles, and 500 to 800 words for book reviews. Review articles should
be compactand of no greaterlength thanthe workscoveredrequire;cuts will be requested
when too lengthy. Authors should follow the Chicago Manual of Style and the Libraryof
Congress transliterationsystem.
We request that you supply us with three copies of your submission to expedite
sending to referees. Submissionsneed not be accompaniedby a computerdisk when they
are initially presentedfor consideration.We are presentlyunable to receive submissions
electronically.
Submissions are in most cases sent to two referees who are recognized authorities
in the author'sfield, if possible, on the subject. The Editor bases his judgment on the
referee reports, although he is not bound by them. If revisions are indicated, the Editor
will try to formulate for the author what is required and will supply either extensive
excerpts or the full text of the referees' comments. Anonymity of both authorsand referees will be maintained. If the Editor regards a submission as inappropriatefor the
journal, he will inform the authorimmediatelywithout referees, stating his reasons. Requests for stylistic changes, more precise evidence, and more carefullyformulatedjudgments are a normal part of the copyediting process throughexchanges between Editor
and author, but once a manuscripthas been accepted, no changes will be undertaken
without the author'sexplicit consent. Authors will receive galleys before publicationto
catch any inadvertenterrorsin processing.
Upon acceptance of an article, we will request a computerdisk, if possible. This
will greatly expedite the editing process. Since normallysome revisions are in order,it is
better to make the requested revisions first and then generate the disk. We are able to
handle only IBM-compatible,standard51/4inch disks. We use the Nota Bene word processing program,VersionII or III. Authorswho use a differentsystem should preparean
ASCII file (consult your manualor a computerconsultant).
We assume that submissions to the Review have not been submittedor published
elsewhere.
We do not publish unsolicited book reviews. If someone volunteers to review a
work, he or she will be consideredalong with other suitablereviewers, but it is assumed
that there is no special association with the author.Readers who would like to review
books are invited to inform the Editorof their special areasof expertise.
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FROM THE EDITORS:

When was the last time, dear reader, that you were carried away by a
simple, but compelling idea? Ours is an age of skepticism, of deja vu, when we
are more apt to fear the enthusiasts,the dreamers,the partisansof some unrealizeable and perhaps dangerous utopia. We have seen too much and know too
many examples of how easily such ideas can be manipulatedto the advantageof
philistines and despots. Currentlywe are witnessing daily the unravelingof the
last great utopia of the age of ideas (and not only in EasternEurope-today's
New YorkTimeslying at my elbow carries the headline, "CP's in the West Are
Shaken and Squabbling").Those who have recently made the round trip to the
Soviet Union have been struckby the mood of cautionamong the intellectualsthe preferencefor simple practicalsolutionsratherthangrandprojects,the desire
to close the gap between "words"and "deeds."In American academiathere is
still a strong residue of the heady ideas of the sixties, but it is often sublimated
in methodologicalcomplexities, and in the case of historianslike myself, in that
comfortable surrogatefor ideology, "social history";those older or younger or
off the mainstreammay have been subject to other ideas and some may even
claim never to have imbibed, but in any event in the present skepticism and
indifferentismprevail. A strong trace of guilt or doubt poisons our innermost
thoughts, and we constructfacades. This is no longer an age of belief.
Richard Stites in his remarkablebook RevolutionaryDreams reminds us
that the Russian experience was once made of much bolder stuff. Men and
women had visions and dreameddreams, and did not shy away from commitment. In fact in his extraordinarycanvas of ideas, utopia becomes the central
feature of the Russian past-visions that enthrallednot only the intellectuals,
but the men of power and the narod as well. The main thrust of his book,
however,is that such dreamspoweredthe grandsweep of the Revolutionof 1917
and were in turn powered by it (what a contrastto the view on which many of
us were weaned-that a handful of clever Bolsheviks used the thin cloak of
ideology to "seize power"!);the Revolution in fact affordedthe opportunityto
celebrate and play out these fantasies. In Stites' renderingthere is a good bit of
innocent play and self-indulgent experimentation,clouded to some extent by
aggressiveness and intolerance, but charmingneverthelessbecause serious consequences seldom resulted. In marked contrast, RichardWortman'sreview of
Stites' book (Januaryissue) characterizessuch daydreamingas far less innocent,
remindingus thatits devotees are deadly serious aboutimposingon all of society
theirrational,harmonisticorderwhich they perceive to be groundedin scientific
Truth.Dissent and deviationhave no place.
The broaderlesson here, however, for all those who concern themselves
with the past, is thatideas do have consequences, thatthey have a strongimpetus
towardrealization,thatthey stir masses as well as intellects, that in twisted form
they are apt to be crammeddown our throats, and thereforewe ignore or downplay them at our own peril. Social or political history withoutserious accounting
of the compelling force of ideas (the Rights of Man and Citizen, the nation, the
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class struggle, the anarchistcommune, the Black Repartition,workers'control,
Soviet power, the self-determinationof peoples, the magic of the marketplace)
is denaturedhistory, history without the sauce. Thereforeit behooves us occasionally to replenish our interestin the history of ideas and pay closer attention
to those individuals who constructedarchetypalmodels of the future, or who
sensed the direction of history, or who artfullypicked up on popularmyths and
coined them into the slogans that moved masses. It is perhapsindicativeof our
sloth that Lenin, about whom volumes have been written (his obsessions, his
tactical adroitness,his "genius"for revolution),has seldom been taken seriously
as a thinker (before Neil Harding, who? Althusser,Alfred Meyer, then who?).
Perhaps he does not deserve a place in the Pantheon of Hegel, Marx, and
Nieztsche, but who can gainsay that he advancedserious ideas that informedhis
actions in Imperialismas the Highest Stage of Capitalismand State and Revolution? (My own reading of Lenin is the reverse of the conventional, namely,
that his ideas drew nourishmentfrom popularmyths and revolutionarypraxis
and are incomprehensiblewithout them.) No matter,revisions and exceptions to
Leninism have become commonplace among those who are still seekers. The
rediscovery of Bukharinor Gramsci or perhapseven Chaianovcan be seen as
latter day attempts to salvage something of what was once a grand vision.
Whetherwe were once partakersof the faith or not, we should give close attention to those minds that in some way capturedand fostered the inner vision of
the movementthat reachedsome sort of consummationin the firstgreatsocialist
experiment.
It appearsthat scholarshiphas now maturedon anothersuch majorfigure
whose oeuvre has hithertobeen little known or poorly understood,namely, Alexander Bogdanov. We tend to know him as the authorof the three hefty volumes on Empiriomonismwhich provoked Lenin into a philosophical counterforay, or as the ineffectualleader of the Vperedistfaction, or as the more effective guru of Proletkult. The gist of his thought we know largely from hostile
commentariesor misinterpretedassociations. A new and less distortedwindow
was opened up with the publicationof the English translation(1984) of his twin
science fiction fantasiesRed Star and EngineerMenni. This dazzling portraitof
a socialist society on the planet Mars authenticatesBogdanov's credentials as
the great apostle of the idea of cultural revolution, that a carefully nurtured
collectivist ethic can so pervadethe sum total of human labor and thoughtthat
scientific-technicalmiracles can easily be achieved without the constraintsof
authorityor compulsion. But even in Bogdanov'srendering,as LorenGraham's
commentariesto the edition so acutely bringout, a heavy price must be paid and
a dangerouslogic is revealed. EngineerMenni, in orderto complete the Project
of the GrandCanal in the most expeditious scientific manner,is obliged to route
the Canal throughthe Rotten Bogs, where inevitablythousandsof laborersperish from disease (Bogdanov-Netti, the socialist conscience, approves, though
the GeneralFederationof Labordoes not). Generationslaterwhen socialist Mars
is obliged to colonize Earth for its survival, the great scientist Stemi argues
cogently (to some stellar Council) that the inferiorpopulationof Earthmust be
eliminated by death rays to ensure the preservationof the superiorcivilization
of Mars (the earthling Bolshevik Leonid disapprovesand murdersSteri). As
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Dostoyevsky once argued in The Devils through his characterShigalev (and
pursues furtherin the musings of Ivan in The BrothersKaramazov),ideas have
an internaldialectic whereby the quest for absolute Freedomresults inexorably
in absolute Despotism, where for the happiness of one-tenth of mankind the
other nine-tenthsmust be sacrificed(the same idea that once tormentedBelinsky
in a confession to Botkin). Ideas let loose in the streamof history unfold a logic
of their own, concealed in the original inspiration(except in unconscious revelations, as the murderof Steri), but inexorably grinding their way toward a
parodic denouement, indifferentto human suffering along the way. The gods
seem to mock humankindand its enthusiasms.
Which brings me to our special issue. The owl of Minervaflies betterby
night. Bogdanov no longer needs to be the remote, enigmatic figure he once
was, as a considerable scholarly literatureon his thought and work is already
availableand more is on the way. Differentauthorshave taken differentslices,
revealingdifferingcontours, but the time is ripe to explore the "innerdialectic"
of his thought.The intellectualengagementofferedbelow may superficiallyhave
the appearanceof a free-for-all, but it is a tributeto a mind of many parts and a
career of singular complexity. What were the guiding motifs of his ideas and
where did they lead him through his long career?Why did they strike such a
resonance with the enthusiastsfor culturalrevolution?Why was Lenin so unalterably opposed to this "other Bolshevism" that he twice felt obliged to crush
Bogdanov politically? The articles and responses that follow help us find our
way throughthis labyrinthto fresh insights based on the enormousnew fund of
knowledge these scholarshave unearthed.Not only will we have a much deeper
appreciationof Bogdanov, but of the broadercurrentsof ideas that have shaped
the events of our century.
The discussion, however, need not end with this issue. We have invited
other Bogdanov scholars to add their observationsand reflections in a future
issue, and this can include letters from the readersthat give us feedback on the
success of the intellectualventure. If it works out the way we hope, we will try
it again some time on some other issue where scholarshiphas reacheda critical
mass. Let us hear from you.
A. W
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We are happy to announcethe appointmentto our EditorialBoard of Professor
Tsuyoshi Hasegawa of Hokkaido University, Japan. Professor Hasegawa is
known to many of you as the authorof the monumentalstudy of the Russian
Revolution, The FebruaryRevolution: Petrograd 1917. More recently he has
publishedin the areaof strategicstudies andJapanese-Sovietrelations.Professor
Hasegawa was recently the guest on The Ohio State University campus of the
Mershon Center,the Slavic and EasternEuropeanCenter,and The Russian Review. The editorial staff discussed with Professor Hasegawa at length the need
to generate greater awareness on the part of the American scholarly public of
the rich scholarshipon Russia in Japanand how ourjournalmight contributeto
that end. After surveying needs and possibilities we came to the very logical
conclusion that the best way to secure participationwas to have someone knowledgeable in both scholarly communitieson our editorialboard, and who could
better serve that purpose than Professor Hasegawa?We heartily welcome Tsuyoshi Hasegawa to our midst and look forwardto fruitfulcollaborationthat will
add a rich new vein to the fund of scholarly knowledge on Russia Past and
Present.
A. W.
E. L.
T. R.
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The Russian Review, vol. 49, 1990, pp. 241-64

AlexanderBogdanov, Vpered,and the Role of the
Intellectual in the Workers'Movement
JOHNERICMAROT
The defeat of the Revolution of 1905 and the ensuing reflux of the
revolutionaryworkers' movement set the stage for a crisis in the Bolshevik leadershipof the Russian Social DemocraticLaborPartyabout what
to do politically to move forwardagain. In 1909, Alexander Bogdanov
emerged as the chief spokesmanof a dissident group of Bolsheviks. He
and his partisanslaunched a campaign to shift the axis of the RSDLP's
political activity.
For Bogdanov, the old tasks of building the Party,of agitationand
propagandain the mass movement, seemed more and more irrelevant
with the decline and eventual disappearanceof that movement. The new
conditionspersuadedBogdanov to attemptto deploy a strategyto prepare
workersto seize power by creating"anall-embracingproletarianculture,
hic et nunc, within the frameworkof the existing society" by means of
educatingthe working class in "proletarianuniversities"run by socialist
intellectuals.' Bogdanov recognized no national limitationsto his strategy. In his view, the politics of creating"proletarianculture"were valid
not only for Russia but for all countrieswhere the modem workingclass
movementhad come into existence.
In June 1909, a majorityof Bolsheviks, led by Lenin, opposedBogdanov's general cultural-pedagogicalorientation,and disclaimed all responsibility for any future political action Bogdanov and his associates
might undertake.Bogdanov left the Bolsheviks and launcheda new organization, Vpered (Forward),in December 1909, to push his political
views. Along with a numberof Bolsheviks notably,A. V. Lunacharskii,
M. N. Pokrovskii, G. A. Alexinskii, StanislavVolski and M. N. Liadov,
Bogdanov used Vperedto try to win the rest of the Bolsheviks and the
RSDLP to the politics of "proletarianculture."
I shall argue that the failure of the 1905 Revolution led Bogdanov
to reaffirmhis establishedview that the workingclass, exclusively by its
own efforts, would not be able to develop an integralSocial Democratic
The authorthanksRobertBrenner,Steve Zipperstein,and John Hatch.
1Bogdanov, "Ne nado zatemniat,"in Ko vsem tovarishcham(Paris, 1910), pp. 4-5.
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worldview and would need the assistance of revolutionaryintellectuals.2
The political programof the Vperedistswas designed to mobilize Party
intellectualsto render such assistance to the workers. Vperedism, then,
was premisedon a strict interpretationof WhatIs to Be Done? regarding
the tutelaryrole of the Partyintelligentsiavis-a-vis the workingclass.
Lenin, however, interpretedthe experience of the 1905 Revolution
in a differentway. He sharplyrevisedhis understandingof the relationship
between the spontaneous workers' movement and the Party. As Lenin
now saw it, the working class could formulatean independentideology,
as well as engage in revolutionarypractice, in the process of its selfmovement.
The split revealedthatBogdanovhad to cease to be Lenin'spolitical
ally if he wished actually to try to implementthe Vperedistprogramof
"proletarianculture."The two men could no longer collaboratepolitically
because Lenin and Bogdanov now conceptualizedin politically exclusive
ways the mannerin which the workingclass would achieve revolutionary,
Social Democraticconsciousness.
ContemporaryHistoriographyon Bogdanov and Vpered:A Critique
Broadly speaking, the validity of an interpretationrests at a very
minimumon an accuraterenderingof the facts. Despite the growthof an
enormous literatureon "non-Leninist"Bolsheviks, AlexanderBogdanov
most prominently,there continuesto exist widely differentinterpretations
on the reasons for the split between Lenin and Bogdanov.3None of the
reasons advancedis fully convincing.
All extant versions allege that one reason for the split was the putative disagreementbetween Bogdanov and Lenin on what should be the
attitudeof the RSDLP towardthe Duma and towardlegal arenasof work
more broadly.Some interpretationssay it was the reason for the parting
of ways. But, whetherthe Duma issue was the reasonor a reasonfor the
split, all accounts stress the opposing views of Lenin and Bogdanov
aroundthis issue. Bogdanov was an "otzovist"(otozvat'-to recall) who
"opposed all Duma participation,"4identifying with "left-wing Bolshevism, which favoredboycotting the Duma."sThe Vperedists"disavowed
2Accordingto RobertC. Williams, Bogdanov"recognizedthe need to impose consciousnessupon
the workers from the outside." The Other Bolsheviks: Lenin and His Critics (Bloomington, IN,
1986), p. 45. Robert V. Daniels agrees. Bogdanov was a prophet"in his own right"of Social Democratic doctrineon this issue. The Conscience of the Revolution,(Cambridge,MA, 1960), p. 14.
3In Revolution and Culture: The Bogdanov-LeninControversy(London, 1988) Zenovia Sochor
lists an arrayof interpretationswithout seeking to ascertainwhich interpretationis best. See p. 7, n.
10.
4Ralph C. Elwood, "Lenin and the Social DemocraticSchools for UndergroundPartyWorkers,
1909-1911," Political Science Quarterly,vol. 81 (1966), p. 372.
5 Sochor, Revolutionand Culture:TheBogdanov-LeninControversy,p. 7.
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the basic tactical line of the Party"in relationto the Duma by advocating
the recall of the RSDLP's Duma delegates.6"The disagreementbetween
Lenin and Bogdanov over the Duma reflected fundamentallydifferent
analyses of the changes taking place in Russia" and how to respond to
these changes.7The political bloc between Lenin and Bogdanovbrokeup
over "tactical"issues around the Duma.8 According to these and other
scholars, the Vperedistsadvocateda politics towardthe Duma other than
the one currentlybeing pursuedby the RSDLP. Since Lenin favoredparticipationand attackedthe Vperedistposition on this question, historians
have inferredthat the Vperedistswere opposed to such participation.
However, no historianhas documentedthe demandfor withdrawal
from the Duma in the political platform of the Vperedistsbecause it is
not there.9 Indeed, a direct reading of Vperedist political literaturefor
1909 and 1910 reveals no demand to change the decisions of the Fifth
Congress regardingRSDLP participationin the Duma. Though most interpretershave had an excellent reasonfor inadvertentlygiving a misleading account of the actual characterof the political dispute opposing the
Vperedists and Lenin-that is, Lenin's attacks on the Vperedists-the
Vperedists never actually officially called on the RSDLP to change its
line on the Duma. This fact, in turn, calls into questionthe validityof all
interpretationsresting on the contraryassumption. The raison d'etre of
this essay, therefore,is to contributeto a fuller and deeperunderstanding
of Bogdanov and of the Vperedistcurrent.Below, I situatemy view with
respect to the contemporaryhistoriographyon the subject, offering an
extensive critiqueand attemptingto provide an alternative.
Most interpretationsfail to distinguish clearly between Vperedism
on one hand and "boycottism,""ultimatism,"and "otzovism" on the

other. 10

Boycottism, ultimatism, and otzovism were powerful tactical currents in the Bolshevik wing of the RSDLP. They developed in 1907,
waxed strongin 1908, and began sharplyto decline in 1909. All militants
who belonged to or sympathized with these currentsexpressed strong
reservationsaboutthe political utility of RSDLP participationin the legal
labor movement in general and in the Duma in particular.Many among
them campaignedactively to alter the RSDLP's line by submittingreso6Neil Harding,Lenin'sPolitical Thought(London, 1977), vol. 1, pp. 274, 279.
7John Biggart, "'Anti-LeninistBolshevism': The ForwardGroupof the RSDRP,"CanadianSlavonic Papers, vol. 23 (June 1981), p. 141.
8BertramWolfe, ThreeWhoMade a Revolution(New York, 1964), p. 502.
9Sovremennoepolozhenie i zadachi partii: platforma vyrabotannaiagruppoi bolshevikov(Paris
1909), pp. 1-32.
10Forexample, Robert V. Daniels speaks of the "Otzovist-Vperedist"tendency.The Conscience
of the Revolution, p. 24.
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lutions at local, regional, and nationalPartyconferencescalling on Party
membersto refrainfrom enteringlegal areasof work or, if alreadythere,
to withdraw from them. However, by 1910 these trends were virtually
extinct. According to Victoria Bonnell, in the winter of 1909-1910 the
Bolsheviks "returnedto the legal labor movement"even though many
were still "ambivalentand unenthusiasticaboutlegal forms of activity."1
Here is a quick history of "left-Bolshevism"in the RSDLP to set the
record straight and to establish the correct relationshipbetween it and
Vperedism.
In May 1907, the Fifth Congressof the RSDLP,aftermuch debate,
resolved to participatein elections to the Duma and to send representatives. The majorityat the Congressconsisted of the Bolsheviks and their
allies. Bogdanov, the Bolshevik representativeon the CentralCommittee
of the RSDLP, voted for Lenin's resolutions. Consequently,the line of
the RSDLP on the Duma was the Bolshevik line elaboratedby Lenin.
Round one ended in victory for Lenin. His line was to remainthe line of
the RSDLP in the period understudy.Attemptswere made to change this
line but these attemptsfailed.
Stolypin's unexpectedcoup d'etat of June 1907 sowed confusion in
the Party'sranks. An emergency Conferencewas called in July 1907 in
Kotka, Finland, to clarify matters. All tendencies were represented,the
Mensheviks, the Bolsheviks, the Bund, the Poles, the Latvians. Bogdanov's resolutioncalled for boycott. All Bolsheviks except Lenin voted for
it. In otherwords, Lenin voted with the Mensheviks,the Bund, the Poles,
and the Latviansto defeat Bogdanov's resolution. Then, the Menshevik
resolutioncalling for participationwas put to vote. All Bolsheviks voted
with Lenin to defeat it. Finally, Lenin's resolution, which, like the Menshevik, called for full participationin the elections to the Third Duma,
but for politically differentmotivations,was put to a vote. All Bolsheviks
voted with Lenin to pass it. The resolutionsimplyreaffirmedthe decisions
of the Fifth Congress. Round two ended in victory for Lenin. His line
remainedthe majorityline. The "left-Bolsheviks,"including Bogdanov,
rallied to him.12
Round three. When the ThirdDuma finally convened in November
1907 the numberof Social Democraticdeputies elected to it was drasti11VictoriaBonnell, Roots of Rebellion: Workers'Politics and Organizationsin St. Petersburgand
Moscow, 1900-1914 (Berkeley, 1983), p. 349.
12KPSSv rezoliutsiakhi reshenniiakhs'ezdov, konferentsiii plenumovTsK(Moscow, 1979), vol.
1, pp. 230-31. It has been necessary to recall in such detail the Kotka Conference because the
Conferenceis used by many scholarsto prove thatthe "left-Bolsheviks"took controlof the Bolshevik
faction, isolating Lenin: Lenin is the "lone dissident"at Kotka (Wolfe, ThreeWhoMade a Revolution, p. 362). But rarely is the readerexplicitly told that the left-Bolsheviks do, in the end, vote
unanimouslyfor Lenin's motion. For example: "Withcomparativeease [Lenin] persuadedthe cautious wing of his faction in rejectingthe idea of boycott, while the Left stubbornlyheld out"(Daniels,
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cally curtailed,owing to the restrictionof suffrage,and unexpectedlyfell
below thirty, the minimum numberrequiredto submit bills. Moreover,
most of those elected identified with the Menshevik wing of the Party.
There was confusion among the Bolsheviks about what to do despite the
resolutions of the recently held Kotka conference reaffirmingthe decisions of the Fifth Congress. Again, the sentimentwas widespreadamong
the Bolsheviks to recall the delegates or to issue an ultimatum(hence the
"ultimatist"tendency) threateningthe Menshevik-inclinedSocial Democraticparliamentariansto agree to act inside the Duma as little more than
ventriloquistsfor the majority,Bolshevik, faction of the Partyoutside the
Duma-or else be recalled. The columns of Proletarii, factional organ
of the Bolsheviks, were opened to discuss differences.Bogdanov, it must
be stressed, intervened to disavow otzovism and ultimatismand Lenin
declaredhis "completesolidarity"with Bogdanov.13
The year-long debate was settled at the Fifth All-Russian Conference convened in December 1908. All tendencies were representedBolsheviks, Mensheviks, Bundists, Poles, and Latvians. Two otzovists
were present but placed no proposalsof their own to a vote. In fact, the
otzovists abandonedtheir otzovism and, along with the rest of the Bolsheviks, voted for Lenin's motions. Thus, for a second time, a duly constitutedparty body reaffirmedthe decisions of the Fifth Congress. Lenin
won roundthree.
To sum up: otzovism, ultimatism,boycottismneverbecame the line
of the majoritywithin the RSDLP.True, a majorityof Bolsheviks in July
1907-but only then-favored boycott. But they were unableto get their
way and, in the end, supportedLenin in the vote that determinedParty

Conscience of the Revolution, p. 19). The 'cautious wing' is a product of Daniels' imagination
whereasthe left-wing proved to be not stubbornat all.
John Biggart also fails to see the flexibility of the left so that he, too, has Bogdanoventering
into "conflict"with Lenin once Bogdanov allegedly began to insist that Lenin adhereto the Duma
policy "advocatedby the Bolsheviks delegates"at Kotka(Biggart, "'Anti-LeninistBolshevism':The
ForwardGroup of the RSDRP,"p. 140). There was no "conflict"here. As I have shown, Lenin
always adhered to the Duma policy advocated by the Bolshevik delegates at Kotka because the
Bolshevik delegates at Kotka advocatedLenin's policy towardthe Duma, by unanimouslyvoting for
it. Lenin's line in the Party is the majority line. All the "non-Leninist"Bolsheviks had voted for
Lenin's line, not just Bogdanov, as Service implies (RobertService, Lenin:A Political Life (Bloomington, IN, 1985), vol. 1. p. 169).
13Bogdanov, "Otzovistyi ultimatisty,"Proletarii, no. 31 (June 17, 1908). AvrahamYassourdetails Bogdanov's interventionin "Lenin and Bogdanov: Protagonistsin the 'Bolshevik Center,"'
Studies in Soviet Thought, vol. 22 (1981), p. 7. Yassourcorrectly notes that Westernand Soviet
historiographyhave "ignored"this article because it directly contradictsthe commonly held view
that Bogdanov favoredrecalling the delegates. KendallBailes also refersto Bogdanov'sintervention
but unfortunatelyobscures its significance by relegating it to a footnote. See his "Philosophyand
Politics in Russian Social Democracy:Bogdanov, Lunacharskyand the Crisis of Bolshevism, 19081909,"Russian InstituteEssay, ColumbiaUniversity, 1966, p. 35.
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policy. By 1909, only otzovist sentimentsremainedamong rank-and-file
Bolsheviks but no sharplydefined tendency aggressively strivingto alter
the RSDLP's course.
While all historians,withoutexception, portrayBogdanov as an inveterate otzovist, some say that the dispute over the Duma was merely
symptomaticof a much broaderand deeper antagonismbetween Lenin
and Bogdanov in the sphereof philosophy.
Lenin and Bogdanov did indeed occupy fundamentallydifferent
philosophicalpositions. But the philosophicaldebatemust be clearly distinguishedfrom the political debate adjoiningit and examinedseparately
from the latter,so thatthe relationshipbetweenthese paralleldebatesmay
be properlyestablished. Unfortunately,historiansand philosophersalike
tend not to proceed this way and collapse one into the other. The result
has been to mix up and mischaracterizeboth philosophicaland political
debates. Thus, Aileen Kelly makes a serious effort to validate and improve on several contemporaneousMenshevik accounts attemptingto
establish an organic connection between Bolshevism and assortedvoluntarist philosophies of the Act, including empiriocriticism,and between
Menshevismand assortedscientific and deterministphilosophies, including materialism. The Russian empiriocriticists,Bogdanov and Co., so
Kelly argues, were pitting their "free will" against the determinismof
their opponents, the "mechanical"materialistsPlekhanovand Lenin.14
It is not possible here to do full justice to Kelly's very complex
interpretation.Suffice it to say that to identify Vpered'sadvocacy of proletarianculture as "free will" in action and in particularto characterize
all opposition to such a program as "determinism"seems rather arbitrary-in the absence of a reasoned argumentfavoring such an identification. More to the point, Kelly says disagreementsin philosophy were
in any case latentand needed an externalstimulusto become active in the
domain of politics. The indirect stimulus for the fight in philosophy in
her view came from politics specifically,from Bogdanov's oppositionto
Lenin "on the issue of social-democratparticipationin the Duma."But,
since Bogdanov did not call for an end to the RSDLP's parliamentary
activity, it could not possibly have served as such a stimulus.15
In David Joravsky'saccount, Lenin, unlike the Mensheviks, never
made a serious effort to demonstratean organic connection between
"Machism"and a specific political deviationbecause there was none for
14Aileen Kelly, "Empiriocriticism:A Bolshevik Philosophy?"Cahier du monde russe et sovietique, vol. 21 (January-March1981), pp. 89-118. This is a subsidiarytheme as well of JuttaScherrer's"Cultureproletarienneet religion socialiste entredeux revolutions:les 'Bolcheviksde gauche',"
Europa, vol. 2 (Spring 1979), pp. 67-90.
15Kelly, "Empiriocriticism:A Bolshevik Philosophy?,"p. 110.
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Lenin-or the Mensheviks-to make. Accordingto Joravsky,at stake in
the dispute was Lenin's defense of the "standardMarxist sociology of
knowledge"which correlatessocial theorieswith the "interestsof various
classes" not with political tendencies within variousparties. And materialism, not empirio-criticism,was the philosophyof the workingclass.16
Joravskyis on the markwhen he says that the philosophicaldebate
was about epistemology even if Joravskymistakenly attributesa classreductionistand class-instrumentalistunderstandingof epistemology to
Lenin. This position was actually held by Lenin's philosophical opponent, Bogdanov. In any case, Joravskyis right to add that neither Bogdanov nor Lenin looked upon their differentepistemologicalpositions as
the reason to refuse to continue their political collaborationin 1909. Joravsky,however,adducesno cogent argumentexplainingthe split because
his primarypurpose is to refute long-standingargumentsseeking to link
in a one-to-one mannerpolitical trendsto schools of philosophy.
Broadly speaking, the unorthodoxphilosophicalviews of Vpered's
chief spokesmen, Lunacharskiiand Bogdanov especially, could not have
led, by themselves, to the political split which in fact occurred.Bogdanov
and Lenin had basic disagreementsin philosophy which both acknowledged and which went back to 1904. Nevertheless, these differencesin
themselves had been no obstacle to Bogdanov pursuing, beginning in
1904, a common political strategyand political partnershipwith Lenin,
nor did these differencesin themselves have to become such an obstacle
in 1909.
Nor did political divisions, in fact, coincide with philosophicaldivisions. The Vperedistswere a heterogenouslot. They disagreedamong
themselves on philosophy.Some were orthodoxmaterialists,some "Godbuilders,"some neo-Kantian"Machists."Many Vperedists who parted
from Lenin politically in 1909 did not care for Bogdanov's empiriomonistic philosophy or for Lunacharskii's"religiousatheism."17The historian and VperedistM. N. Pokrovskiiwas orthodoxin philosophy and
a thoroughly secular Marxist, as was M. N. Liadov, also a Vperedist
and erstwhile close associate of Lenin's. Owing to this diversityof philosophical standpoints,the Vperedistsdid not make philosophy a political
issue.

Lenin did not write Materialism and Empirio-criticism(1909) in
orderto bring to heel political opponentsby enforcing philosophicalor16David Joravsky,Marxismand Natural Science (London, 1961), p. 25. Kelly does not discuss
Joravsky'sdissenting interpretation.
17Bogdanov's major philosophical work was Empiriomonizm(St. Petersburg, 1904-1906) in
three volumes. In the introductionto volume 3, written in 1906, Bogdanov attackedPlekhanov's
materialistphilosophy. Lunacharskiiwrote Religiia i sotsialism. Volume 1 appearedin 1907 and
volume 2 in 1911. LunacharskiiconsideredMarxismto be a secularreligion.
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thodoxy in the RSDLP as is traditionallyargued. As Joravskycorrectly
states, in opposition to Kelly, the philosophicalissues taken up by Lenin
in Materialismand Empirio-criticism"transcendedthe factional politics
of Russian Social Democracy."18 Philosophicaldifferenceswere no cover
for factional difference, nor did political conflict necessarilylead to philosophical discord: Plekhanov and Lenin were political opponents, yet
philosophicalallies.
The Vperedists, then, did not launch their organizationin 1909 for
the purposeof changing the RSDLP's line on the Duma or for enforcing,
in theirown organizationor in the RSDLP as a whole, a particularline in
philosophy.
Nevertheless, the actual importanceof the Duma in the 1909 political split still raises a problem. Lenin recognized that the Vperedistshad
not explicitly come out against the decision of the Fifth Congressto participate in the Duma. "Bogdanov and Co.," Lenin fulminated,are "forever beating their breasts and protesting:we are not otzovists, we do not
share the opinions of the otzovists at all!"'9 Yet he relentlessly attacked
Bogdanov because his strategywas, in his view, otzovist tactic theorized
into a principledand complete "systemof politics."20Accordingto Lenin,
what otzovism and Vperedismhad in common was an abstentionistpolitics. Still, if, as I have argued,the Vperedistsreally thoughtparticipation
in the Duma a secondary matter,why did they not defer completely to
Lenin on what was after all-to the Vperedists-merely a tactical question? Why did the Vperedistsnot willingly and wholeheartedlyagree to
Lenin's demand not to "shield"otzovists so as to compel Lenin to shift
the focus of the intra-Bolshevikdebate to what was really near and dear
to the Vperedists-the strategyand politics of "proletarianculture?"
The Vperedists did not do so because their leader, Bogdanov, was
trying build on an alreadyexisting-though rapidlyvanishing-current
of dissent, otzovism, in the Bolshevik rankand file. He and his partisans
were looking somehow to sustain the otzovists not because they agreed
with their tactic per se but because their tactic was only an improper
applicationof Vperedist strategy.As the otzovists, then, could still be
won to a tactically correct applicationof the Vperedist line, Bogdanov
refrainedfrom directly attackingthem. The Vperedistsused Lenin's refusal to tolerateotzovism as a legitimate, if tacticallymistaken, shade of
opinion in the Partyto portrayLenin as undemocraticand willful. In this
way the Vperedists sought indirectly to foster "anti-Leninist"currents
18Joravsky,Marxismand NaturalScience, p. 39.
19Lenin, Collected Works(4th English edition), vol. 16, p. 39.
20Ibid., vol. 15, p. 357.
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tout court-hence their own-by appealingto the democraticsensibilities of the Bolshevik rankand file against Lenin's "authoritarian"
leaderRSDLP.
of
the
ship
Bogdanov's maneuverto undermineLenin's political authorityand
standingby firstundermininghis moralauthorityand standingamong the
Bolsheviks and largely failed for political, not moral, reasons. Owing to
the natureof their political agenda-"proletarian culture"-the Vperedists could not logically make the issue of the Duma a strategicone. But,
the few remainingotzovists, ultimatists, and boycottists in Russia were
looking for people in the leadershipabroadwho would actively fight for
their standpoint,not for leaderswho would utilize that standpointto fight
for something else. Consequently, the rank and file found lukewarm
sympathizersfor their cause among the Vperedists,not politicianschampioning it. Inevitably, the Vperedists disappointedthe Russian underground, and the Russian undergrounddisappointedthe Vperedists.
An Alternativeto the ContemporaryHistoriographyon Bogdanov and
Vpered:TheArgumentof This Essay
In Russia, Vperedismoffereda strategic alternativeto both Bolshevism and Menshevism. Its purpose was to inculcate the socialist worldview in the workingclass "fromthe outside"via "proletarianuniversities"
run by Party intellectuals. Vperedismeventuallycrystallizedinto a fullfledged faction, complete with an authoritativejournalof its own, in December 1909. On secondary issues, such as the the RSDLP's tactic towardthe Duma, individualVperedistsheld differentpolitical views. But,
the political line advocatedby Vperedas a group towardthe Duma was
not different from the one pursued by the RSDLP. Vperedism waxed
strongest when its members organized experimentalprecursorsof the
"proletarianuniversity"on the Isle of Capri from August to December
1909, and in Bologna from November 1910 to March 1911.21 Nevertheless, Vperedismremainedat all times a minoritycurrentamong the Bolsheviks and within the RSDLP as a whole.
Bogdanov first clearly stated what Bolsheviks should do to move
forwardat the Conference of the ExtendedEditorialBoard of Proletarii
called by Lenin in June 1909 in Paris to settle political accounts with
Bogdanov once and for all.22Bogdanov sowed the seeds of the future
Vperedistpolitical programat this Conference. His overall political per21For a detailed account of the pedagogical activities of the Vperedistssee JuttaScherrer,"Les
ecoles du Parti de Capriet de Bologne: la formationde l'intelligentsiadu parti."Cahiers du monde
russe et sovietique, vol. 19 (July-September,1978), pp. 259-84.
22Protokolysoveshchaniia rasshirennoiredaktsii "Proletariia", Iiun' 1909 (New York, 1982).
Edited and introducedby Geoff Swain [a reprintof the 1934 Moscow edition].
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spective was markedlypedagogicalin character,ascribingto Social Democratic intellectuals a tutelaryrole in bringingsocialist consciousness to
the workingclass.
At the Conference Bogdanov circulated(or read) a "Statementto
the Editorial Board of Proletarii." He noted that no "principleddifferences" existed between him and Lenin on what position to adopt toward
the Duma. "Personalmisunderstandings"alone were responsiblefor the
minor "practical"differences that did exist. Proletarii, official organ of
the Bolshevik faction within the RSDLP, was mistakento raise issues of
principlearoundthe Duma when there were none.23
The issue was not the Duma for Bogdanov but the "practicalwork"
of "wideningand deepening offully socialist propaganda"(emphasisin
the original) in the working class. The editors of Proletarii had ignored
this question. They had paid virtuallyno attentionto the intellectualformation of workers. They had not engaged in a thorough"theoreticaland
historical"workingover of the people's armedstruggleagainstthe autocracy. The absence of such propagandameant the absence of "conscious
leaders"in workers'organizations.Only intellectualscould trainworkers
to be conscious leaders. But the intelligentsia was leaving the Party.It
was thereforeespecially critical for the RSDLP to make full use now of
the few intellectualsremainingin its ranks. Once trained,these workers
would take over from the intellectualscurrentlyleading the RSDLP.24
In this context, Bogdanov broughtto the fore the Party School on
the Isle of Capri being organized by him and other Bolsheviks. The
school, Bogdanov stressed, was not a "trivialmatter."Socialist propaganda was always necessary but during the revolutionof 1905 the Bolsheviks had not engaged in such propaganda.Now, in the period of
counterrevolution,it was the "taskof the moment,"a task far more importantthan participationin the Duma. There, in Partyuniversities, intellectuals would help workers "systematize"their knowledge and so
"allow" workers to play the leadershiprole in the Party "they ought to
play" but were not now playing. "The question of a Party universityis
the questionof the day."25The school would give intellectualsin the Party
a criticalrole to play in the socialist educationof workers.
The Paris Conference resolved that Bogdanov's political program
had nothingin common with Bolshevism anddisclaimedall responsibility
for Bogdanov's futurepolitical actions. Bogdanov refused to accept this
decision on the groundsthat only a conferenceor congress of Bolsheviks
could settle this question.26On thatnote, Bogdanov walked out.
23Ibid., p. 144.
24Ibid., pp. 145-46.
25Ibid., p. 151.
26Ibid., p. 77.
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At the ParisConferenceLenin had demandedof Bogdanovan "open
statement"of his views "for the sake of an ideological struggle"which
would "teach the Party a great deal."27Bogdanov quickly met this demand. In July, one month after the Conference, Bogdanov and L. B.
Krasin published a Report to fellow Bolsheviks.28 It was the draftplatformof the yet-to-be-establishedVperedgroup.
Bogdanov revealedin his Report the actualcharacterof the by now
consummatedpolitical split. ConfirmingLenin's contentionthatissues of
principle were at stake, not personal misunderstandings,Bogdanov
chargedLenin and his partisanswith having fundamentallydeviatedfrom
the "entire political line of Bolshevism," namely, from "revolutionary
Marxism"and the idea of the hegemonic role of the proletariatin the
coming democraticrevolution. The shift of hegemony to "bourgeoisliberalism"after the defeat of the 1905 Revolution cleared the way for the
triumphof reaction all along the line, and to the opening of the "Duma
period"in the popularmovement.29Lenin and his followers were needlessly prolongingthe Duma periodby giving an "overridingsignificance"
to participationin the Duma.30Lenin's parliamentarism"at any price,"
said Bogdanov, naturallyled to the reassertionof revolutionaryMarxism.
This was expressed in the rise of otzovist sentimentin the Party.
Bogdanov valued the revolutionarydrive of the otzovists. The otzovists understoodthat participationin the Duma could never be "paramount and fundamental" for the RSDLP. Nevertheless, Bogdanov
disagreedwith the political tactic of the otzovists. Recallingthe RSDLP's
Duma representatives,Bogdanov warned, was not feasible, would not
bring favorable results and, above all, threatenedthe unity of the Party
by driving Lenin and his partisansout should the otzovist line gain the
upperhand and become the line of the Party.31
Though Bogdanov found Lenin's position on the Duma "dubious"
and "questionable"32
he did not call on the Bolshevik rank and file to
organize a political struggle againstLenin aroundthe Duma. For Bogdanov, the key was not withdrawalfrom the Duma but a properassessment
of the RSDLP's necessary participationin it. Bogdanov only thought
Lenin's assessment of that participationwas improper.Tactically,Bogdanov stood by Lenin on the Duma question.
Central to the Vperedist critique of the official leadership of the
27Ibid., p. 66.
28A. Bogdanov and L.B. Krasin, Otchettovarishchambolshevikamustrannenikhchlenov rasshirennoi redaktsiiProletarii, in Protokolyrasshirennoi..,
pp. 240-50.
29Ibid., p. 240.
30Ibid., p. 247.
31Ibid., p. 246.
32Ibid., p. 245.
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Bolsheviks was the urgent need to develop and give wide scope to the
cultural-pedagogicalactivity of the RSDLP.It was Bogdanov'sentirepolitical line on this matter,ratherthan the Duma, which, in Bogdanov's
view, defined Bolshevism and from which Lenin and his partisanshad
fundamentallydeviated. Since 80 percent of the document was devoted
to developing this idea, Bogdanov thus underscoredhis belief that the
role of the Duma in the revolutionarymovement was peripheraland
should not occupy undue attentionin Partytactics.
Once again Bogdanov chargedthatProletarii had ignoredthe question of socialist propagandaand those who conducted it. For the past
sixteen months "not one book or brochure"disseminatingsuch propaganda had been sponsoredby Proletarii.33What had been producedwas
purely "revolutionarydemocratic,"not socialist. Sadly, even in 1905 the
Bolsheviks had put out only "revolutionarydemocratic"propaganda.As
a result,
the socialist principles of class consciousness were not deeply and durably assimilated and the socialist world view was relatively little propagated ... In the proletariat itself not enough was done to create a strong and influential nucleus of
workers possessing a full and complete socialist education . . Whether one likes
it or not, systematic [socialist] propaganda, was neglected . .The
pamphlets
distributed among the masses gave them no complete, class-based, worldviewmerely scraps and pieces of it.34

One of the most importanttasks of the Partywas, accordingly,the
"broadeningand deepening of socialist propaganda" (emphasis in the
original). A small beginning had been made in the prerevolutionaryperiod, in the 1890s, when the educationalneeds of a relativelynarrowlayer
of workershad partiallybeen met by "smallcircles"of Social Democratic
activists conducting "elementary"propaganda.The Party had to renew
the propagandistictraditionsof early, pre-1905 Russian Social Democracy, only on a larger scale and and in a more sophisticatedway. Propaganda of a "much higher type," "more complete and encyclopaedic,"
designed to convey to an "influentialnucleus of workers"an integral
class-based worldview was now needed. To that end, "partyschools of a
new type have to be created to complete the Party education of the
worker, to fill the inevitable gaps in his knowledge . . . and to prepare

him to be a conscious leader in all forms of proletarianstruggle."35
It was vital to undertakeat once this dauntingtask as the intelligentia was fleeing the ranks of the Party in the currentperiod of reaction.
Everywhereresponsiblework was being transferredto the workersthem33Ibid., p. 248.
34Ibid., p. 243.
35Ibid., p. 244.
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selves. But, in Bogdanov's view, the workerswere not yet fully prepared
to take over. They still lacked the educationand "formalintellectualdiscipline" [formal'noi distsiplina uma] to shoulder successfully their
weighty leadershipresponsibilities.36
Such discipline of the intellect was acquiredby "intellectuals"in
high schools and universities. If "one or anothercomrade-worker"acquired it, then all would be well for he would not be "inferiorto many
intellectuals";if he did not acquireit, then the workerhad a much more
difficult time coping with knowledge painstakingly acquired through
readingand study.Withoutsuch discipline of the intellect the workerwas
inferiorto the intellectualbecause the worker'sknowledge, unlike thatof
the intellectual's, would not be "systematized"or "encased in an organized system."37
Workersin the Partywere fully awarethatthey lacked the "formal"
discipline of the intellect possessed by intellectualsto "systematize"and
"encase"theirknowledge in an "organizedsystem."And they were doing
something about it, according to Bogdanov. Workerswere "straining
every nerve"on the "unaccustomedbut necessary work"of systematization. Workersalso knew whom to turnto for help in this absolutelynecessary intellectualendeavor:
Party workers are energetically demanding of the intellectuals remaining in the
Party serious literary and propaganda support, paying the keenest attention to, and
interest in every attempt to create this support, such as founding Party schools
(emphasis added).38

The role of the Social-Democraticintellectualwas, in Bogdanov's
view, as clear as it was pivotal. He had to "completethe Partyeducation
of the worker"by filling "the inevitable gaps" in the worker's"knowledge." In impartingto the worker a "full and complete socialist education" the Social Democratic intellectual preparedthe worker to be a
"conscious leader in all forms of proletarianstruggle."These were the
"vital and immediate"tasks at hand for the intellectuals still left in the
Party.39In 1909, Bogdanov regardedthe school of Capri as the experimental precursor of the "proletarianuniversities" whose pedagogues
would disseminate the "socialist principles of class consciousness"and
inculcatethe "socialist worldview"in the workingclass.40
For Bogdanov, the pedagogical tasks of the RSDLP now, in 1909,
had to come to the forefrontif only to retainthe Social Democraticintel36Ibid., p.
37Ibid., p.
38Ibid., p.
39Ibid., p.
40Ibid., p.
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lectual in the Party'sranks, the actualbearerof a "complete, class-based
worldview" in the working class. Founding Party schools would give
these intellectualsa role to play in the Party,indeed, a leadershiprole.
By 1909 it had become quite clear to Bogdanov that foundingproletarianuniversitieswould not become the focus of the Bolsheviks' political activity nor of the RSDLP's:the Mensheviks,on the whole, were not
interested in Bogdanov's political project-despite its "anti-Leninist"
character.In response, intellectuals like Bogdanov fought to set Social
Democratson the politically correctcourse. But Lenin'sleadershipof the
Party remainedunbroken. As a result, many intellectualsleft. This unleashed a vicious dynamic:the fewer intellectualsin the Partythe lower
the odds of turningthe Party around;the lower the odds of turningthe
Party around, the harder for such intellectuals to remain in the Party.
Bogdanov witnessed this dynamic, sought to reverseit, only to be swept
up by it. By 1912 he belonged to no organizedpolitical group.41
What underlaythe Vperedists'political programas a whole was an
intellectualistandpedagogical conception of politics and of political activity generally. Specifically, Bogdanov, the group's chief theoretician
and inspirer, regarded the achievement of revolutionarysocialist consciousness by the working class as, ultimately,the productof the pedagogical activity of Social Democratic intellectuals exercised on the
working class "fromthe outside."The Vperedists'political programwas
aboutdeveloping that activity inside 'proletarianuniversities.'
Bogdanov's focus on the centralrole of pedagogy and of the pedagogue to impartto workersa total worldview distinguishedhis approach
to politics and markedhim off from other Social Democraticthinkers.In
this respect, he was the Peter Lavrovof Russian Marxism.Nevertheless,
speaking more broadly,Bogdanov's views converged with all pre-1905
Social Democratictheoristsin a criticalrespect:the notion thatthe spontaneous working class movement was too limited to foster socialist consciousness and that these limitationscould be overcome by organizinga
Party"fromthe outside"to bringthis consciousnessto workers.However
much Bogdanov may have differedfrom otherSocial Democratson other
issues-issues about which he did not wage a fight within the PartyBogdanov's views on this issue displayed an elective affinityto all pre1905 "orthodox"Social Democrats. Bogdanov's initial adhesion to the
Social Democatic movement, then, was conditioned-though by no
41Lenin wrote to Gorkii in February1908: "The significance of the intellectualsin our Party is
declining; news comes from all sides that the intelligentsia is fleeing the Party."Collected Works,
vol. 34, p. 379. Lenin wrote about the flight of the intelligentsiain a spiritof schadenfreude.Bogdanov wrote about it in an entirely differentspirit.
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means determined-by a meeting of minds on the only issue thatcounted
politically.
Broadly speaking, Social DemocratictheoriststhroughoutEurope,
led by Karl Kautsky,held that the workingclass could never, on its own,
breakout of an essentially reformist, trade-unionistpracticeand a corresponding reformist, trade-unionistconsciousness. Socialist consciousness, Kautsky wrote, was not a "necessary and direct result of the
proletarianclass struggle." On the contrary,it had arisen only "on the
basis of profoundscientific knowledge"whose "vehicle"was the "bourThus, since the workingclass could not, by itself,
geois intelligentsia."42
attainrevolutionaryconsciousness, intellectualshad to bring this in from
outside the working class. Social Democratictheoristsadhered,then, to
the notion that socialist consciousness could be broughtto the working
class from withoutdespite the nonsocialist, reformistcharacterof its dayto-day practice. Specifically, the working class would have a reformist
destiny if not for the interventionof revolutionaryintellectuals.This view
was given full expression in Lenin's WhatIs to Be Done? published in
1902. But Lenin's ideas were not sui generis in Russian Social Democracy, nor in European Social Democracy more generally. They were
sharedby leading Russian Social Democrats,Plekhanov,Martov, Akselrod, and Bogdanov as well as, again, most EuropeanSocial Democrats.43
Most Social Democratic leaders, then, agreed that there could be
"no talk of an independentideology formulatedby the working masses
Intellectualswould conthemselves in the process of their movement."44
sequentlyplay an indispensablerole in preparingthe workingclass ideologically for socialism, which was the Party's mission. Lenin and
Bogdanov saw eye to eye on this question. Despite differencesof emphasis-notably Bogdanov's focus on pedagogy-both men could therefore
find a critical basis for unity in political struggles to build the Party.Indeed, they worked closely in the Bolshevik leadershipthrough1905 and
beyond. Nevertheless, Lenin and Bogdanov respondeddifferentlyto the
42Cited by Lenin in WhatIs to Be Done? (1902); Collected Works,vol. 5, p. 383.
43For a statementand defense of this position see Neil Harding,Lenin'sPolitical Thought, vol.
1, ch. 1. While Social Democratsin Russia debatedhow to bringrevolutionaryconsciousness to the
mass of workers, in Germany,the left-wing of SPD struggledto preventreformismfrom takingroot
in the leadershipof the Social DemocraticParty.In both cases, thoughfrom opposite angles, similar
theories were elaborated.In particular,Rosa Luxemburg,spokespersonof the left-wing in German
Social Democracy, argued that reformist tendencies within the SPD leadershipcould be stemmed
from below by, in the words of historianCarl E. Schorske, "the infusion of the sozialistischer Geist
into the proletariat"via purely "propagandisticand educationalmethods."Schorske concludes that
the problem of maintaininga revolutionaryperspective in nonrevolutionarytimes was largely sustained by an "idealistic attitude"which clashed with Social Democracy's"materialisticphilosophy."
GermanSocial Democracy: 1905-1917 (Cambridge,MA, 1955), p. 23.
44Lenin, Collected Works,vol. 5, p. 384.
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Revolution of 1905. It did not lead them to partbut it did show the basis
for parting.
The Revolutionof 1905 deepenedand fixed Bogdanov'sestablished
views on the need to bring the socialist worldview to workersfrom without. In The Cultural Tasks of Our Times, written in 1911, Bogdanov
spelled out post festum the theoreticalpremises of the Vperedistpolitical
programby reaffirminga frameworknotion of WhatIs to Be Done?, viz.,
the pivotal, tutelaryrole intellectualshad to play in the formationof socialist consciousness in the workingclass.
To make a socialist revolution, Bogdanov explained, the working
class needed all-round "social-scientificknowledge." The workers also
requireddeep "natural-scientificknowledge"to organizeproductionafter
the revolution. However, the "political and economic struggle" of the
working class, by itself, created neither. It only fostered "specialized
knowledge."Such knowledge was one-sided, restrictedto "one sphereof
society,"and to one class, the working class. But the strugglefor socialism was "extraordinarilycomplex," "many-sided,"and its course did not
dependon the "conditionsof life" of the workingclass alone. The natural
course of the workers' movement would not create a material, practical
basis for workersto acquirea "unifiedscientific outlook,"that is, an integral Social Democraticworldview.45The role of Social Democraticactivists was to supplementthe limited and limiting conditions of working
class existence and movementsand, througheducation,createan intellectual-idealbasis for workersto accept Social Democraticideas. The pedagogical tasks of Social Democratswere thereforecritical. These were the
"culturaltasks of our times."
Bogdanov affirmedthathe had come to this conclusion almost from
the very beginning of his political activity. Specifically,it was the experience of runningpropagandacircles for workersin Tula, his hometown,
in the late 1890s, that"largelydeterminedthe natureof all my subsequent
scientific andphilosophicwork."46In 1919, he reaffirmedthe determining
characterof his Tulaexperience and cited lengthy extractsfrom The Cultural Tasksof Our Times, written eight years earlier,describingthat experience.47 Bogdanov thereby established an unbroken continuity,
stretchingover a period of twenty years, in the direction and course of
his scientific, philosophical, and political activity.Neitherthe Revolution
of 1905 nor even the Revolutionof 1917 would change Bogdanov'sbasic
thinkingabout the tutelaryrole of the Social Democraticintelligentsiain
the workers' movement.
45Bogdanov, Kul'turnyezadachi nashego vremeni(Moscow, 1911), pp. 54-55.
46Ibid., p. 72.
47Bogdanov, "ProletarskiiUniversitet,"ProletarskaiaKul'tura,no. 5, 1919.
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*

The impact of the 1905 Revolution on Lenin led him, unlike Bogdanov, to reassess the potential of the working class to develop socialist
consciousness. In WhatIs to Be Done? Lenin had emphasizedthe duty
of Social Democrats, organizedin a Party,to bring"politicalknowledge"
to workers, to teach workers what they did "not yet know" and could
"neverlearn"from their "factoryand 'economic' experience."48But now,
Lenin saw, "revolution"had expandedworkers' experiencebeyond what
Social Democratictheoristshad believed possible. Lenin transformedhis
political theory:revolution, and it alone, he now concluded, would "teach
Social Democratism"to the masses of workers in Russia, and would,
moreover, teach it with such "rapidityand thoroughness"as to appear
"incredible"in nonrevolutionaryperiods. Indeed, 1905 "proved"that
workers could "fight in a purely Social Democratic spirit."49Astonishingly, at the height of the revolutionLenin actually declared workers to
be "instinctively, spontaneously, Social Democratic."50Specifically,
Lenin vigorously opposed the hostile attitudeand abstentionistapproach
of the Bolshevik majority,led by Bogdanov, toward the St. Petersburg
Soviet of Workers'Deputies.51Lenin insteadurgedthe Bolsheviks to participate fully in it, as well as in tradeunions and factory committees, and
in all other institutions created by workers to guide the course of their
movement. Lenin also called on all Social Democratsto open wide the
gates of the Partyand let in as many workersas possible, on the assumption that they had been revolutionized, their consciousness transformed,
throughthe experience of the revolutionitself.52
Althoughhe never explicitly theorizedthis, Lenin had thus come to
an understandingof working class radicalizationas the result, ultimately,
of its own revolutionaryactivity in its own interestsand not as the product
of the influenceof revolutionaryintellectuals"fromthe outside"upon the
workingclass. In his mind the reality of revolutionhad shown that workers could transcendnarrowtrade union consciousness and achieve revolutionary, Social Democratic ideas because their own revolutionary
48Lenin, Collected Works,vol. 5, pp. 416-17.
49Ibid., vol. 9, p. 17.
50Ibid., vol. 10, p. 32. See also Harding,Lenin'sPolitical Thought,pp. 242-43.
51For this pivotal episode showing Bogdanov's andotherBolsheviks' antipathyto the spontaneous
workers' movement and to institutionscreatedby it, see Solomon Schwarz, The RussianRevolution
of 1905 (Chicago 1967), pp. 178-95. Lenin's attitudetowardthe Soviet was not fully theorizedby
him at the time, and he attributedto that institutionno historicalsignificancebeyond the immediate
circumstancesof its birth. Only in the summer of 1917, when events had lifted Lenin to a higher
historical vantage point, was Lenin in a position to make the Soviet the institutionalcornerstoneof
his theory of the workers' state in State and Revolution.
52Schwarz, The Russian Revolutionof 1905, pp. 216-20; cf. Marcel Liebman, Leninismunder
Lenin (London, 1975), chap. 3, "Leninin 1905."
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activity provided a practical-material,and not merely an intellectualideal, basis for those ideas. This was the lesson of the mass strikes and
the Soviets. It was because Lenin had thus significantlydistancedhimself
from the formulationsof WhatIs to Be Done? that he opposed, on principle, the political programof Vpered.
In Lenin's view, the experience of the Revolutionof 1905 had decisively underminedthe pedagogical and intellectualistfoundationsof the
Vperedprogram.The revolutionhad shown in practicethatworkerscould
achieve revolutionary,Social Democratic ideas on their own. For Bogdanov and his co-thinkers to seek to implement the Vperedist program
meant, in Lenin's view, to assess improperlythe experienceof 1905 and
to fail to develop a fuller, more comprehensive,revolutionarytheory.
Lenin did not arriveat these conclusions in the course of direct and
immediate polemic with Bogdanov or with the Vperedistsgenerally for
these conclusions long antedatedthe 1909 political dispute:they had become an ideological premise for Lenin and, as such, needed no explicit
reaffirmationor developmentby him. Thus, in his reply to Bogdanov in
September1909, Lenin focussed on the Vperedists'stance on the Duma,
virtually ignoring Bogdanov's propagandisticpedagogical views even
though these were central to the Vperedist critique of Lenin's politics.
Lenin did addressBogdanov's pedagogicalpolitics, but only very briefly
and elliptically, stating that a political appraisalof the "experienceof the
revolution"meant the "conversionof the experience already gained by
the masses into ideological stock-in-tradefor new historicaction"and not
so much a "theoretical summing up of experience in books and researches"53which is what, broadly speaking, Bogdanov had in mind. In
Lenin's view, then, the political educationof workerswould still "notbe
obtainedby books alone,"nor even "so much from books"in a classroom
setting, "as from the very progressof the revolution"on the factory floor
and in the streets.54Lenin's conclusion was unequivocal:"Experiencein
the struggle enlightens more rapidly and more profoundlythan years of
propaganda."55
In "The Attitudeof the Workers'PartytowardReligion,"writtenin
May 1909, Lenin linked the foregoing understandingof the relationship
between activity and consciousness to Marxism'smaterialistphilosophical principles. Lenin argued against those comrades who believed that
education or "ideological preaching"primarilywas the way to inculcate
the Social Democratic worldview and to undermine religious beliefs
53Lenin, Collected Works,vol. 16, p. 36.
54Ibid., vol. 8, p. 287.
55Ibid., vol. 9, pp. 351-52. The impact of the 1905 Russian Revolution on the left-wing of
German Social Democracy pushed Rosa Luxemburgto likewise develop her political theory in a
more fully "materialistic"direction. See Luxemburg'sseminal 1906 essay, The Mass Strike, the
Political Party, and the TradeUnions (New York, 1971).
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among workersand peasants. Such comradesexplainedthe roots of religion in terms of the "ignoranceof the people" so that the dissemination
of "atheistviews" and of the Social Democraticoutlookgenerallybecame
the "chief task."56This was a superficialview in Lenin's judgment because it explained the roots of religion "idealistically,"in terms of ignoin terms of its social roots, specifically,
rance, but not "materialistically,"
of the "fear of the blind force of capital"which threatenedto inflict and
did inflict "'sudden', 'unexpected' 'accidental' ruin and destruction"in
the life of the proletarianand of the small peasantproprietor."Fearmade
the Gods."57
For Lenin, religious faith, that is, non-Social Democratic worldviews, ultimately would be underminedpractically,not pedagogically,
because the roots of such worldviews were ultimatelymaterialand practical, not merely intellectual and cognitive. For him, the combattingof
religion had to be linked up to "concretepracticeof the class movement
which aims at eliminatingthe social roots of religion."Only the "progress
of the class strugglecould convertChristianworkersto Social Democracy
and atheism"58for only the class struggle actually changed social relationships and, consequently,changed ideas about those relationshipsand
one's role in changing them. Only the experience of class conflict had a
sufficientlypowerful materialand practicalimpact on the consciousness
of its participantsactuallyto change consciousness. Only in the course of
that struggle would workers be won to Social Democracy because the
Marxist,Social Democraticworldview made bettersense of theirstruggle
than any other worldview.
WhereasBogdanov, then, gave a primacyto educationin the transformationof workingclass consciousness, Leninlooked to the experience
of class struggle. Bogdanov did not think that this struggle, by itself,
would create the basis for workers to adopt a socialist outlook, thus, it
needed to be supplementedby socialist schooling in proletarianuniversities. Lenin and Bogdanov likewise assessed the 1905 Revolution very
differentlythough, again, neitherdrew the differencesharplyin directand
immediatepolemic.
Bogdanov's strong emphasis on propagandawas a hallmarkof his
activity from the beginningof his political career.It is doubtfulthatLenin
ever sharedBogdanov's enthusiasmfor the pedagogical element in politics. What was decisive in bringingthem togetherwas theircommon belief in the RSDLP'stutelaryrole in relationto the workingclass, summed
up in the view that workers throughtheir own activity could not reach
56Ibid., vol. 15, p. 405.
57Ibid., p. 406.
58Ibid., pp. 405-406.
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revolutionaryconsciousness, which had to be broughtfrom the outside
by revolutionaryintellectuals. It is this which laid the basis for their political collaborationbeginning in 1904.
The failureof the 1905 revolutionhad imposedgreatresponsibilities
on the Social Democratic intellectuals. Bogdanov was convinced that
they now needed to raise workersto be not just politically educatedrevolutionaries, but fully rounded socialist men and women fit to run the
new society before the overthrowof the old one. This lofty task was given
pride of place in the Vperedplatform:
The socialist consciousness of the working class must embrace its entire existence
and not just the working class's direct economic and political struggle....
Against bourgeois culture, a new proletarian culture must be disseminated among
a proletarian philosophy worked
the masses, a proletarian science developed .
out. Art must be oriented toward proletarian aspirations and experiences.59

The function of the Social Democraticintellectualwas essentially to free
the worker'sconsciousness from the shackles of "bourgeoisculture"and
bourgeois ideology "within the frameworkof the existing society." In
Bogdanov's view, then, the achievementof socialist consciousnessby the
worker occurreddespite those practical/materialconditions of everyday
life which daily producedand reproduced"bourgeoisculture,"bourgeois
science, bourgeois philosophy, and bourgeois art. "The defining feature
of Bolshevism," he concluded, "is the creationof an all-embracingproletarianculture, hic et nunc, within the frameworkof the existing society."6o
With hindsight, Bogdanov's views on the relationshipbetween politics and culture, in the broad sense of the term, were alreadysomewhat
at odds with Lenin's own conceptionsexpressed in WhatIs to Be Done?
There, Lenin agreed with the viewpoint expressed by Bogdanov that it
was certainlyno advantageto bring workersup to the level of the Social
Democratic intellectual in science, art, and philosophy. However, this
task was not "easy" nor "pressingly necessary" for it belonged in the
domainof "pedagogics"not "politicsand organization.""Leavepedagogics to pedagogues and not to politicians and organizers!"Lenin cried.61
Nevertheless, what drew Bogdanov decisively to Bolshevism and to
Lenin in 1904 was the pivotal notion of WhatIs to Be Done? that the
mass of the working class could not reach revolutionary,socialist consciousness in the course of strugglebecause that strugglewould never,on
its own, challenge existing social relationshipsnor a fortiori challenge
59Sovremennoepolozhenie i zadachipartii: platforma, pp. 16-17.
60Bogdanov, "Ne nado zatemniat,"in Ko vsem tovarishcham,pp. 4-5.
61Lenin, Collected Works,vol. 5, pp. 470-71.
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the consciousness correspondingto those relationships. On this critical
point Bogdanov agreed with Lenin. Bogdanov's belief in the missionary
role of Social Democraticintellectualsto bring socialist consciousness to
the workers via education dovetailed with Lenin's view that such consciousness would also arise as a result of the propagandaby Social Democrats acting "from outside" the workers' movement. The political
alliance between Lenin and Bogdanov, then, was rooted in two complementaryconceptions of how workerswould become Social Democrats.
But, by 1909, Bogdanov's long-term political perspective clashed
with Lenin's. Bogdanov still adheredto the intellectualistpresuppositions
of WhatIs to Be Done? regardingthe formationof socialist consciousness
in the working class. He reaffirmedthem in The CulturalTasksof Our
Times. Lenin had meanwhile reconsideredand sharplyrevised those presuppositionsbecause the the workers had, in 1905, challenged existing
social relationshipsand had thereforeacted in a necessarilyrevolutionary,
Social Democratic spirit-whether they had actuallyjoined the RSDLP
or not. It was that challenge that had made the year 1905 a year of Revolution.
The experience of the revolution of 1905 not only failed to bring
Bogdanov to the same sort of rethinkingas it did Lenin;it confirmedhim
in his established view. By 1909 they no longer shareda common paradigm. The result was fundamentalconflict between the two men. The
political split showed that the conflict was irreconcilable.
*

Bogdanov and the Vperedistswere unable to win over a majorityof
Bolsheviks or of Russian Social Democratsgenerallyto their programof
creatinga proletarianculturevia socialist schooling in Partyuniversities.
Vperednever secured a lasting political influence in the workers' movement in Russia. Throughoutits short-livedexistence, Vperedhad a proportionatelyhigher contingent of intellectualsin its ranksthan any other
tendency of the RSDLP as well as a proportionatelyhigher numberof
adherentsabroad.
Vpereddid not long survive the departureof its chief inspirerand
theoreticianin 1911 and defacto collapsed in 1912. After leaving Vpered
Bogdanov continued his scientific and philosophical investigations and
began to write Tectology: Universal Science of Organization(Moscow,
1913-1922). Bogdanov's membershipin the Russian Social Democratic
Labor Party and in Vperedhad been only one dimension of his broader
conception of politics.
Meanwhile, working class movement again went on the offensive.
The Bolsheviks, applyingthe lessons of 1905, bolsteredthatoffensive by
actively participatingin the cooperative,tradeunion, and political movement of the workers. On the eve of WorldWarI, the Bolsheviks had won
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the political allegiance of the majorityof the organizedworking class.62
In Marchof 1917 the Bolsheviks were to regainthat allegiance and eventually lead the workers to seize power throughtheir own class-based institutions, the Soviets.63

Afterword
The view of Bogdanov presentedhere is so much at odds with the
one given by most scholars of this "non-Leninist"Bolshevik that it requires a concluding, justificatory,comment.
Many scholars praise Bogdanov's attitudetoward the workers for
being the "completeanti-thesisof the ideas put forwardby Lenin in What
Is to Be Done?" because Bogdanov did not presumeto "leadthe workers
in any direction"or "dictate"how they ought to think and act.64In Revolution and Culture: The Bogdanov-LeninControversy,Zenovia Sochor
highlights time and again her view that Bogdanov "glorifiedthe workers
and their innate aptitudefor attainingknowledge, political consciousness
and self-transformation"whereas Lenin did not, that Bogdanov "chalpar
lenged" authority"in all guises" whereasLenin was the authoritarian
excellence.65

Pace Sochor and others, this view of Bogdanov rendershis initial
adhesion to Lenin a veritablemystery. True, Bogdanov had nothing but
the loftiest praise for workers who met, or strove to meet, his rigorous
theoretical specifications. But how many such workers were there? To
this all-importantquestion Sochor occasionally concedes that few workers and even fewer of their organizationsmet Bogdanov's ideal. Indeed,
accordingto Sochor, Bogdanov did not think "workers'organizationsin
general"could "serve as adequatetransitionalforms for the construction
of socialism" because all "tradeunions, cooperatives, and Partyorganizations"functioned"accordingto the economic and culturallaws of cap62See Leopold Haimson'sclassic "TheProblemof Social Stabilityin UrbanRussia, 1905-1917,"
Slavic Review (December 1964 and March 1965) and Bonnell, Roots of Rebellion: Workers'Politics
and Organizations in St. Petersburg and Moscow, 1900-1914, chap. 10, "The Radicalizationof
Labor."
63For the role of the Bolshevik Partyin the 1917 revolution,see AlexanderRabinowitch,Prelude
to Revolution: The PetrogradBolsheviks and the July 1917 Uprising (Bloomington, IN, 1968) and
The BolsheviksCome to Power: The Revolutionof 1917 in Petrograd(New York, 1976); for the role
of the Bolsheviks in the Soviets, see David Mandel, The PetrogradWorkersand the Fall of the Old
Regime: From the FebruaryRevolutionto the July Days, 1917 (London, 1983) and PetrogradWorkers and the Soviet Seizure of Power (July 1917-June 1918) (London, 1984); for the role of the
Bolsheviks in the factory committees, see S. A. Smith, Red Petrograd:Revolutionin the Factories
1917-1918 (Cambridge,1983.) These works supportmy constructionof Lenin'srevised Bolshevism
after 1905.
64James D. White, "Bogdanov in Tula,"Studies in Soviet Thought22 (February1981) pp. 44,
48.
65Sochor, Revolutionand Culture,p. 175.
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italism."They ended up "reflecting"existing capitalistcultureratherthan
"fostering"socialist "attitudesand values."66These and otherisolatedbut
telling passages in Sochor's book point to the imperativeneed to distinguish between Bogdanov's praise of imagined workers functioning in
imagined institutions and Bogdanov's skepticism toward real workers
functioningin real organizations.
Sochor does not give this distinctionthe emphasisit deserves in her
book. She should have accordedit more attentionand study because for
Bogdanov the distinctionconfirmedthat actualworkers, withoutthe mediation of revolutionary intellectuals, would not transformtheir consciousness. Indeed, Bogdanov's entire political sociology was premised
on the opposition between the workers' actual"false"consciousness and
his ideal "authentic"proletarianbeing. The Vperedists wanted to overcome the bourgeois consciousness of the working class by ideologically
overcomingbourgeois society from the outside, by engineeringa socialist
consciousness among workersoutside bourgeoissociety, in isolationfrom
it, behind its back, privately,via proletarianuniversities. However, the
Revolutionof 1917 showed Vperediststrategy-"Bogdanovism"-to be,
in Sochor's harshbut just words, a set of "ideas"lacking "genuinepolitical clout."67

In 1917 workers once again engaged in mass strikes and built factory committees and Soviets to guide their movement. They did so on
their own and without the tutelage of intellectuals, confirming Lenin's
views regardingthe workingclass' capacityto developrevolutionaryconsciousness and institutions-and allowing the Bolsheviks to intervenein
every sphere of working class activity. On the other hand, the actual development of the revolutionrenderedBogdanov's political strategyirrelevant because inapplicable. As the intelligentsia showed no sign of
playing a tutelaryrole in the workers'movement, Bogdanovapprehended
thatmovementand opposed the Soviet seizure of power in October1917.
In 1917, Revolution passed Bogdanov by and Bogdanov passed by the
Revolution.
Bogdanov's estrangement from the the organized working class
movement in 1917 and beyond was exemplified in his attitudetoward
Proletkult', a non-Partyorganizationsponsored and led by the Bolsheviks. As Proletkult' grew to become a mass movement, actively connected to the social, political, andculturalrealitiesof the immediatepost1917 period, it progressivelyceased to meet Bogdanov'stheoreticalspecifications because it developed independentlyof intelligentsia tutelage.
Insofar as Proletkult' did meet those theoretical specifications, it only
66Ibid., p. 34.
67Ibid., p. 13.
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encompassed a sect of doctrinaireintellectuals working in the editorial
offices of ProletarskaiaKul'tura, a journal to which Bogdanov and his
handful of followers contributed.Surveyingthe evolution of the proletkult' movementfrom very differentvantagepoints, two Soviet historians,
V. V. Gorbunov, V I. Lenin i Proletkul't(Moscow 1974) and L. A. Pinegina, Sovietskii rabochii klass i khudozhestvennaiakul'tura(Moscow,
1984), as well as an Americanscholar,Lynn Mally, Blueprintfor a New
Culture:A Social History of the Proletkult(UC Berkeley doctoraldissertation, 1985), have shown that the theory of "proletarianculture"originally developed by Bogdanov and his associates in 1909 was largely
irrelevantto the revolutionarypracticedes real existierendenworker(and
peasant), in 1917 and beyond.
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AlexanderBogdanov and the
Theoryof a "NewClass"
JOHN BIGGART
The theory that in certain circumstances state socialism could degenerate into a system in which power was exercised by a bureaucratic
elite or by a new class has its origins in Mikhail Bakunin's famous critique of Marx written during the years 1870-1873. In 1905 the theory
acquired a new lease of life in the writings of Jan Waclaw Makhaisky. In
Western historiography the application of such theories to the development of socialism in the Soviet Union has usually been associated with
the "Left Oppositions" of 1923 and, above all, with Leon Trotsky's celebrated denunciation of Stalinism, The Revolution Betrayed (1937).2 As
Ivan Szeleny and Bill Martin have written in their recent survey of "new
class" theories, "most of the (Marxist) bureaucratic class theories could
be traced back to the work of Leon Trotsky . . .": for while "Trotsky
himself was of course not a New Class theorist ... the first comprehensive theories that described the Soviet Union as a society dominated by a
bureaucratic class were developed by former Trotskyists."3
In the Soviet Union during the 1920s Marxist theories of bureaucratic degeneration were by no means associated exclusively with the
political thought of Trotsky. In October 1926 the leading theoretician of
the Communist Party, Nikolai Bukharin, in an article devoted to the ques1See M. Bakounine. L'EmpireKnouto-Germaniqueet la RevolutionSociale (1870-1871) (Leiden, 1981) and Gosudarstvennost'i Anarkhiia[1873] (Leiden, 1967); and A. Vol'ski (Makhaisky),
UmstvennyiRabochii (Geneva, 1905) and BankrotstvosotsializmaXIX veka (Geneve, 1905).
2See L. Trotsky,The RevolutionBetrayed(New York, 1970). The most complete surveysof "new
class" theory are: MarianSawer, "Theoriesof the New Class from Bakuninto Kuron and Modzelewski: The Morphologyof PermanentProtest,"in MarianSawer (ed.), Socialism and theNew Class:
Towardsthe Analysis of StructuralInequality within Socialist Societies. Monographno. 19 of AustralasianPolitical Studies Association (Sidney, 1978); and Ivan Szelenyi and Bill Martin,"TheThree
Wavesof New Class Theories,"Theoryand Society, vol. 17 (1988), pp. 645-67. Neitherwork deals
with Bogdanov.
3 See Szeleny and Martin,pp. 652-53. For an example of Trotskyisttheory,see ChristianRakovsky's letter of 6 August 1928 to Valentinov, published under the title "Power and the Russian
Worker,"The New International, November 1934, pp. 105-109. For Rakovsky the principalcause
of degeneration was functional and social differentiationwithin the working class. However, he
admitted that "The bureaucracyof the Soviets and the party is a fact of a new order. It is not a
question here of isolated cases but ratherof a new social category to which a whole treatiseought to
be devoted."
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tion of the feasibility of constructingsocialism in one country,and in the
context of polemics against the "United"Trotskyistand Zinovievite Oppositions, singled out Alexander Bogdanov and Vladimir Bazarov for
their alleged contentionthat a preconditionof the constructionof socialism was the cultural maturationof the proletariatunder capitalism.4
This "Bogdanov-Bazarovtheory,"according to Bukharin, was "utterly
wrong," and its authorsfailed to understandthe "differencein principle
between proletarianand bourgeois revolutions":the culturalmaturation
of the proletariatcould only come about by means of its political dictatorship.5In making these criticisms Bukharinwas doing no more than
repeatingargumentswhich he had deployed once before duringa debate
on culturalrevolutioninitiatedby the Politbureauin 1922.6 However, in
1926 Bukharin,curiously for one who in his contributionto that debate
had warnedof similar dangers, added to his stricturesagainst Bogdanov
the accusation that he was the author of the theory of "bureaucratic
degeneration (the technico-intellectual bureaucracy, the 'organizing'
caste)," which was now propounded"by the combinedopposition."7
One must assume thatif Bukharinin this articlehad wished to credit
either Trotsky personally, the Trotskyist opposition, or the broader
"UnitedOpposition"with authorshipof the theory of bureaucraticdegeneration he would have done so, for elsewhere in his article he does not
mince words in his denunciationof his opponents. However, Bukharin
contentedhimself with the allegationthat "on the questionof the relation
of the inherent forces of the Russian Revolution . . . the points of view

. . . of the EuropeanSocial Democrats, Bogdanov-Bazarov,the Russian
Mensheviks, Trotskyand Kamenev-Zinoviev... in principlecompletely
coincide."8
4N. Bukharin,Building Up Socialism (London, 1926), pp. 5, 8, and 14-17. This is a translation
of N. Bukharin, "O kharakterenashei revoliutsii i o vozmozhnosti pobedonosnogo sotsialisticheskogo stroitel'stvav SSSR," Bol'shevik, no. 19/20 (October), 1926.
5Bukharin,Building Up Socialism, p. 18.
6 On the origins of this debatesee my article"Bukharinandthe Originsof the 'ProletarianCulture'
Debate," Soviet Studies (1987), no. 2. On Bukharin'stheory of culturalrevolutionand his use of
"new class" theory see my contribution"Bukharinand Bogdanov"in Anthony Kemp-Welch(ed.),
The IntellectualLegacy of N. I. Bukharin(forthcoming).
7Bukharin,Building Up Socialism, pp. 32, and47. Throughout,Bukharinquotesfrom Bogdanov,
Voprosysotsializma (M., 1918; signed for printingNovember 1917) and Bazarov, Na puti k sotsializmu (Khar'kov, 1919; foreword dated 2 April 1919). In his pamphletBogdanov had warnedof
"the emergence of a new Arakcheev [who] . . . would appoint an official to every enterpriseand
subordinatethe entire economy to the requirednumberof departments."Bazarovin his "Predposylki
osushchestvleniyasotzializma,"written "two months before the FebruaryRevolution,"had judged
the contemporarylabor movementto be capable only of transformingstate capitalisminto a system
oriented toward consumption. However, neither work introduces the idea of a "new class." See
Bogdanov, VoprosySotsializma, pp. 38 and 40 andNa puti k sotsializmu, pp. 21-22.
8Bukharin, Building Up Socialism, p. 43. Among the EuropeanSocial Democrats, Bukharin
berates in particularKarl Kautsky who in Die Diktaturdes Proletariat (Vienna, 1918) had written
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Amongst WesternhistoriansIlmariSusiluoto, Robert C. Williams,
and Zenovia Sochor have all recently drawnattentionto the contribution
of AlexanderBogdanov to early Marxisttheory of a "new class." Susiluoto writes:
According to Bogdanov, the class division in society was determinedby the "possession" of organizationalexperience. Capitalistswere not the dominantclass primarily because they owned the means of production,but because they organized
and directedproduction.But when concepts like this were used it became possible
to speak of a ruling and oppressingclass even when socialism prevailed.9

Sochor cites Susiluoto approvinglythat Bogdanov "becamean early representativeof the intellectualtraditionin which such figures as Lev Trotsky, Karl Wittfogel, James Burnhamand Milovan Djilas were later to
gain distinctionas theoreticians."'0Accordingto Sochor, moreover,Bogdanov "fearedthe dangerthat the party and its memberswould reconstitute themselves as a new class."" Williams goes furtherand attributesto
Bogdanov the view that "the radical, technical intelligentsiacan effect a
revolutionbetter than either party orthodoxyor proletarianspontaneity,"
and that "the key to the proletarianfuture would be the ideology of the
technical and scientific intelligentsia."12
As Sochor has remindedus, Soviet critics of Bogdanov as early as
1922 had begun to accuse him of unorthodoxyfor deriving social classes
from authorityrelations.13It is not my purpose in this article to discuss
how far, if at all, Bogdanov departedfrom "classical"Marxismby devel-

that "the state organizationof productionby a bureaucracydoes not consitute socialism: and had
characterizedthe Soviet rdgime as Bonapartist.In Terrorismumsund Kommunismus(Berlin, 1919)
he had employed the categories "statecapitalism,""new class of officials,"and "new ruling class."
On Kautsky'sdebates with Bauer,Adler, Dan, and Abramovichover the class characterof the Soviet
regime, see Massimo Salvadori, Karl Kautskyand the Socialist Revolution 1880-1938 (London,
1979).
9Ilmari Susiluoto, The Origins and Developmentof Systems Thinkingin the Soviet Union (Helsinki, 1982), p. 68. Susiluoto's paraphraseof Bogdanov is slightly misleading. Bogdanovconsidered
social differentationto arise out of changes in technical processes. Organizationalfunctions were
exercised by the ruling classes of all class-divided societies and capitalismwas merely a special case
in which the ruling class owned the means of productionas capital. Moreover,under socialism as
Bogdanov understoodit it would not be possible to speak of "a ruling and oppressingclass." See A.
Bogdanov, Empiriomonizm,vol. 3 (St. Petersburg,1906), pp. 85-89, 93, and 117.
10Susiluoto, p. 68, cited by Zenovia Sochor, Revolutionand Culture:The Bogdanov-LeninControversy(Ithacaand London, 1988), p. 68.
11Sochor,p. 190.
12RobertC. Williams, The Other Bolsheviks, Lenin and His Critics, 1904-1914 (Bloomington
and Indianapolis, 1986), pp. 127 and 131.
13Sochor, p. 66. Sochor refers to the article of A. Udal'tsov, "K kritike teorii klassov A. A.
Bogdanova,"Pod ZnamenemMarksizma,no. 7-8, 1922. It is worth noting that this journalwas the
organ of the "Deborinite"school of Russian Marxism.
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oping a functionalisttheory of class formationthoughmy own opinion is
that his sociology (or "historicalmaterialism")complementsratherthan
contradictsthat of Marx.14 What I shall argue, however, is firstly, that
Bogdanov did not at any time ascribeto the "radicaltechnicalintelligentsia" a leading role in the transitionto socialism; secondly,that Bogdanov
did entertainthe theoreticalpossibility that the intelligentsiacould metamorphose into a "ruling class"; and, thirdly,that whilst the idea of the
Soviet intelligentsia as a provisionallyruling group can be discernedin
Bogdanov's writings, the theory of a Soviet new class was proclaimed
publicly duringthe 1920s not by Bogdanovbut by his disciples the "Bogdanovists." 15

Bogdanov and the "IntermediaryIntelligentsia"
As early as 1906, in the third volume of his seminal work Empiriomonizm,Bogdanov had certainly admittedthe possibility that "in certain conditions"the "ideologues"of society might themselvesacquirethe
statusof an "organizingclass" which would rule over the masses.16 However, in other works published before 1917 he had asked whetherunder
capitalism the intelligentsia might acquire such a status and his answer
had been in the negative. At most, he acknowledgedthat in certainhistorical periods when relations between competing social classes were in
a state of equilibriumthe intelligentsiamight assert itself as an independent social group, "above class," and he cited the example of the liberal
faction aroundLe National in France in the 1840s, that of the "Legal
Populists"in Russia duringthe 1890s, and that of the "Liberationists"of
the 1900s. For Bogdanov, as a rule, however:
The intermediary intelligentsia groups of society work ideologically not for themselves but for others and so they can in no way act as a determining force in
pursuing the cultural tasks of our time.7

14For a concise version of Bogdanov's sociology see the chapter"Istoricheskiimonizm"in Empiriomonizm,vol. 3.
15Bogdanov employs "group"and "class" as separatecategories. Both forms of differentiation
were broughtabout by technical change; however, whereas the typical relationshipbetween groups
Morewas specialization, the typical relationshipbetween classes was "domination-subordination."
over, it was not the organizationalfunction alone which indicatedclass formationbut also the acquisition of a separateclass ideology. See Empiriomonizm,vol. 3, pp. 87-89 and 95.
16"Of course, in certain conditions, even the ideologues might turn into an 'organizingclass',
and in such circumstancesthey would no longer serve as the ideologues of the masses whom they
dominated."See Empiriomonizm,vol. 3, pp. 87-89, 95.
17Kul'turnyezadachi nashego vremeni(M., 1911), p. 27. Bogdanov refers to the group around
the newspaperLe National founded in 1830 by the bankerCharlesLafitteand ArmandCarrel.Originally Orleanist, by 1831 it had become liberal-republican.See H. A. C. Collingham, The July
Monarchy(London and New York, 1988).
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Unlike Sorel or Makhaiski, Bogdanov was not impressedby the propensity of the intelligentsia to transformitself into a new class or to utilize
the labor movement to that end.18On the contrary,he considered that
intellectuals in the moder age, by respondingto an increased demand
for mental labor (engineers, trained technicians, economists, accountants, and the like), by assuming, in otherwords, the organizationalfunctions of capitalism, had become the organizationalauxiliaries of the
bourgeoisie. In so doing, they impeded the transitionto socialism and
helped to perpetuatethe anachronisticvalues of authoritarianismand individualism.
At a time when cooperationis called for ... the intellectualis found occupying
the authoritarianposition of leader and organizer-as an engineerin the factory,a
physician in hospital, etc. Thus the intellectualsadopt the authoritarianismwhich
is in any case preservedin the bourgeois world and in its culture, as an organizational supplementto their own fundamentalanarchism.19

Socialist intellectuals, whom Bogdanov describedas "whitecrows"
(belie voroni), were consideredby him to be a source of potentialdanger
to the labor movement, in view of the damagewhich could be caused by
their authoritarianismand individualism.20While denying that the
RSDRP was an "intelligentsia-party"(intelligentskaia)in the sense of
having a disproportionatenumberof intellectualsby social origin or profession in membership,Bogdanov neverthelessacknowledgedthat intellectuals exercised great influence within the Party by virtue of the
strategicposition which they occupied. In the aftermathof the revolution
of 1905 he judged thatthe intelligentsiawas having a disorganizingrather
than an organizing effect upon the RSDRP. For example, he attributed
the "constitutionalillusions" of some Party memberswith regardto the
Duma in 1907 to a shift in the balance of power between the proletariat
and intelligentsiawithin the Party.The principalfeaturesof the mentality
of the Partyintelligentsiawere these:
An inherentinstability (neustoichoivost') and lack of steadfastness(nevyderzhannost'); an infirmity of principle and purpose which are characteristicof intermediary class formationsand of the intelligentsia in particularand which reflect the
complete subservience of their role in the process of social labor. The psyche of
the intelligentsiais easily swayed in one directionor another;and when life shatters
18 n theinfluenceof Makhaisky
andSorelon PolishandRussianintelligentsia
theoryduringthe
1900sandfor a comparisonof the theoriesof BogdanovandBrzozowski,see AndrzejWalicki,

StanislawBrzozowskiand the Polish Beginnings of "WesternMarxism"(Oxford, 1989) and in partic-

ularchapter5.
19"Kritika
iskusstva"
kul'ture1904-1924(Leningrad
and
(1918)in O proletarskoi
proletarskogo
Moscow,1925),p. 163.
v nastoiashchem"
20"Sotsializm
(1911),in Oproletarskoi
kul'ture,
p. 97.
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their illusions they either succumb to depression (Katzenjammer), remorse and
self-reproach or else they lash out wildly in a different direction.21

WarCommunismand State Capitalism
One cannot argue, therefore, that Bogdanov before the FirstWorld
War discerned in the "actually existing" intelligentsia the embryo of a
new ruling class or that he ascribedto this intelligentsiaa leading role in
the transitionto socialism. At the same time, he was underno illusion as
to the preparednessfor leadershipof the industrialworkingclass, Russian
or West European,and when his pessimistic diagnosis was confirmedby
the outbreakof the WorldWarhe returnedto his hypothesisof 1906 that
"undercertain conditions"some sections at least of the old intelligentsia
might acquirean independentsocial role.22
In 1916 Bogdanov published four major articles in the journalLetopis' in which he provided an analysis of the origins of the WorldWar
and of the dynamics of the war economies of the belligerent powers.23
These articles were to serve as the basis of his interpretationof the Russian Revolution of 1917 and of his theory of "WarCommunism."Briefly
summarized,Bogdanov's theory pointed to the centralrole of the armed
forces in restructuringthe economies of the Ententeand Centralpowers.
Essentially a "consumers' commune" (Potrebitel'naia kommuna), the
army in war-time spread the communism of consumptionto the rest of
sociey as the state graduallyassumed control over the economy. Simulinto civil society led to
taneously,the spreadof militaryauthoritarianism
the subjugationand "enserfment"of the working masses and createdthe
conditions for governmentdictatorship.24
As the effects of "consumers'communism"multipliedthroughout
the economy as a whole, the latterwas transformedinto a system of State
21"Sotsialdemokraticheskaia
vkhozhest',"VestnikZhizni, no. 2 (February),1907, p. 40. Bogdanov considered the behavior of the Mensheviks in 1905-1906 to be a typical case of intelligentsia
vacillation. See also his characterizationof the "petty-bourgeoisie"in Empiriomonizm,vol. 3, pp.
98-99.
22For Bogdanov's views on the "backwardness"of the industrialworking classes, Russian and
West European,see his Kul'turnyezadachi nashego vremeni(M., 1911), p. 50; "Sotsializm,v nastoiashchem"(1911), "1918"(1918), and "O khudozhestvennomnasledstve"(1918) in 0 proletarskoi
kul'ture,pp. 97, 100-103, and 144 respectively.See also his Elementyproletarskoikul'turyv razvitii
rabochego klassa (Moscow, 1920), pp. 48, and 55-56. To BukharinBogdanov later wrote: "It is a
tragedythathistoryhas placed this unprecedentedlyheavy, indeedunbearableburdenupon the shoulders of the youngest of all the workingclasses, the Russianproletariat,and set it a task which by far
exceeds its capabilities." See "Otkrytoepis'mo t. Bukharinu,"cited in Sergei G., "Nezavidnoe
schast'e (ProrochestvoPlekhanovao Bogdanove),"SputnikKommunista,no. 24 (Moscow, 1923),
pp. 180 and 184.
23"Mirovyekrizisy, mimye i voennye,"Letopis', nos. 3, 4, 5, 7, 1916.
24See Urokipervykhshagov revoliutsii(Moscow, July 1917); and Voprosysotsializmap. 75 passim.
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Capitalism. In Voprosy sotsializma, signed for printing in November
1917, Bogdanov described State Capitalism as follows:
A system of adaptationof modem capitalism to two specific conditions of the
epoch: consumption-ledwar communismand the destructionof the forces of production. Of the adaptationsin question some coincide with the general line of
developmentof capitalism, for example, the developmentof syndicatesand trusts
in the organizationof enterprises;others fall outside of this general line and are
even in contradictionwith it: for example, the restrictionof consumption,monopolization of some productsby the state, state-bureaucratic
regulationof distribution
and production.When war communism, in peace-time, is reducedin scale and the
destruction of productive forces ceases, we may assume that the first forms of
adaptationwill be preserved, and will evolve, whereas the second will become
extinct, or will survive only to the extent that they are in conformity with class
interestsor the co-relationof class forces.25

Thus, in 1917, Bogdanov tended to the view that the need of governments
to coordinate economic demobilization would make for a conservation of
the new system after the war. State Capitalism, consisting of the replacement in peace-time of the institutions of finance capital by institutions of
state control (nationalization of the main branches of industry, of transport, and of land) was the economic regime that he expected to prevail in
the West and in Russia.26
Over a year earlier, Bogdanov, in a new edition of his Tektologiya
(whose preface bore the date 16 September 1916) had speculated that the
social formation which would preside over the new system might not
necessarily be the bourgeoisie. In a chapter entitled "Contemporary
Ideals" which had not appeared in previous editions of his work, he noted
that at a time when the differentiation of the two major social classes, the
bourgeoisie and the industrial proletariat, was still incomplete, one could
identify a number of intermediary groups (promezhutochnie gruppirovki)
one of which comprised the "greater part of the scientific-technical intelligentsia, though not its upper strata who have thrown in their lot with the
bourgeoisie or the lower who are siding with the toiling proletariat." This
group had now acquired an ideology of its own which envisaged
The plannedorganizationof productionand distributionunderthe managementof
economists, engineers, doctors, and lawyers, in short of the intelligentsiaitself.
This would entail, of course, the creation of privileged conditions for the intelligentsia, but also of materiallysatisfactoryconditionsfor the workingclass. In this
way the conditions making for class struggle would be abolished and a harmony
of interestswould be achieved.27
25Voprosysotsializma, p. 86.
26Ibid., pp. 80 and 83-85.
27VseobshchaiaOrganizatsionnaiaNauka
(Tektologiia),vol. 2 (Moscow, 1917), p. 140. -
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The political form requiredfor the realizationof this ideal would in most
cases be a "centralizedrepublic"and the proponentsof this system, for
example, the majority of the French radical socialists, described their
ideal as "state socialism." However, for Bogdanov, "state socialism"
could assume a numberof forms:
There are many features of the old estate society which still exercise a powerful
influence. In Europethe most typical are the Catholicpriesthoodand the backward
stratumof the landlordclass. These elements either cling to the old estate ideals or
updatethem. In countries where a significantproportionof the bureaucraticintelligentsia is linked with the landowningestate, or identifieswith it, one form which
this modernized ideology adopts is that of "state socialism." However, "bureaucratic socialism" would be a more correctdesignation, for a system in which production and distributionare organised by an hierarchyof officials headed by a
monarchicalpower lies somewherebetween the ideal of the techmoral-patriarchal
nical intelligentsiaand the feudal-estateideal.28

In 1916 Bogdanov may well have intendedhis readersto see in this paragraphan Aesopian referenceto bureaucratic-socialisttendencies within
the Tsaristregime.29What we must now ask is how far he understoodthe
Soviet regime after 1917 to be either State Capitalistor State Socialist
and how far he discerned in the development of the Soviet system the
emergence of a new ruling group or class.
WarCommunismof the Laboring Classes
As late as 1921, in Nachal'nyi kurspoliticheskoi ekonomiiBogdanov consideredit to be still an open question whether,following a return
to peace-time conditions of production,State Capitalismwould persist in
Westernand EasternEurope and prove to be a higher and more durable
form of capitalism.30In 1923, however, in new editions of both Nachal'nyi kurspoliticheskoi ekonomii and of Kurspoliticheskoi ekonomii(coauthoredwith Skvortsov-Stepanov)he noted that State Capitalismin the
West had turnedout to be a temporary,war-timephenomenonand that it
had been dismantled. Accordingly,Bogdanov introducedinto his theory
an analytical distinction between "MilitaryState Capitalism"(Voennogosudarstvennyikapitalizm)and "StateCapitalism."In the West, even if
"MilitaryState Capitalism"had not given birth to a stable, peace-time
regime of "StateCapitalism,"such a system clearly appealedto advanced
28Ibid.
29For an empirical study which identifies precisely such attitudeswithin the Tsaristbureaucracy,
see W. E. Mosse, "Bureaucracyand Nobility in Russia at the End of the NineteenthCentury,"The
Historical Journal, vol. 24, no. 3 (1981), pp. 605-28.
30Nachal'nyikurspoliticheskoi ekonomii(3rd ed.: Petersburg,1921), p. 145.
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elements of the bourgeoisie and of the bourgeois intelligentsia and its
introductionat some time in the futureremaineda theoreticalpossibility.31
In Russia the effects of WarCommunism/MilitaryState Capitalism
had proven to be longer-lastingand in 1923 Bogdanov introduceda further new category to describe the socioeconomic system which had developed in Russia during the Revolution and Civil War.This system he
describedas "WarCommunismof the LaboringClasses" (Voennyikommunizmtrudovykhklassov). According to Bogdanov there were two instances in history, the seige of Paris in 1870-1871 and the Russian
Revolution of 1917, when the bourgeoisie had provedto be incapableof
introducingmeasuresnecessary to defend the institutionof privateproperty. On both these occasions the laboring classes had overthrownthe
bourgeois state and introduceda system of "WarCommunism."In Paris
these measures had been taken by an alliance of the working class and
the urbanpetty bourgeoisie;in Russia they had been takenby an alliance
between the urbanworkersand a predominantlypeasantarmywhich had
functionedtemporarilyas a social class in its own right. In both instances
the leading role had been played by the proletariat.However,whereasthe
ParisCommunein the seventy-twodays of its existence had been able to
achieve little in the way of communization,the "Communistlabor bloc"
in Russia in 1917 had, throughthe system of Soviets, triumphedover the
bourgeoisie and landownersand over the militaryand financialpower of
the West. Bogdanov now arguedthat what had arisen out of the system
of Military State Capitalismin Russia duringthe period 1917-1921 was
a new system which he described as "WarCommunismof the Laboring
Classes." While functionally similar to Military State Capitalism, War
Communismof the LaboringClasses differedfrom it by virtue of the fact
that the owners of land and the owners of industrialand finance capital
had been expropriated:in other words, the new system had a different
class basis. However, just as Military State Capitalism had had to be
abandonedin the West, so WarCommunismof the LaboringClasses, in
view of its destructive economic effects, had had to be abandonedin
Soviet Russia.32
It is at this point that one searches in Bogdanov's writings for a
characterizationof the Soviet state underNEP. Wasit to be understoodas
State Capitalist or State Socialist? However, for reasons which are not
entirely clear, but which most probablyhad to do with the political sensitivity of the matter,Bogdanov chose neverin any of his publishedworks
31See, for example, Nachal'nyi kurspoliticheskoi ekonomii(9th ed.; Moscow/Petrograd,1923),
pp. 119-22.
32Nachal'nyi kurspoliticheskoi ekonomii(9th ed.), pp. 122-24; and Kurspoliticheskoi ekonomii
(3rd ed., n. d. [1923]), pp. 263-69.
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to apply either term to the NEP. During a debate which took place in the
Socialist Academy of 14 September 1922, when it seemed that his own
analysis might well bring clarityto a confused issue, Bogdanovtook care
to approachthe question in an oblique way. Arguing that in his opinion
WarCommunismhad been a policy born, not out of Bolshevik ideology,
but out of "military-revolutionary
necessity" (he had once argueddifferently), Bogdanov gave Lenin creditfor having attemptedas early as 1918
to preparethe groundfor the kind of StateCapitalismwhich he had finally
been able to introducein 1921.33However,in contrastingStateCapitalism
in Lenin's sense of the term with Preobrazhensky'sWarCommunism(in
the debate Preobrazhensky,a proponentof WarCommunism,had argued
that it had been a policy dictated by Marxism) Bogdanov was neither
endorsing Lenin's policies as the most appropriatein the circumstances
of 1921 nor acknowledgingthata system of StateCapitalismas he understood it had been inaugurated.By 1922 Bogdanov and Lenin were in
fundamentaldisagreementover the social and economic dynamicsof the
NEP system and over the policies which were needed if it were to develop
into socialism.34Accordingly,Bogdanov, in the 1923 edition of Nachal'nyi kurspoliticheskoi ekonomii, in answeringthe question, "Whateconomic forms were to replace WarCommunism?"went no furtherthan to
state that "the New Economic Policy seeks to strengthenthe economy
and develop productionby methods which are closely relatedto the former capitalistmethods."Did this mean thattherehad been a simple return
to prewarcapitalism?Bogdanov rejected such a notion, since as a rule,
in economics there was never a complete returnto the past.35
Class Basis of the Soviet State
Bogdanov displayeda similarreticencewhen dealing with the question of a Soviet ruling class. In none of his writingspublishedduringor
after 1917 does he ever refer to the Soviet regime as "a dictatorshipof
the proletariat."In 1918, in an articlewrittenbefore the dissolutionof the
ConstituentAssembly but annotatedshortly after, he had insisted: "The
Bolsheviks are a workers'-soldiers'party;they are not a workers' party.
They are made up of two class cohorts of differenttype and level of
33"O 'Versal'skomstroitel'stve"'(session of Socialist Academy of Science of Sept. 14) in Vestnik
SotsialisticheskoiAkademii, no. 1, 1922, p. 149. In November 1917, by contrast, Bogdanov had
written that while proclaimingthe socialist revolutionLenin was in practice introducingwar communismand describedhis policies as "utopian."See Voprosysotsializma, p. 96.
34It is, of course, possible that Lenin and Bogdanov were closer in their analyses of State Capitalism than they were in their policies for proceeding toward socialism. Oddly, Lenin's marginal
notes on Bogdanov's "O 'Versal'skomstroitel'stve"'are extant but they have never been published.
See A. G. Cherikh, V I. Lenin-istorikproletarskoirevoliutsiiv Rossii (1969), p. 279 citing TsPA
IML, f. 2., op. 1, ed. khr. 23498.
35Nachal'nyikurspoliticheskoi ekonomii(9th ed., p. 125.
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culture." Invoking his "General Organizational Theory," he had pointed
out that
If the whole consists of partswhich possess differentdegrees of organization,then
the whole will be determined by the lower level of organization . . . In the
workers'-soldiers'party the most backwardand politically least organizedcohort
are the soldiers. Thereforethe workerswill have to adaptto theirlevel and outlook
and methods.

This analysis implied that if War Communism as a system persisted, the
ruling class in the Russia would be neither the proletariat nor the intelligentsia but the peasantry.36
In this same article, far from characterizing the Russian revolution
as a revolution of the ascendant intelligentsia, Bogdanov noted that the
leveling policies which the Bolsheviks applied to "the toiling technical
intelligentsia and in particular to two of its sub-groups, the bureaucracy
and the officer corps," were in contradiction with authentic "workers'
socialism":
According to the teaching of Marx, the value of labourpower is that value which
will satisfy the basic needs of the workerand restorehis full labouringcapacity.It
is precisely for this reason that the wages of a skilled workerare higherthan those
of a manual labourer.By the same token it is evident that the wages of an even
more skilled intellectual-organizerwho is carrying out the much more complex
and intensive labour of a responsible administrator,professor, senior engineer,
scientific specialist or officer must be even higher. Otherwise the maximum labouring capacity will not be restoredand the net result will be a loss far greater
than, and sometimes immeasurablyexceeding, the savings achieved in wages.37

There are indications that during the remainder of 1918 and in early 1919
Bogdanov continued to be exercised by the question of the class basis of
the Soviet regime. In late 1918 or early 1919 the publishing house "Komunist" produced Part 4 of Volume 2 of the Kurs politicheskoi ekonomii
which he coauthored with I. I. Skvortsov-Stepanov and the first volume
of which had appeared in 1910. The preface to Part 4, which was written
entirely by Bogdanov, is dated 1 September 1918, but an undated and
unsigned foreword declares that "owing to disagreement between the authors of the Course" a chapter written by Bogdanov entitled "Contempo36"Sud'byrabocheipartiiv ninishneirevoliutsii,"Novaia Zhizn', nos. 19 (26 January/8February,
1918) and 20 (27 January/9February,1918), translatedby J. Biggart as "Fortunesof the Workers'
Partyin the PresentRevolution."Sbornik[Papersof the TenthInternationalConferenceof the Study
Group on the Russian Revolution, Exeter College, Oxford, January1984] (Leeds, 1984), no. 10,
pp. 100-109. On this point, see p. 104.
37Ibid., p. 107.
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raryPrototypesof Collectivism,"in which he had providedan economic
and class analysis of currentdevelopments,had been omitted.38One can
only speculate as to the grounds for this disagreement,for the missing
chapter did not appear in later editions of the work. We obtain some
insight into Bogdanov's thinking at this time, however, from a lecture
which he deliveredin the springof 1919 to the Moscow Proletkult,when
he speculatedthat the war and revolutionin Russia might yet resultin the
subjugationof the proletariatto "some new social stratum"(perekhodom
ego pod vlast' novogo obshchestvennogosloia);39and in the summerof
1919 he warnedthat the ideas of Alexei Gastev for the scientific organization of labor, if applied, would result in the emergence of a "social
group of scientific engineers" (ostanetsia sotsial'naia gruppa . . . uch-

enogo inzhenerstva).40The ascendancy of the intelligentsia as a social
group (Bogdanov does not employ the term class) was thereforea possibility underWarCommunism.Did Bogdanov considerthat this possibility had materializedunderNEP?
In none of his works published after 1921 did Bogdanov directly
address this question. Certainly, in 1922 the section "Contemporary
Ideals"reappearedin a new edition of the Tektologiya.41Here again, one
would have thought, was an ideal opportunityfor Bogdanov to indicate
whether in his opinion War Communism of the Laboring Classes had
given rise to a system of "bureaucraticsocialism" and to a new or composite ruling group. Was the Soviet Union by 1922 administeredby a
"hierarchyof officials"?Did the CommunistPartyfunction as a "moralpatriarchalpower"?Bogdanov's text of 1916 remainedunchangedin the
edition of 1922. Had he passed up this opportunityto examine the Soviet
regime as a case study in bureaucraticsocialism? Or did he, in the political conditionsof 1922, deem it prudentto allow his observationsof 1916
to retaintheir Aesopian ambiguity?One year later,in the edition of 1923
of Nachal'nyi kurs politicheskoi ekonomii Bogdanov again avoided the
issue and went no furtherin identifyingthe class basis of the Soviet state
than to concede that "the state pursues its New Economic Policy in the
interestsof the labouringclasses."42
38A. Bogdanov and I. Stepanov, Kurs politicheskoi ekonomii, tom. 2, vypusk 4. Obshchaia
teoriia kapitalizma. Kollektivisticheskiistroi (Moscow and Petrograd,n. d.; Preface, September,
1918).
39Elementyproletarskoikul'turyv razvitiirabochegoklassa (Moscow, 1920), p. 48.
40"0 tendentsiiakhproletarskoikul'tury(otvet Gastevu)".ProletarskaiaKul'tura,no. 9/10 (JuneJuly), 1919; also in O proletarskoikul'ture. . ., especially p. 326.
41Tektologiia, Vseobshchaia OrganizatsionnaiaNauka (Izdatel'stvo A. I. Grzhebin, Berlin,
Petersburg,Moskva, 1922), p. 303. (It is noted that parts 1 and 2 are reworkedand supplemented
by a new part 3.)
42Nachal'nyikurspoliticheskoi ekonomii(9th ed.), p. 125.
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"Bogdanovshchina"
Despite Bogdanov's reluctanceexplicitly to apply his theories of a
"State Capitalism"to the Soviet case, his writings left ample scope for
developmentby his disciples in that directionand it is to the works of the
"Bogdanovists"that we must now turnfor furtherinsight into Bukharin's
allegationsof 1926.
As early as June 1918 Jan Waclaw Makhaiskihad denouncedthe
Bolshevik seizure of power as a counterrevolutionof the petty-bourgeoisie and the intelligentsia, and in the same year an anarcho-syndicalist
critique had accused the Bolsheviks of replacing private capitalism by
state capitalism and of institutingthe rule of a "new class born largely
from the womb of the intelligentsia."43The Bogdanovistswhom we shall
now identify were, therefore, not the first critics of the Soviet regime
to employ the categories "State Capitalism"and "new class." However,
during the Second All-Russian Congress of the Proletkults of 17-21
November 1921 similar ideas were expressed in a manifesto distributed
by a caucus of Party members who explicitly invoked the authorityof
Bogdanov. The manifesto of these "Collectivists,"My-Kollektivisty!,
which is held in the CentralParty Archive of the Instituteof MarxismLeninism in Moscow, has never been published in full and its authors,
who claimed to be former members of the Workers'Opposition, have
neverbeen identified.44No Soviet sourcehas alleged thatBogdanoveither
draftedthe manifesto or personally caused it to be produced. However,
from excerpts which have been publishedwe know thatit comprisednine
paragraphs,containedan exposition of Bogdanovistorganizationtheory,
and went on to derive from that theory a platform of opposition to the
LeninistPartyleadership.Rejectingthe "religious(sic) Marxismof Lenin
and Plekhanov, the Collectivists proclaimedthemselves to be "Marxists
of that school whose intellectualleaderis Bogdanov"and as the political
heirs of Vpered.45The October Revolution, they argued, was not a socialist revolutionbut one which representedthe introductioninto Russia
of a worldwide system of State Capitalism.Going beyond any prediction
which Bogdanov had ever committed to print, the Collectivists argued
that the New Economic Policy markedthe formationof a class-coalition
43See Makhaiskiin Rabochaia Revoliutsiia, no. 1 (Moscow, June 1918) and M. Svergen, "Puti
revoliutsii,"Vol'ni Golos Truda,no. 4 (16 September), 1918, cited in M. Sawer, Socialism and the
New Class, p. 9.
44See L. N. Suvorov, "Iz istorii bor'by V. I. Lenina, partii bol'shevikov protiv Bogdanovskoi
'Organizatsionnoinauki',"Nauchnie Doklady VyssheiShkoly (FilosofskieNauki), no. 3, 1966, and
V. V. Gorbunov,Lenin i Proletkul't(Moscow, 1974), pp. 173-75. Both authorsgive the location of
the manifesto as TsPAIML, f. 17, op. 60, ed. khr. 43, l.d. 15.
45See N. Bukharin,"K S'ezdu Proletkul'ta,"Pravda, 22 November 1921; and Suvorov, p. 87.
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in which the proletariatand peasantryruled in partnershipwith the "technical-bureaucraticintelligentsia."In due course, however, State Capitalism would be presided over by the intelligentsiawhich in the twentieth
centurywas transformingitself into an independentclass.46
At the instigationof Lenin, the Secretariatof the Partyin November
1921 launched an enquiry into both the Proletkultand the origins of the
platformof the Collectivists, and Bukharin,in an articlein Pravda on 13
December 1921, accused Bogdanov of having inspiredwhat he described
as a latter-dayform of Menshevik "Liquidationism."In distinctly menacing tones Bukharincalled for the "rootingout of the nest of Collectivists who have established themselves amongst US."47 By the time the
report of the Secretariatreached the Politbureauon 16 February1922,
however, the need for any such "rootingout" had disappearedand the
Collectivists had either dissolved or, as seems likely, had merged their
activities with that of a kindredPartyfraction,RabochayaPravda.
According to materialspublishedin Pravda in December 1923, Rabochaya Pravda was formed in the spring of 1921 when its leadership
adoptedthe name "Tsentral'nayaGruppaRabochei Pravdy."The first of
two issues of the journalRabochayaPravda was publishedin September
1921.48In the principalprogrammaticstatementof Rabochaya Pravda,
which was in circulation by late 1922 and which was published in the
MenshevikjournalSotsialisticheskiiVestnikin Berlin in 31 January1923
there was no explicit acknowledgmentof any association, intellectualor
political, with Bogdanov, but the programcontaineda a numberof ideas
which suggested Bogdanovist influence. Tracing the development of
"military-statecapitalism"to the war years, RabochayaPravda claimed
that tendencies towardsthe centralizationof economic managementand
the formationof trusts and syndicates had persistedduringthe period of
economic reconstruction.In Russia neither the bourgeoisie nor the proletariathad proven capable of managingthis process and so a "new bourgeoisie" had been formed which consisted of the more competent
elements of the old bourgeoisie and of the ascendanttechnical intelligentsia.
Whereasfor the Collectivists the "new class" had been the organizing intelligentsia, Rabochaya Pravda consideredthe intelligentsiato be
only part of a "new bourgeoisie."In its methods of work and ideology
the new "technicalorganizingintelligentsia"(tekhnicheskaiaorganizator46Gorbunov,p. 173.
47N. Bukharin,"KollektivisticheskoeLikvidaterstvo,"Pravda, 13 December 1921.
48See E. Iaroslavskii,"Chto-takoeRabochaiaPravda?"Pravda, 19 December 1923; and "Postanovlenie TsKK po delu gruppy 'RabochaiaPravda',"Pravda, 30 December 1923. For the group's
own account of its origins see "Vozzvaniegruppy 'RabochaiaPravda',"SotsialisticheskiiVestnik,
no. 3 (49), 31 January1923, pp. 12-14. A partialtranslationis to be found in RobertV. Daniels, A
DocumentaryHistory of Communism,vol. 1 (New York, 1960), pp. 219-23.
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skaia intelligentsiia) was thoroughlybourgeois and capable only of constructinga capitalist economy. The interestsof this new composite class
were antagonisticto those of the workingclass who "wereleading a miserable existence at a time when the new bourgeoisie (responsiblefunctionaries, plant directors, managers of trusts, chairmen of Soviet
executive committees, etc.) and Nepmen were living in a luxuriousstyle
which broughtto mind the life of the bourgeoisie of yesteryear."49
For RabochayaPravda, the CommunistPartyhad undergonea degenerationand had turnedinto a "rulingpartyof the organizersand managers of the governmentalapparatusand economic life along capitalistic
lines."50A second manifesto distributedon the eve of the TwelfthParty
Congressof the CommunistPartyof 17-25 April 1923 produceda variation on this theme:it was now alleged thatone partof the Partyhad turned
into a "caste of organizersof state capitalismand of the capitaliststate"
while another part comprised "opportunisticelements from the upper
strataof the proletariat."In any event, the CommunistParty no longer
bore the bannerof the revolutionaryproletariatand thereforethe working
class of Russia faced the task of organizing itself to deal with capitalist
exploitation.51
Arrestof Bogdanov
As we have seen, RabochayaPravda professed no allegiance to the
ideas of Bogdanov. However, the "neo-Bogdanovist"content of its programclearly convinced the Partyauthoritiesthat Bogdanov must in some
active sense be providingthe groupwith leadership.As early as 4 January
1923 in an article in Pravda entitled "Menshevizmv Proletkul'tovskoi
odezhde,"the head of the Press Section of the Agitprop Departmentof
the Party Central Committee Ia. A. Iakovlev had not only stigmatized
Bogdanov's views as being inherentlyoppositional,he had also, without
mentioningRabochayaPravda, gone so far as to allege that they would
inevitablygive rise to the formationof a new political "groupor party."52
In supportof this contention, Iakovlev referredto a lecture which Bogdanov had delivered to a club of Moscow Universityin early December
1922 on the subject of proletarianculture and to the circulationby him
somewhat earlier of a set of theses on the same subject. Claiming that
Bogdanov's new form of organizationof the labor movementaroundthe
Proletkultwas merely an interim measure, Iakovlev warnedhis readers
that while Bogdanov had magnanimouslyacceptedthe need for the NEP,
49"Vozzvanie gruppy 'Rabochaia Pravda',"Sotsialisticheskii Vestnik, no. 3 (49), 31 January
1923, pp. 12-14.
50Ibid.
51See "Obrashcheniegruppy 'RabochaiaPravda'k XII S'ezdu RKP,"SotsialisticheskiiVestnik,
no. 19 (65), 18 October 1923, pp. 13-14.
521a. Iakovlev, "Menshevizmv Proletkul'tovskoiodezhde,"Pravda, 4 January1923.
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he had done so because he consideredthat capitalismwas necessary for
the developmentof the Soviet economy. Bogdanov consideredthe NEP
policy to be bourgeois;moreover,he held thatthe presenthistoricalepoch
was one of the dominationof a "new ruling class consisting of the "bourgeois intelligentsia-technicaland bureaucratic."53
Iakovlev's accusationsprovoked Bogdanov into a reply. In a letter
to the editors of Pravda dated 4 January1923 he denied having "summoned to any form of political action" and challenged the accuracy of
Iakovlev's account of his lecture. It was not his view, he insisted, that
economic progress could be achieved only throughcapitalism. Enigmatically, however, Bogdanov passed over in silence Iakovlev'sattributionto
him of a theory of a new ruling class.54
Later in 1923 Rabochaya Pravda and Rabochaya Gruppa were to
become the first intra-Partyoppositions to be suppressedby the OGPU.
Miasnikovof RabochayaGruppahad been arrestedas early as May 1923
and by September there had been a wave of arrests of left opposition
leaders, including leading membersof RabochayaPravda.55On 1 October 1923 Sotsialisticheskii Vestnikreportedthat Bogdanov was amongst
those who had been arrestedand that he was being held in an internal
prison of the OGPU.56Subsequentissues claimed that Bogdanov had insisted on being interrogatedby Felix Dzerzhinsky,the head of the OGPU
and his former comrade in the CentralCommitteeelected by the Stockholm Congress of 1906. To Dzerzhinsky Bogdanov had stated that he
shared many of the positions of RabochayaPravda, but that he had no
formalassociationwith it. On 3 November1923 SotsialisticheskiiVestnik
reportedthat Bogdanov had been released.57
In the reportof September 1923 of an enquiry set up by the Communist Party CentralCommitteeand CentralControlCommissionunder
53 akovlev uses here the expression employed in the manifestoof the Collectivists.
54Bogdanov, Letterto the editors, 4 January1923, in Pravda, 12 January1923.
55RabochaiaPravda had been involved in the organizationof strikes in industryin the summer
of 1923 and this was probablythe "anti-Sovietactivity"mentionedin the indictmentagainst them.
See "PostanovlenieTsKK po delu gruppy 'RabochaiaPravda',"Pravda, 30 December 1923. In the
column "Po Rossii," Sotsialisticheskii Vestnik,no. 20 (66), 3 November 1923, pp. 13-14, it was
reportedthat four hundredmembers of the Workers'Truthwere arrestedincluding heads of Party
cells in factories, Rabfak students, and members of the Komsomol. However, Iaroslavskiipoured
scorn on these figures. See E. Iaroslavskii,"Chto-takoeRabochaiaPravda?"Pravda, 19 December
1923.
56See the column "Po Rossii" in SotsialisticheskiiVestnik,no. 17/18 (63/64) for 1 October 1923.
57"Po Rossii" in Sotsialisticheskii Vestnik,no. 19 (65) for 18 October and no. 20 (66) for 3
November 1923. That Bogdanov had been arrested,that he had been accused of being a leader of
Rabochaia Pravda, and that he had been interrogatedby Dzerzhinskywas confirmedat the conference "A. A. Bogdanov (Malinovskii)-Revoliutsioneri Myslitel"convenedby the Instituteof History
of the USSR Academy of Sciences in Moscow, 10-11 April 1989. Bogdanov had recorded his
experience in "Piat' nedel' v GPU," a document now located in the archives of the Institute of
Marxism-Leninism.
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the chairmanshipof Dzerzhinsky,the programof RabochayaPravda was
alleged to have been virtually identical to that of the Collectivists. Bogdanov was not accused of being a leader or member of Rabochaya
Pravda, but he was found guilty by association:"Behindthe Rabochaya
Pravda group there stood the figure of A. Bogdanov who long ago left
the Party and who is known for his anti-Marxistand anti-Communist
views." Having received the report, the Central Committee denounced
Bogdanovshchinaas a tendencyopenly hostile to the CommunistParty.58
In the CentralControlCommissionit was the PartySecretaryEmelian Iaroslavskiiwho had led the investigationof RabochayaPravda and
on 19 DecemberPravda publishedan articleby Iaroslavskiiin which the
Party delivered its consideredjudgment on this particular"deviation."59
In their interpretationof the OctoberRevolution, Iaroslavskiinoted, the
members of Rabochaya Pravda had been in virtual agreementwith the
Mensheviks:like the Mensheviks they consideredthat Octoberhad provided Russia with a golden opportunityof becoming an advancedcapitalist country. However, whereas even the Mensheviks acknowledgedthat
the bourgeoisie had been deprived of political rights in Russia, Rabochaya Pravda alleged that "the Soviet state at the presenttime represents
the general-nationalinterests of capital"and that a new bourgeoisie had
arisen, consisting of the "organizingintelligentsia."60
RabochayaPravda
had presenteditself, in other words, as the standard-bearer
of Bogdanovwhich
a
non-Marxist
Iaroslavskii,repeatingthe allegation
ism,
ideology
which had been made by Bukharinin his articleagainstthe Collectivists,
described as an ideology conveniently situated between revolutionary
Marxism and counterrevolutionaryMenshevism. Despite their points of
disagreementwith the Mensheviks,RabochayaPravda was to be viewed
as an agency (agentura)of the Menshevikswithin the CommunistParty:
"Thepath from the Cominternto the Second International,from Lenin to
On 30 December
Liber-Dan, proceeds by way of Bogdanovshchina."61
Pravda published the resolution of the CentralControl Commission in
which RabochayaPravda was condemnedas "bothsocially and ideologically an enemy ... a Menshevikconspiracy,"having as its objectivethe
"disorganizationof our Party."Seven of the leaders of the Rabochaya
58L. N. Suvorov, "Iz istorii bor'by V. I. Lenin, partiibol'shevikovprotiv Bogdanovskoi 'OrganizatsionnoiNauki',"NauchnyeDoklady VyssheiShkoly(FilosofskieNauki), no. 3, 1966, pp. 87, 8990 citing Izvestia TsK RKP (b), no. 9-10, 1923. The resolution of the SeptemberPlenum of the
CentralCommitteecondemningRabochaia Pravda and Rabochaia Gruppafor their "anti-Partyand
anti-Soviet"activity is cited from the archives of the Instituteof Marxism-Leninism(f. 17, op. 2,
ed. khr. 103) in TrinadtsatyiS'ezd RKP (b) (mai 1924 goda). StenograficheskiiOtchet (Moscow,
1963), p. 843, n. 128.
59E. Iaroslavskii,"Chto-takoeRabochaiaPravda?,"Pravda, 19 December 1923.
60Ibid. Iaroslavskiiquotes from unspecifieddocumentationof RabochaiaPravda.
61Ibid.
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Pravda collective and six other members were expelled from the Party.
Bogdanov, thoughnot accused of being a leaderor memberof the group,
was identifiedas being its theoreticalmentor(opora).62
It is in this judgment of the CentralControlCommission, with its
echoes of Bukharin'searlierdenunciationof Bogdanov, that we discover
one possible explanationfor Bukharin'slater contentionthat Bogdanov
was the originatorof all left-oppositiontheories of "bureaucraticdegeneration."In 1921 Bukharinhad stigmatizedBogdanov's ideas as "MenTwo years later the
shevik" and therefore as counterrevolutionary.63
the
Commission
CentralControl
charge, adding the furtheralrepeated
considered
the
Soviet
state to be controlledby a
that
Bogdanov
legation
"new class." In 1926 Bukharinfound it expedient, regardlessof his inability to substantiatehis case by reference to sources, to associate the
United Oppositionwith a "Bogdanov-Bazarov"theorywhich had already
been condemnedby the CentralControlCommission.64
It may be, of course, that Bukharinhad access to unpublishedmaterials; and Bogdanov may have been more outspokenin public lectures
and in privateconversationsthan he consideredit prudentto be in print.
We do know that he had discussed these issues personallywith Bukharin
in 1921.65We may also ask whetherthe Collectivists, as self-proclaimed
"Bogdanovists,"would have departedvery radicallyfrom what they consideredto be Bogdanov's ideas. However,it is just as likely (and some of
the writings we have examined permit this conclusion) that Bogdanov
decided to reserve his judgment on the fortunes of the intelligentsiabecause he consideredthat the Soviet state, for the time being, restedupon
a class coalition in which the intelligentsia had, at most, acquired an
exceptionaldegree of power as a "rulinggroup."In his letterto Bukharin
of late 1921/early 1922 Bogdanovhad writtenthat"theworkers-peasants'
government,in concludingpeace, drivingbackthe forces of reaction,and
organizing siege communism [osadnyi kommunizm]had fulfilled a necessary task; but this was a task of all the people [delo obshchenarodnoe]
ratherthan one of a pure class character."It is possible to discern in this
statementthe idea of the Soviet regime as a "people'sstate"in which the
intelligentsia, in conditions of social equilibrium, played a prominent
role, but as a differentiatedsocial stratumratherthan as a "new class."66

62"PostanovlenieTsKK po delu gruppy 'RabochaiaPravda',"Pravda, 30 December 1923.
63N. Bukharin,"KollektivisticheskoeLikvidaterstvo,"Pravda, 13 December 1921.
64See note seven above.
65In his "Otkrytoepis'mo t. Bukharinu,"writtenin reply to Bukharin'sarticles in Pravda of 22
November and 13 December 1921, Bogdanov claims that Bukharinmay have misconstruedwhat
passed between them in "privateconversations."See Sergei G. "Nezavidnoeschast'e,"pp. 181-82.
66See "Otkrytoepis'mo t. Bukharinu,"cited in ibid., p. 182.
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On Intellectualsand the New Class
ZENOVIA
A. SOCHOR
A. A. Bogdanov, as an original and importantthinker,is beginning
to get his long-overduerecognition. Both the Marotand Biggart articles
are welcome contributionsto the expanding scholarshipon Bogdanov.
Together,they highlight an importantelement in Bogdanov's thinking,
namely, the role of intellectuals before and after the revolution. To the
extent that these two articles overlap, however, Marot and Biggart offer
differentinterpretationson the role of intellectuals. Although I am sympatheticto Marot'sintellectualthrustof "askingthe big question,"I find
myself in agreement with Biggart's more carefully constructed analysis.
Marotposes a fairly specific questionto start:why was therea split
between Lenin and Bogdanov? Although a varietyof answershave been
offeredby historians,and most conclude thatseveralreasonsaccumulated
to precipitatea split, Marot remains unconvinced. He dissects the issue
of otzovism, and concludes thatthis was not the reasonfor the split, hence
raising doubts about "the validity of all interpretations"which heretofore
includedotzovism. In addition,Marotasserts(withoutfully investigating)
that neitherintra-Partydifferences, at the level of strategyor tactics, nor
philosophical differences between Lenin and Bogdanov occasioned the
split. Rather,Marotarguesthat "in 1909, Bogdanov'slong-termpolitical
perspective clashed with Lenin's." They "no longer shared a common
paradigm."Spelled out in more detail, Marotclaims that Bogdanov still
adheredto the "intellectualistpresuppositions"of WhatIs to Be Done?,
while Lenin had "meanwhilereconsideredand sharplyrevised those presuppositions."
At this point, it is my turn to "remainunconvinced."Lenin kicked
Bogdanov out of the Party,forced a crisis within Bolshevism, lost some
of the leading Party intellectuals, all because Bogdanov insisted on remainingtrue to Lenin's own ideas (formeror not).
Nevertheless, I am less interestedin arguingover the reasonsfor the
in discussing the conflict over "long-termperspectives."Marot
than
split
has raised a numberof issues that cannotbe passed over:
1. Did Lenin abandon(or even substantiallyrevise) the main arguments containedin WhatIs to Be Done? In my opinion, he did not, but I
283
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grantthat the topic is, at the very least, debatable.It lies, however, outside the purview of this commentary.
2. A separate, if related, issue is how to interpretWhatIs to Be
Done? Marot maintains that "the framework notion" is that workers
throughtheir own efforts cannot attainsocialist consciousness;therefore,
consciousness has to be raised"fromoutside"by intellectuals.I thinkthis
is indeed one of the key points; however, I am puzzled by the omission
of otherkey points, in particular,why is thereno mentionof the "professional revolutionaries"and the "vanguardParty"?"Whatis to be done,"
after all, is to organize a Party.The stress on leadership, organization,
and control encompasses elements most closely identifiedwith Leninism
and serves as an obvious distinctionbetween Bolshevism and other versions of socialism.
Once the role of the Partyis included in "theframeworknotion"of
WhatIs to Be Done?, it becomes very difficultto argue that Bogdanov
maintainedthose notions while Lenin rejectedthem. The role of the vanguardParty,and the role of the leaderin it, emergedas a point of dispute
between Lenin and Bogdanov from the start, aggravatedbeyond repairby
Lenin's rough handling of Bogdanov during the split. Bogdanov's criticism of Lenin's concept of the Partywas not only the result of the growing animosity between the two men (he argued against liderstvo even
before he met Lenin), but also a part of his larger concerns about the
working class and its ability to fulfill its historicalmission.
If workerswere to personify,as Marxenvisaged, new attitudes,new
values and relations typical of socialist society (and thus distinct from
those of bourgeois society), how and when, asked Bogdanov, would the
"new person" appear? Bogdanov believed that "proletarianculture"
should be marked, among other things, by collectivism, not individualism, andby comradely,not authoritarianrelations.Whatworriedhim was
that few workers' institutions, but especially the Party,consciously fostered collectivist, comradely relations while preparingfor the revolutionary take-over. Decision making was largely hierarchical, with the
leadership-a single leader-playing the key role; discipline and obedience were expected from the rankand file. When, then, asked Bogdanov,
would new attitudesand new relationsdevelop?They would not suddenly
appeardeus ex machina after the seizure of power. Long-standinghabits
of thought and behavior could persist despite significant structural
changes.
This is precisely what was wrong with the "old conceptions of so1For the Bogdanov-Lenindiscussion, I draw on my book, where my points are more fully substantiatedand developed. See Zenovia A. Sochor, Revolution and Culture: The Bogdanov-Lenin
Controversy(Ithaca, NY: Cornell UniversityPress, 1988).
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cialism," arguedBogdanov, that is, "socialism first conquersand then is
implemented;up to its victory, it is not a reality; it does not exist; it is
simply the 'ultimategoal.'"2
Bogdanov's efforts were directedtowardovercomingthis gap, emphasizing preparatoryand transitionalsteps that might be taken prior to
the seizure of power. The Partyby itself, or in combinationwith affiliated
institutions(for example, Party schools) had to nurturethe seeds of socialism as well as to seek power. "A conscious comradelyorganizationof
the working class in the present and a socialist organizationof all of
society in the future-these are differentmoments of one and the same
process, different degrees of one and the same phenomenon,"asserted
Bogdanov.3
At the same time, despite Bogdanov's reservationsabout worker
organizationsand their internalstructure,this does not mean, as Marot
suggests, that Bogdanov ignored their importance. Bogdanov, on the
contrary, stated that worker organizations-especially trade unionswere a significantpart of self-organizationand self-transformation.With
increasingindustrializationand the intercessionof tradeunions, Bogdanov saw the grasp of individualism on workers beginning to loosen:
"comradelyties" filter into the work arena as the "individualagreement
. . of the hiredhandgives way to a collective one; the capitalistis forced
to deal with professional trade unions." As another encouraging sign,
Bogdanov thought that competitiveness among workers for jobs was
being replacedby the "class struggleof the proletariancollective."4Bogdanov expressed similar opinions in various earlier and later writings:
"Comradelyforms of cooperationoriginateat the workplaceand develop
furtherthroughclass organizations-trade union, political and cooperative unions." (One of the main indicatorsof "comradelycooperation"is
that decisions are discussed and made collectively.)5
3. If for the sake of argument, we accept Marot'scontention that
"the framework notion" of What Is to Be Done? refers to the role of
intellectuals, ratherthan the vanguardParty,then an even more fundamental difference emerges between Lenin and Bogdanov. Rather than
relying on intellectualsto bring consciousness to the workers"fromoutside," Bogdanov advised caution and skepticismtowardintellectuals, on
one hand, while affirminghis belief that workers were capable of conscious, independentactivity,on the other hand.
Intellectualswho were genuinely sympatheticand supportiveof the
2A. A. Malinovskii [Bogdanov], "Ideali put'," in Voprosysotsializma(Moscow, 1918), p. 101.
3Maksimov [Bogdanov], "Sotsializmv nastoiashchem,"Vpered,no. 2 (February1911), p. 68.
4A. Bogdanov, Kul'turnyezadachi nashego vremeni(Moscow, 1911), pp. 47-48.
5A. A. Malinovskii [Bogdanov], Elementyproletarskoikul'turyv razvitiirabochegoklassa (Moscow, 1920), p. 43.
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workers were as rare as "white crows." However necessary and useful
intellectualswere to the workermovement, it was importantto recognize,
insisted Bogdanov, that intellectuals broughtalong with them "cultural
baggage"-habits and attitudes-which were differentfrom, and potentially harmfulto, proletarianself-development.Consequently,counseled
Bogdanov, "the working class, in its difficult,grandstruggle, should not
place its trust in anyone but should verify everyone and everythingwith
its own mind, its own generalclass consciousness, and dependon no one
but its own mass strength."6
One would be hard pressed to find such sentiments expressed in
WhatIs to Be Done? By overlookingthese sentiments(foundin a number
of Bogdanov's writings), Marot runs the risk of misreadingBogdanov
and the importof his ideas.
Bogdanov's Party schools were founded as a partialsolution to the
problem of relying on intellectuals "from outside."In direct contrastto
Lenin, who dismissed "pedagogics" as irrelevantto the revolutionary
struggle, Bogdanov introducedthe notion of educatingthe most qualified
of the workersto assume the role of the intellectuals. The Party schools
would help create an intelligentsiafromwithinthe workingclass.
Bogdanov acknowledgedthatintellectuals"fromoutside"shouldbe
valued for their political and technical experience; nevertheless, he remained adamantthat they could not fulfill the "culturaltask"of developing new attitudesand outlooks. "The definitive role for this task should
be assigned not to 'enemies' but to a new intelligentsia, emerging from
within the proletariatitself but not leaving it behind, being completely
imbued with its world of experiences."Only a new intelligentsiacould
develop an internallyconsistent and "authenticclass psychology."7
In the short term, Bogdanov proposed Party schools for this task;
over the long term, he advocatedthe establishmentof proletarianuniversities and, borrowing from the French philosophers, a "New Encyclopedia."
As I have triedto demonstratein an earlierarticle, Bogdanov'sconceptualizationof the role of intellectualsis closer to Gramsci's"organic
intellectuals"than to Lenin's "Partyintellectuals."8Both Bogdanov and
Gramsci viewed the revolutionary struggle as one that included the
struggleover "culturalhegemony"and over competingWeltanschauungs,
in essence, a battle over ideas as well as over propertyand power. For
this reason, relying on outside intellectuals to provide "culturalleadership"while limiting the "culturaltask"of the workersto memorizingbits
6Maksimov [Bogdanov], "Proletariatv bor'be za sotsializm,"Vpered,no. 1 (July 1910), p. 4.
7Kul'turnyezadachi, p. 69.
8Zenovia A. Sochor, "WasBogdanov Russia's Answer to Gramsci?",Studies in Soviet Thought,
vol. 22 (1981), pp. 59-81.
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and pieces of Marxism or to learning revolutionarystrategyand tactics
was woefully inadequatefor Bogdanov, and indicated to him a fundamental lack of faith in the workingclass.
To Marot, Bogdanov's position leads to an idealizing of the worker.
Although probablytrue, this is a criticism which might be applied to all
Marxists, starting with Marx. Moreover, Bogdanov, unlike Lenin, had
directexposureto "real"workersin workercircles and wrote many of his
books with those workersin mind. Bogdanov'sresponse to Marotmight
be the following: "And if [proletarianculture] were beyond one's
strength-the working class would have nothing to count on, except the
transitionfrom one enslavementto another-from underthe yoke of capitalists to the yoke of engineers and the educated."9
In summary,I do agree with Marotthat there were substantialdifferences between Lenin and Bogdanov. I fail to see the reason, however,
for anchoring these differences in WhatIs to Be Done? Bogdanovism,
taken as a whole, is a clear departurefrom the premisesof WhatIs to Be
Done?, ratherthan its continuation.
Bogdanov's concern aboutthe all-too-prominentrole of intellectualsduring the revolutionarystruggle is consistent with his concern about the
potential for the emergence of a new class after the revolution. In his
article, Biggart provides a useful historicaloverview of Bogdanov's references to, and discussion of, the intelligentsiawithin variouscontexts.
Nevertheless, the question resurfaces:What are the actual grounds for
attributinga theory of a new class to Bogdanov?Bukharinreferredto the
Bogdanov-Bazarovsource; small political oppositiongroups, My Kollektivisty and Rabochaia Pravda, claimed Bogdanov as their source of inspiration;Bogdanov himself skirted the term. This seems to add up to
ratherslim evidence.
What I have done in my own work, which I offer as a complement
to Biggart's article, is to examine Bogdanov's analysis of classes and to
discern, in the process, what was "new."I believe Bogdanov did offer a
theoreticalfoundationfor a discussion of a "new class," one derivedfrom
his larger philosophical and organizational theories. His analysis of
classes was meant to be an amendmentto Marx's own analysis, which
Bogdanov found to be incomplete and somewhat ambiguous. Precisely
those amendmentsprovide a bridgeto concernsexpressedby laterMarxists and theoreticians,whetherMilovan Djilas, James Burnham,or contemporary"criticalMarxists."
At issue is how to understandclasses. If the origin of classes is tied
to marketrelations and privateproperty,then it becomes difficult, if not
impossible, to apply the notion of class to socialist societies. And yet, as
9"Ideali put'," p. 104.
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critical Marxistshave admitted, evidence exists of continuedoppression
and exploitation under state socialism; the working class has still been
dominatedby an elite which enjoys unequalaccess to power, status, and
valuedgoods. For these reasons, contemporarytheoreticianshave looked
to extra-economicfactors to understandthe rise of an unexpected"new
class" under socialism. The propelling question has been: What went
wrong with socialism??1
The point to be made is that Bogdanov, much earlier,was agitated
by the question: What are the pitfalls of socialism? He, too, was forced
to look at extra-economic factors and to grope toward a clearer understanding of the origins of classes. There was a remarkableamount of
continuity in his concerns-it can be traced from Iz psikhologii obshchestva (1904) through the later edition of Tektologiia(1922): What
promotes "authoritarianthinking"? Why do culture and ideology reinforce authoritarianism?Who are the organizersof society? How will
technological progress-with its enhanced emphasis on organizational
functions-affect the socialist ideal of comradelycooperation?
In 1913, in his discussion of classes, Bogdanov took care to point
out thatclasses could not be differentiatedaccordingto "levels of wealth,"
but ratheraccordingto the "positionof people in production."The different roles in production,in turn, lead to "divergentinterests, aspirations,
1
methods of organization,ways of thinking."
From this seemingly innocuous shift in emphasis, Bogdanov revealed a new and increasinglyimportantrole in production-the organizational one. He drew a distinction-which Marx did not-between
ownership and control of the means of production.This distinctionhad
enormous political and theoretical implications. It suggested that the
eliminationof privatepropertywould not necessarilyeliminateexploitation and oppression;it raised doubts that public ownershipof the means
of production-a cornerstoneof Marxistthinking-would automatically
translateinto a classless society.
Whetherin earlieror later formulations,in works on philosophyor
on political economy, Bogdanov identified"authority-subordination"
as a
of
classes.
in
feature
Those
who
of
were
key
positions authority-the
organizers-exerted control over the lives of the workers and commandedthe work process in ways which were more direct and more intrusivethanprivateownershipof the means of productionwould suggest.
10See, among others, David Lane, The End of Social Inequality? (London: Allen & Unwin,
1982), especially chapter5.
11A. Bogdanov, "Iz slovariainostrannykhslov: Klass,"Pravda, March 17, 1913. It is interesting
that Bogdanov should call his discussion of "classes" a part of a "Dictionaryof Foreign Words."
Bogdanov wrote several entries in this "dictionary."One of the most complete discussions of Bogdanov's theory of classes may be found in his philosophical work on monism. See A. Bogdanov,
Empiriomonizm,vol. 3 (St. Petersburg,1906).
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Moreover, with advancing capitalism and technological progress,
organizationalfunctions multiplied, leading to the developmentof a particular group of organizers-a stratum, according to Bogdanov, which
displayed "special class tendencies."On one hand, these organizersdid
not own the means of production;therefore, they were distinct from the
capitalists. On the other hand, they had a stake in the system because
they were well paid and enjoyed high-level positions. From the point of
view of the workers, Bogdanov surmised, this developmentmeanta dual
subordination-not only to capitalists but also to engineers and organizers.12

Translatedinto modem parlance, it is not unreasonableto conclude
that Bogdanov was forecastingthe rise of managers.Admittedly,he was
not consistent in the way he referredto this stratum:"intellectual-technical and administrativepersonnel,""bourgeoisintelligentsia,""engineers"
or "managers"[direktora].Nevertheless, Bogdanov was consistentin describingthe function they performed-organization. It is also worth noting thatthe foundationof the "new stratum"was not simply a "monopoly
of knowledge."Bogdanov singled out the "technicalintelligentsia"rather
than "the educated"as a whole.
Given that organizationalfunctions were not likely to disappear
undersocialism-if anything, they would increase-how did Bogdanov
extend his analysis of the new stratumto socialism? It is fair to say, as
does Biggart, that Bogdanov left a somewhatunclearrecord. His science
fiction works, Red Star and Engineer Menni, which describe enormous
engineering projects, invariablycall attentionto the importanceof "engineers,"even as Bogdanov locates the decision-makingcenter in a selfregulating"Bureauof Statistics"ratherthan a "Bureauof Engineersand
Managers." Also, his comments on engineers-whose authority was
based on competence-were less condemningthan those on Party leaders, whose authoritywas based, declared Bogdanov, on hero-worship,
ideology, or personalambitions.CertainlyBogdanov'scritics, throughout
the 1920s and into the 1930s, did not hesitate to blame Bogdanov for
inventing a "cult of organizers"and for drawingon "organizationalscience" ratherthan on Marxism in treatingthe technical intelligentsiaas a
separateclass.13
Bogdanov himself denied that he advocateda "cult of organizers,"
as can be seen from the Bogdanov-Gastevexchange on the pages of Proletkult. (Gastev headed the CentralInstitutefor Laborand was a leading
12A. Bogdanov and I. Stepanov, Kurspoliticheskoi ekonomii(Moscow, 1918), pp. 15-16. Also
see A. Bogdanov, Vvedeniev politicheskuiuekonomiiu(New York, 1918), pp. 21-22.
13See, for example, A. Udal'tsov, "K kritiketeorii klassov u A. A. Bogdanova,"Pod znamenem
Marksizma,nos. 7-8 (July-August1922), pp. 82-100; M. Z. Selektor,Dialekticheskiimaterializmi
teoriia ravnovesiia(Moscow, 1934).
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Tayloristas well as a memberof Proletkult.)Gastev'svision of collectivism, protested Bogdanov, would lead to a split between "the mass of
mechanizedrobots"and the individualistic,talented"educatedengineers
who will take the initiative and assume the general leadershipover the
anonymous-spontaneouscollective."Bogdanov arguedthatGastev'sview
was flawed because it was not a collective he had in mind "buta crowd
or even a herd."In contrast, Bogdanov depictedhis view of a proletarian
collective as follows:
The proletariancollective is distinguishedand defined by a special organizational
bond, known as comradely cooperation.This is the type of cooperationin which
organizationaland implementationalroles are not divided but are interconnected
within the general aggregateof workers, so thatthere is no imperiousauthoritynor
unreasonedsubordination,but rathera general will which decides, with each person taking part in the fulfillmentof the common task.14

While Bogdanov's preference for a "proletariancollective" was
clearly and repeatedlystated, it may very well be that Bogdanov, in the
Gastev rebuttal,was expressinghis fears of what could happen,given the
poor preparationof the workersand their frequentlypassive and submissive attitudes. Over the long run, Bogdanov bankedon a combinationof
technologicalprogress and culturalrevitalizationto preventGastev's scenario from occurring. As technology and automationdeveloped, wrote
Bogdanov, specialized mechanical tasks would be transferredto machines, thus allowing for an eventual merger of previously disparate
roles-in particular,those of engineers (those who organized) versus
those of ordinaryworkers (those who implemented).This mergerwould
be further assisted by the requirementsof advanced technology for an
increasingly better educated and more skilled labor force. Bogdanov's
ultimatevision, in other words, precludeda "ruleby technocrats"envisaged and welcomed by others, such as Saint-Simon, with whom Bogdanov sharedan intellectualkinship.
To roundout and reinforcethese spontaneousprocesses, Bogdanov
advocated cultural transformationto revitalize the human being, from
cowed and splintered(or "uni-dimensional")to a fully conscious and "integrated"being. Towardthis end he proposed specific cultural institutions, such as Proletkult,to help transformthe mentalityof workersand
to project new images of self-esteem and self-confidence. In his "laws of
the new conscience," writtenin 1924, Bogdanov exhortedthe workersto
excise the "herdinstinct,"to reject "slaveryand its complement, authorkul'ture:otvetGastevu,"
14A. Bogdanov,"O tendentsiakh
Proletarskaia
kul'tura,
proletarskoi
nos. 9-10 (June-July
1919),pp. 48-52.
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itarianism, [which] consists of a blind submission to a higher individual
or the demandfor such submission."15
The "laws of the new conscience" pointed to anotherdimension of
which worried Bogdanov-that of political
"authority-subordination"
leaders versus their followers. Proletarianpolitics, he lamentedin 1918,
were still suffusedwith traitssuch as "pettyegoism, careerism,competition of personal ambitions, hunger for power on the side of some, blind
trustand unconscious submissionon the side of others."16
He repeatedlywarnedagainst popularimages of heroes leading the
masses because this automaticallydowngradedthe abilities of the masses
and reinstilled faith in the "exceptional individual"ratherthan in selfreliance. A political leaderwho combinedhis authoritywith ideology was
even more dangerousbecause his words were treatedas "truth"and he
became more like a "deity."For this reason, leadershipwithin a collective
should be based on "provencompetence, not reduced to the worship of
authority,"and required"repeatedacknowledgementand verification"by
membersof the collective.17
Although Bogdanov did not forecastthe rise of a new political elite
(as later did the theoreticiansof the "new class"), he did focus on the
internaldynamics in the Partythat tend to producea "new authoritarianism." During revolutionaryepochs, wrote Bogdanov, organizations"in
the form of hardly noticeable authoritarianism"
were all too easily convertedinto "strictauthoritariandiscipline and firmrule."Consequently,it
was importantto draw up rules of orderwhich were sufficientlyelastic to
incorporatesubsequentchanges and needs. Extremecentralizationshould
be eschewed in favor of a "vital intercourseand solidarity"between leaders and followers.18
Bogdanov's early warningsmay have found their echo in later discussions, including concerns voiced by Bukharin,of "internaldecay" or
"Partydegeneration."Certainly,the logic of Bogdanov'sargumentwas to
draw attentionto authorityrelations and their particularrole in the formation of classes, quite apartfrom purely economic factors.
It is striking to note that Bogdanov did not assign any role to the
Partyin his scenarios for the future, nor did he mentionthe "dictatorship
of the proletariat"in any of his works on the political economy. Proletkult
designs for the transitionalsociety also forecast a markedlyreducedrole
15A. Bogdanov, "Zakonynovoi sovesti," in O proletarskoikul'ture,1904-1924 (Leningradand
Moscow, 1925), pp. 334-35.
16A. Bogdanov, "1918" in O proletarskoikul'ture,p. 101.
17"Zakonynovoi sovesti," p. 335.
18A. Bogdanov, Tektologiia: vseobshchaia organizatsionnaianauka (Berlin, 1922), pp. 337,
347, 376.
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for the Party: trade unions would predominatein the economic sphere,
Proletkultin the culturalsphere, and the Partyin the political sphere.
While recognizing that Bogdanov offeredonly an embryonictheory
of a new class, with many loose ends, I believe he should still be given
his due along with other early theoreticiansof a new class, whetherMachajski or Trotsky.Biggart's article demonstratesthat Bogdanov maintained a lively interest in changing class formationsat the time of and
subsequentto the revolution.
Soviet scholarstoday,underthe aegis of glasnost, are takinga fresh
look at Bogdanov and are rapidly discardingthe "orthodox"view that
Bogdanovism was heretical, utopian, or irrelevant.19Instead, they are
discovering in Bogdanovism a fertile source of ideas, covering a wide
range of topics, which are still as provocativetoday as they were in Bogdanov's time.20

19Twoconferences devoted to an overview of Bogdanov's thoughthave takenplace in the Soviet
Union: one in Vologda (where Bogdanov was once in exile), December 1988, and anotherin Moscow, April 1989.
20Marot, in contrast, believes that Bogdanovism proved to be politically impotentin 1917, and
beyond. Oddly, Marotrefers to me in drawingthis conclusion. It should be apparentfrom my entire
book, as well as in specific statements,that I find Bogdanovismto be an interesting,significant,and
original alternativeto Leninism. Nevertheless, my specific statementwas that Bogdanovismrepresented the force of ideas (quite differentfrom a set of ideas, as Marotquotes me), ratherthan any
genuine political clout. As I go on to explain: "In other words, the issue here is not so much Bogdanov versus Lenin (rivalpolitical leaders) as Bogdanovismversus Leninism(alternativeapproaches
to building socialism and fundamentallydifferentconceptualizationsof the relationshipbetweenrevolution and culture)."
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AlexanderBogdanov and the Problemof the
Socialist Intelligentsia
S. WALICKI
ANDRZEJ
The two articles on Bogdanov in the present issue of The Russian
Review concentrateon the same general problem but approachit from
differentangles and lead to differentconclusions.1
The problemcan be defined as the properunderstandingof Bogdanov's position in the classical controversyabout the intellectuals in the
workers' movement. The first article, dealing with Bogdanov as the
leader of the Vperedist faction of prerevolutionarybolshevism, presents
him as yet anothertheoristof "the tutelaryrole of the social Democratic
Intelligentsiain the workers' movement";2a theoristwhose views on this
subjectwere in fact more consistent and extremethanLenin's, and could
therefore be used by those members of the intelligentsia who wanted,
consciously or unconsciously,to constitutethemselvesinto "a new class."
The second article, devoted to the postrevolutionaryperiod, subscribesto
a more widespreadopinion-to the view of Bogdanov as a theoristof a
distinctivelyproletarianculture. Fromthis perspectiveBogdanov'sMarxism-defined by him as a philosophy of "collectivism" and finding
expression in the practices of the Proletkult-appears to be a staunch
defense of the autonomyof the workers'movementanda warningagainst
the excessive ambitionsof the "organizingintelligentsia."In otherwords,
the two authorssee Bogdanov as an importantcontributorto the theory
of intelligentsia as a potential "new class" but greatly differ from each
other in defining the natureof his contribution:the firstregardshim as a
de facto supporterof the tendencyto form such a class, while the second
classified him as a theorist for whom the possibility of a new class rule
was a threatto the workers' movement, a dangerwhich should have been
resisted and avoided.
To bring this differenceinto a sharpfocus, we can say that the first
interpretationsees Bogdanov as a friend of the "new class" while the
1J E. Marot, "AlexanderBogdanov, Vpered, and the Role of the Intellectualin the Workers'
Movement,"and J. Biggart, "AlexanderBogdanov and the Theory of a 'New Class'," in this issue
of The Russian Review, vol. 49 (July 1990). For the sake of convenience I shall not repeatthe titles
of these articles but refer only to the names of their authors.
2See Marot, p.256.
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second treats him as its enemy. A "friendly" view of the "new class," and
of Marxism seen as a theory reflecting its material and ideal interests,
was elaborated recently by the American sociologist Alvin W. Gouldner;3
a hostile view of it found its strongest expression in the ideas of Bogdanov's contemporary, Jan Waclaw Machajski.4 Bogdanov's "belief in the
missionary role of Social Democratic intellectuals" (stressed by Marot)5
seems to confirm Gouldner's thesis that commitment to Marxism implies
a claim to a privileged status for intellectuals and theorists in the workers'
movement. On the other hand, the fact that the authors of the manifesto
My-Kollektivisty!, as well as the editors of Rabochaia Pravda, presented
themselves as the followers of Bogdanov provides an argument for the
view that "Bogdanovism" could be seen as a philosophically sophisticated
version of "Makhaevism."6
In the opinion of the present writer none of these views renders
justice to the complexity of Bogdanov's philosophy-although both of
them contain an element of truth.
First of all, it is impossible to endorse the following presentation of
the mainstream Social Democratic thinking on the subject:
Broadly speaking, Social DemocratictheoriststhroughoutEurope, led by Kautsky,
held that the working class could never, on its own, break out of an essentially
reformist, trade-unionistconsciousness. Socialist consciousness, Kautsky wrote,
was not a "necessary and direct result of the proletarianclass struggle."On the
contrary,it had arisen only "on the basis of profoundscientific knowledge"whose
"vehicle" was the "bourgeoisintelligentsia."Thus, since the working class could
not, by itself, attainrevolutionaryconsciousness, intellectualshad to bring this in
from outside the working class. Social Democratictheoristsfell back, then, on the
notion that socialist consciousness could be brought to the working class from
without despite the non-socialist, reformist characterof its day to day practice.
Specifically, the working class would have a reformistdestiny if not for the intervention of revolutionaryintellectuals. This view was given full expressionin Lenin's WhatIs to Be Done? publishedin 1902. But Lenin's ideas were not sui generis
in Russian Social Democracy, nor in EuropeanSocial Democracy more generally.
3See his two books: The Future of Intellectuals and the Rise of the New Class (New York:The
Seabury Press, 1979) and Against Fragmentation:The Origins of Marxism and the Sociology of
Intellectuals (Oxford University Press, 1985). For a critique of Gouldner'sviews see my article,
"Low Marx,"The New YorkReview of Books, April 25, 1985, pp. 41-43.
4See M. S. Shatz, Jan WaclawMachajski. A Radical Critic of the Russian Intelligentsia and
Socialism (Pittsburgh,PA: Universityof PittsburghPress, 1989).
5See Marot, p. 261.
6According to ProfessorBiggart, the collectivists rejected"the 'religious' (sic) Marxismof Lenin
and Plekhanov."This indicates their acquaintancewith Machajski'sview of Marxism as a "new
religion."Accordingto MachajskiMarxismtaughtthe workersto accepttheirlot for the sake of their
salvation in the remote future. Marxist "laws of history"were, in this view, a sort of a secularized
providence.
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They were sharedby leading Russian Social Democrats, Plekhanov, Martov, Akselrod, and Bogdanov as well as, again, all of EuropeanSocial Democrats.7

This sweeping generalization,heavily influencedby Neil Harding's
interpretationof Leninism,8is, in fact, deeply misleading. Despite Lenin's attemptto supporthis position by quotationsfrom Kautsky,it is not
truethatLenin's WhatIs to Be Done? was fully consistentwith the Marxist "orthodoxy"of his time; it is ratherirresponsibleto claim that"Lenin's
doctrine of the party as vanguardwas based on the doctrine formulated
by Kautsky."9For Kautsky,as well as Plekhanovand other typical theorists of the Second International,adequatesocialist consciousness meant
consciousness based upon scientific theory of the objectivelaws of development (the Engelsian "understandingof necessity");hence, the role of
intellectualswas seen by them as teachersof "scientificsocialism"which
makes the workers aware of the need to avoid utopian ideas and premature actions. For Lenin, adequate proletarianconsciousness meant
revolutionaryconsciousness, concentratedon the ultimate goal of the
movement and subordinatedto a tight organizationaldiscipline; hence,
the best embodimentof socialist consciousness was in his view the vanguardof the movement, composed of professionalrevolutionaries,organized in a hierarchicalauthoritarianway, consciously modeled on the
army.10It is difficult to understandhow this position could be seen as
identical with Kautskian"orthodoxMarxism."Marot is right when he
claims that Lenin became fully aware of this differenceonly under the
impactof the 1905 Revolution;he fails to see, however,thatfromthe very
beginning Lenin rejected the "objectivist"account of Marxism in the
name of class struggle,1 and that his WhatIs to Be Done? stressed the
role of professional revolutionaries, not of professional scholars. The
7 See Marot, p.255.
8See Neil Harding,Lenin'sPolitical Thought(Atlantic Highlands, NJ: HumanitiesPress International, 1983), vol. 1, chaps. 6-7. Accordingto Harding,Lenin's view of the party(as formulatedin
his WhatIs to Be Done?) was simply a "restatementof the principlesof RussianMarxistorthodoxy"
(p. 189), while his conception of the proletarianconsciousness "was no more than a developmentof
Kautsky'sviews in the Russian context"(p. 169).
9The quoted sentence belongs to L. Kolakowski, which shows that Neil Harding'sviews lack
originality.(See L. Kolakowski, Main Currentsof Marxism, 2 vols. [New York:Oxford University
Press, 1978], vol. 2, p. 53. Hence Professor Marot is wrong in attributingthe statementof this
(erroneous)thesis to Harding(see Marot, n. 43).
10Lenin said this explicitly: "Take the army of today. This organizationis good because it is
flexible and is able at the same time to give millions of people a single will . . . When, in the pursuit
of a simple aim and animatedby a single will, millions alter the forms of their communicationand
their behavior,change the place and the mode of their activities, change their tools and weapons in
accordancewith the changing conditions and the requirementsof the struggle-this is genuine organization"(Lenin, Collected Works,vol. 21, p. 253).
11See A. Walicki, A History of Russian Thoughtfrom the Enlightenmentto Marxism(Stanford:
StanfordUniversityPress, 1979), pp. 442-45.
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consequences of this should be evident. There is a markedcontrastbetween professional revolutionaries,who aim above all at the seizure of
political power, and socialist scholars, who try to attaina fully objective,
scientific understandingof necessity; between the revolutionaryvanguard, threatenedby the spreadof a trade-unionistmentalityamong the
workers, and the Social Democraticelite of knowledge, guardiansof the
scientific character of socialism, whose main aim is to avoid the danger
of revolutionaryvoluntarismthroughcoordinatingthe currentactivities
of the party with the scientific understandingof the objective conditions.
The common element between these two positions was their rejectionof
relying on "spontaneity"or, to put it differently,their elevation of "professionalism."Anothercommon element was, undoubtedly,the tendency
to subordinatethe workers' movement to its alleged historical mission;
this explains the possibility of an alliance between Plekhanovand Lenin
againstthe "economist"heresy, seen by both of them as the abandonment
of the ultimate historical task of the industrialworking class. Nonetheless, the contrastbetween Leninism and the "orthodoxMarxism"of the
Second Internationalwas quite striking. The "orthodoxMarxists"interpreted Marxism in the spirit of positivistic scientism, emphasizing its
objective side-objective knowledge, "objectivefactors,"objective laws
of social development. Lenin set against this the spirit of "partyness"
(partiinost') in science and much greaterrelianceon "subjectivefactors,"
such as militant class consciousness, activism, discipline, and organization. Many Russian Marxists, or ex-Marxists (like N. Berdyaev), saw
this as a returnto the traditionof the populist "subjectivism."From the
internationalperspective it was evident that Lenin's crowning achievement-his theory of the party-was a productof peculiarlyRussianconditions, having little in common with the experiences of the German
Social Democracy.Despite Lenin's wish to pass for an "Orthodox"Marxist, his elevation of professional revolutionarieshad virtually nothing in
common with the elevationof bourgeoisintellectualsprovidingthe workers movement with a "profoundscientific knowledge."His genuine respect for the Marxist theory was combined with a praxis-oriented
approachto theoreticalquestions:he always triedto find, or to elaborate,
a theoreticaljustificationfor his practicebut never allowed himself to be
guided by purely theoretical,doctrinaireconsiderations.
To complete the picture, we should add that Lenin's personal attitude to the intelligentsiawas suspiciousandcontemptuous.The very term
"intelligent"had for him a ratherpejorativemeaning.12
12Adam Ulam wrote about "Lenin'spathologicalhatredof the intelligentsia"(A. B. Ulam, The
Bolsheviks (New York:Collier Books, 1965), p. 213. This hatredfound expressionin Lenin's letter
to Gorkydescribingthe intelligentsiaas "lackeysof capital, who fancy themselvesthe nation'sbrain"
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Bogdanov's views on the role of intellectualsin the workers'movement were neither "Kautskian"nor "Leninist."They are explicable only
in the context of his own "empiriomonist"philosophy and sociology of
knowledge. And the main featureof this philosophywas a resoluterejection of the basic common premises of Kautskian"scientism"and Lenin's
"vanguardism":the concept of the "objectivetruth"and the corresponding notion of an objectively existing world, independent from the
knower.'3Hence he could subscribeneitherto the "objectivist"interpretation of Marxism, nor to the Leninist belief in the cognitive privilege of
the revolutionaryminority.
For Bogdanov, the existing world-that is, the world knownto us,
as opposed to the metaphysical"thingsin themselves"-was a productof
humancollective praxis. The differencebetween the spiritualand the material, or "subjective"and "objective,"world boiled down, in his view, to
the differencebetween individuallyorganizedand socially organizedexperience. Therefore, he could not accept the Engelsian scientism and
necessitarianism,typical of the Marxist"orthodoxy"of the Second International. AnticipatingGeorg Lukacs, he tried to explain this interpretation of Marxism as a historically conditioned illusion of collective
consciousness, reflecting some characteristicfeatures of the capitalist
production.In other words, the notion of objective, irrevocablelaws of
social developmentwas for him not a scientific explanationof the human
world but, rather,somethingto be explainedin historicaland sociological
terms.
In ancient and feudal societies, Bogdanov argued, thinking was
based on authority;it was markedby a dualism of "spirit"and "matter,"
a resultof the separationof the organizationalfunctionfrom the executive
function, and by the mannerof conceiving causality as an action (command) or authority;that is, conceiving the regularitiesas if they were
external, transcendentto the universe.14 In a society of individualized
commodityproducers,the authoritariankind of causalitygives way to an
"abstractcausality,"that is, to the notion of "necessity,"combined with
the phenomenonof "social fetishism."'5The concept of "necessity"involves considering the regularities in phenomena as immanent forces,
impersonaland independentof human will. Fetishism in thinkingmani-

but in fact "arenot the brainbut the shit" (Lenin, Sochineniia, 4th ed. [Moscow, 1941], vol. 44, p.
227).
13Fora more detailed presentationof Bogdanov's philosophy,see L. Kolakowski,Main Currents
of Marxism, vol. 2, pp. 232-45. Cf. also A. Walicki, Stanislaw Brzozowskiand the Polish Beginnings of "WesternMarxism"(Oxford:ClarendonPress, 1989), pp. 65-67 and 133-40.
14A. Bogdanov, Nauka ob obshchestvennonsoznanii (Moscow, 1914), p. 57.
15Ibid., pp. 104-106 and 124-25.
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fests itself in the fact that relationshipswithin the processes of cooperation appearto people as laws of an "objectivecourse of things,"and that
the entire world of collective humanexperiencecomes to be perceivedas
alien to human beings, uncontrollable, ruled by abstract, impersonal
forces. This was, of course, Bogdanov's way of dealing with the problems which we call today "alienation"and reification,"and which were
totally ignored in the Marxism of Kautsky,Plekhanov, and Lenin. Two
decades before Lukacs, he came to see the objectivist and necessitarian
account of Marxismas an ideological reflectionof the alienationand reification of humanrelationships,producedby the capitalistdevelopment.
Bogdanov did not claim that capitalismhad completely eliminated
the "authoritariancausality."On the contrary:he saw it as a transitional
system in which the authoritarianrelationshipsprevailin the inner organization of each factory while "abstractnecessity" rules in the sphere of
global production and exchange.'6 "Social fetishism" was for him an
expression of the lack of human control over social and economic processes mobilized by the mass-scale productionand exchange of commodities. He was careful to stress that the proletariatwas a class within
capitalistsociety and, therefore,that its ideology, in the first stages of its
formation, was also tinged with fetishistic imagery.He hoped, however,
that in its furtherdevelopmentthe proletarianworldview would liberate
itself from fetishism, overcome individualism and dualism, and thus
make possible "a monist organizationof experience,"which, in its turn,
would eliminate in humanbeings the sense of their alienationin the universe and in society. "Abstractcausality"will give way to a "causalityof
labor"-a projectionof the general method employed in the technology
of complex mechanical production. It will endow people with a higher,
collectivistic consciousness and with an ability to transformthe world in
accordancewith freely chosen, nonauthoritarian
plans.'7
The consequences of this imminent change will be truly miraculous.18 The distinctionbetween the individuallyorganizedand the socially
organizedexperience will wither away, humanbeings will liberatethemselves from the narrowcages of individualselves and, on the otherhand,
the social world, and even the world of nature, will cease to be felt by
them as an alien, reified, and hostile force. The disappearanceof the
separationof organizationalfunctions from executive ones will create
conditions for a conflictless close cooperationof all people, and thus for
a perfectunity of society. Since all differentiationbetween individualsand
16Ibid., pp. 153 and 175.
17Ibid., pp. 187-88.
18See Bogdanov's essay "Idealpoznaniia"in Bogdanov, Empiriomonism,2d ed., 3 vols. (Moscow, 1905), vol. 1, pp. 5-63.
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groupswill be abolished, there will be no room for a chaotic pluralismof
conflicting ideals and values. All individualexperiences will be harmonized in "a single society with a single ideology."19
This collectivist utopia contradictedthe official view of the Second
Internationalthat the society of the futurewould be organizedlike "one
immense factory,"that is (as was stressedby Engels), in an authoritarian
way,20and that the realizationof freedom would consist in the maximum
shorteningof the working day. On the other hand, however, it should be
recalledthatBogdanov's ideal was deeply rootedin the traditionof Marxist communism. Marx's vision of Communism, as presentedespecially,
though not exclusively, in his early writings, presupposeda harmonious
combination of comprehensiverationalplanning with universal participatory democracy. The contradictionbetween these two principles was
solved by Marx's belief that the liquidation of the blind and divisive
forces of the marketwould liberatethe universalspecies natureof man,
thus eliminating the possible basis for conflicting interests. In this view,
the "free individuals"of the future were to be free as specimens of the
humanspecies, not as individualizedbeings who pursuetheirown particular aims; they were to be liberatedfrom reification and alienation, as
well as from their own egoism, that is, from their alienationfrom their
general human essence. Marx could sincerely believe that this would be
"truefreedom"because he was concernedwith the freedom of man as a
"species being." If freedom means "living according to one's own nature,"then the definitionof freedom is dependent,of course, on the definition of what constitutes our true nature, our true selves. There cannot
be any doubt that for Marx the true self was identical with "communal
essence." The same was true about Bogdanov. His ideal of the future
triumphof collectivism was based in fact on a careful reconstructionof
some semi-forgottenfeaturesof Marx'soriginalvision of Communismas
universal-humanliberation.21
Now let us return to the problem of intellectuals in the workers'
movement.
Bogdanov, we are told, "recognizedthe need to impose conscious19Cf. L. Kolakowski, Main Currentsof Marxism,vol. 2, p. 443. Accordingto Kolakowski, these
conclusions of Bogdanov "arenot found in Marx himself" (ibid.). Elsewhere, however,Kolakowski
came to the conclusion that "the dreamof a perfectly unified humancommunity,"with all its totalitarianconsequences, was inherentin the original Marxianthought. (See L. Kolakowski, "The Myth
of HumanSelf-Identity,"in TheSocialist Idea, ed. by L. Kolakowskiand StuartHampshire(London:
Weidenfeldand Nicholson, 1974), pp. 18-35.
20See Engels, "On Authority,"in K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works,Progress Publishers
(Moscow, 1977), vol. 2, pp. 376-79.
21For a detailed discussion of Marx's view of freedom, as well as his ideal of communism, see
A. Walicki, "Karl Marx as a Philosopher of Freedom,"Critical Review. A Journal of Books and
Ideas, vol. 2, no. 4 (Fall, 1988), pp. 10-58.
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ness upon the workersfrom outside throughan intellectualelite."22In this
respect, he represented,allegedly, the same position as all other Social
Democrats-from Kautsky to Lenin. In fact, this might be true about
Bogdanov's practice but could not be justified by his theories. The very
possibility of "imposingconsciousness from outside throughan intellectual elite" involves two assumptions:first, that it makes sense to talk
about"objectivetruth";second, that such truthis accessible only to those
people who have a proper professional training. It should be clear that
Bogdanov'sphilosophy was a radicalrejectionof both these assumptions.
For him, all knowledge derivedfrom praxis:from productivepraxis, that
is, from people's intercoursewith natureand with themselves in the process of work, or from the rich experiences of the differentforms of class
struggle.23Thus he saw knowledge as always relative, class-bound, sociologically determinedand praxis-oriented.In his view, there was nothing "objective" in the so-called "objective laws of development";this
favorite notion of the "necessitarian"Marxists was for him merely an
expressionof a state of collective consciousness, typical of the developed
commodity production.Even more critical-devastatingly critical-was
his view of Lenin's philosophical defense of the notion of "absolute
Lenin's use of
truth,"as set forth in Materialismand Empiriocriticism.24
this notion, Bogdanov argued, showed that his Marxism was deeply
rooted in a precapitalist,authoritarianstructureof thought, similarto the
worldview of the clergy. This explainedLenin's fanaticalintolerance,his
belief in the absolute "correctness"of his views and consequently,his
arrogantclaim thatthese views should be simply imposed on the masses.
Despite his allegiance to Bolshevism, Bogdanov saw Lenin's authoritarianism as a dangerousrelic of the past. He comparedit to a vampirewhich
sucked the workers' blood and preventedthem from achieving independence and culturalmaturity.25
One of the main tasks of proletarianconsciousness was seen by
dualismof spiritand
Bogdanov in the final abolitionof the "authoritarian
matter."This amounted,of course, to the abolitionof the intelligentsiaas
a separatestratum-exclusive owners of "intellectualcapital,"or quasiindependent producers of ideas. Hence, he had to be opposed to all
conceptionsof the leading role of the intelligentsiain the workers'move22R. C. Williams, The Other Bolsheviks. Lenin and His Critics, 1904-1914 (Bloomington and
Indianapolis:IndianaUniversity Press, 1986), p. 45. Marotquotes this view at the very beginning
of his article (see above).
23"The truth,"Bogdanov wrote, "is an organizingform of experience, a guide leading us somewhere in our action and providinga point of support,a hold, in our strugglefor life" (A. Bogdanov,
Empiriomonism,vol. 3, p. xiii).
24See A. Bogdanov, "Verai nauka,"in Bogdanov, Padenie velikogofetishizma(Moscow, 1910),
pp. 145-223.
25Ibid., p. 223.
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ment. He believed that the working class would develop a new, regenerative consciousness-one which would liberate humankindfrom both
personal (authoritarian)and impersonal (fetishistic) forms of enslavement. This profound belief in the workers' creativity,combined with a
resolute rejection of Kautskian"scientism"and Lenin's "vanguardism,"
was a distinctive feature of Bogdanov's "collectivism."In this respect
Bogdanov was closer to Soreliansyndicalismthanto the "scientificMarxism" of his time (both in its "social democratic"and in its "Jacobin"
version).
Nevertheless, there was also anotherside of the coin. Despite his
emphasis on the purity and authenticity of proletarianconsciousness,
Bogdanov did not share Sorel's-let alone Machajski's-hostility
towards the intelligentsia. He did not accuse the intelligentsia of consciously deceiving the workersand did not proclaimthe need of eliminating them from the workers' movement. On the contrary: he readily
acknowledgedthat the workers lacked "formalintellectual discipline"26
and that the intellectualscould help them in expressingtheirclass worldview without distorting its content. He was aware that the proletarian
class rule should not be substitutedby the rule of the technical intelligentsia but, nonetheless, saw the increasing role of the latter as a progressive phenomenon, paving the way for the proletarianvictory. He
interpretedempiriocriticismas a philosophical expression of the worldview of the technical intelligentsiaand precisely because of this treatedit
as a good introductionto his own "empiriomonism."27
Similarly,he was
not horrifiedand scandalizedby the hypothesisthatthe Soviet state might
be ruled, in the transitionalperiod, by "scientificengineers"ratherthan
workers.28His emphasison the role of adequatecollective consciousness,
that is, on culturalmaturity,made him sensitive to the dangersof a premature seizure of power. He belonged to those socialists who correctly
predictedthatwithoutraisingworkers'consciousnessto an adequatelevel
the revolutionaryoverthrow of the existing order would not bring the
intended results. Therefore, he could reconcile himself with the rule of
the technical, or the "organizing,"intelligentsia, with relative ease: after
all, it was much better, in his eyes, than the bourgeois rule. It was also
betterthan popularanarchy.The workers'rule should be a result of their
maturity,their actual hegemony in the sphere of material and cultural
production.
At this junctureit is properto discuss ProfessorMarot'sremarkson
Bogdanov's "pedagogicalperspective."No doubt:Bogdanov did not be26Marotrightly stresses this in his article.
27A. Bogdanov, "Filosofia sovremennogo estestvoispytatela,"in Ocherkifilosofii kollektivizma
(St. Petersburg,1909), pp. 51-59.
28Cf. Biggart, p. 275.
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lieve in a fully automaticdevelopmentof class consciousness and, therefore, put emphasison the need for pedagogicalactivity.We can agree that
"in this respect, he was the PeterLavrovof RussianMarxism."29
But this
also means that he conceived pedagogy as a maieutic activity,as helping
the workersto develop a culturalconsciousness of their own, and not as
"imposing consciousness from without."The notion of a consciousness
introducedfrom without was deeply alien to his philosophy,as sanctifying the authoritariandualism. Maybe he representeda sort of "pedagogiin his actual practice. But even so, it is difficultto
cal authoritarianism"
understandhow Lenin could be seen as a less authoritarianfigure. Pedagogy is not necessarily authoritarian;only the most old-fashionededucators identify pedagogical activity with an "authoritariantutelage."
might not be consistent but Lenin's auBogdanov's antiauthoritarianism
thoritarianism,as expressed in his conceptionof the partyand in his general interpretationof Marxism, was perfectly consistent, both in theory
and in practice.
stand, Bogdanov was never an ally of
Despite his antiauthoritarian
the liberal-democraticcurrents within the workers' movement. On the
contrary,he deserves to be seen as a preacherof a truly totalitarianutopia-a utopia of an absolute unity of society, in which there will be no
distinctionbetween individualand collective experience. This is why the
task of developing an adequateproletarianconsciousness was tantamount
in his view to the elaborationand deep internalizationof a "totalworldview" which would lay foundationsfor an absolute ideological unity of
the society of the future. Marotis right that in stressingthe need of systematic indoctrinationBogdanov went much furtherthanLenin.30
Thus, we can define Bogdanov's views as a sort of an "antiauthoritariantotalitarianism."From the classical-liberalpoint of view, this is not
a contradictionin terms. The concepts of "authoritarianism"
and "totaliis the
tarianism"should be carefully distinguished. "Authoritarianism"
of
the
that
of
the
collective
selfis,
popular sovereignty,
opposite
is
while
"totalitarianism"
the
of
liberal
individudetermination,
opposite
alism, that is, of individualfreedom, individualproperty,and inalienable
rights of individualhuman beings.31We are used to authoritarianforms
29See Marot, p. 254.
30Ibid, p. 259.
31It follows from this that democracyis logically opposed to authoritarianism
but not necessarily
to totalitarianism.In his study on "Liberalism"F. A. Hayek clearly formulatedthis conclusion:"The
difference between the two principles stands out most clearly if we consider their opposites: with
democracy it is authoritariangovernment;with liberalism it is totalitarianism.Neither of the two
systems necessarily excludes the opposite of the other: a democracy may well wield totalitarian
powers, and it is at least conceivable thatan authoritariangovernmentmight act on liberalprinciples"
(F. A. Hayek, New Studies in Philosophy,Politics, Economicsand the History of Ideas [Londonand
Henley: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978], p. 143).
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of totalitarianismbut it shouldbe clear thata perfecttotalitarianismwould
eliminate the need for an authoritariangovernment.Bogdanov's ideal of
a perfect collectivism was unmistakenlytotalitariansince it left no room
for individualisticfreedom and aimed at the extinction of individualized
consciousness as such. At the same time it had to be antiauthoritarian,
because the very notion of authoritarianismassumes the difference between the rulers and the ruled, which was clearly incompatiblewith the
ideal of an absolute social unity.
In his interpretationof Marxism, Bogdanov stressedthe importance
of the young Marx (especially his "Theses on Feuerbach"),consciously
opposing his "philosophy of praxis" to the Engelsian codification of
Marxistthoughtand, of course, to the positivistic Marxismof the Second
In this respect it is legitimate to regardhim as an imporInternational.32
tant forerunnerof Antonio Gramsci, the idol of the "WesternMarxists."
The similarity between their ideas is sometimes striking. Both of them
interpretedMarxism as a philosophy of collective, historicalpraxis, that
is, as a form of "historicalsubjectivism,"33incompatiblewith such traditional notions as "objective truth,""the objectively existing world," or
"objectivelaws of history."Both proclaimedthe need of an authenticselfactivity of the workers, stressing at the same time that the working class
must be educated, raised to the level of adequateconsciousness, able to
producea cultureof their own, and to become therebya hegemonicclass
in society. Both rejected the Jacobin, as well as the social democratic,
model of the party, emphasizing instead voluntary unanimity of the
masses. Both saw the role of partyintellectualsas "organicintellectuals"
of the working class who should help the workers in elaboratingand
assimilatinga comprehensiveview of the world. Both saw the society of
the future as a triumphof unlimited collectivism, doing away with all
pluralismsand substitutingthe unanimouscollective will for discordant
individualwills.
It is importantto note, especially in context of the present discussion, that Gramsci's emphasis on education was often seen as a sort of
"pedagogicaldeviation."Thus, for instance, Luciano Pellicani accused
him of propagating"the pedagogical dictatorshipof the intellectualsover
32As I have demonstratedelsewhere, the anti-Engelsianand anti-positivisticinterpretationof
Marxism,consciously opposed to the Marxistorthodoxyof the Second International,emergedin the
first decade of the twentieth century,that is, much earlier than Lukacs' Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein (1923). Cf. A. Walicki, Stanislaw Brzozowskiand the Polish Beginnings of the "Western
Marxism." It should also be stressed that Brzozowski's ideas were not unknown in Bogdanov's
philosophical circle. Cf. A. Walicki, "StanislawBrzozowski and the Russian 'Neo-Marxists',"Canadian-AmericanSlavic Studies, vol. 7, no. 2 (Summer,1973), pp. 155-70. See Brzozowski's"Geschichtsmaterialismusalso Kulturphilosophie,"Neue Zeit, 1907, no. 31, pp. 153-60 and his "AntiEngels" (in Polish, 1910). Cf. Walicki, StanislawBrzozowskiand the Polish Beginning of the "Western Marxism", pp. 111-23 and 156-60.
33Cf. Kolakowski, Main Currentsof Marxism, vol. 2, p. 440, and vol. 3, p. 238.
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the workers,"with the aim of establishinga "totalcontrolover humanlife
by the keepers of orthodoxy."34Professor Marot has leveled the same
accusationsagainstBogdanov, but failed to graspBogdanov'soriginality.
In his opinion, Bogdanov's ideas on the role of intellectualsin the workers' movement converged with the views of "all pre-1905 Social Democratic theorists."35In fact, however, this is not true. He was one of the
first radicalcritics of the Social Democraticaccountof Marxism, anticipating in many respects the ideas of Antonio Gramsci.
To sum up, as a theorist of the desirable role of the intelligentsia
Bogdanov was neither a Leninist nor a classical Social Democrat. He
rejectedthe very notion of "scientificsocialism"as an objective body of
knowledge which can be introduced from without into the workers'
movement. Hence, he could not see intellectualsas cognitively privileged
and deserving to become a new ruling class. He stressed, however, the
utmost importanceof transformingthe existing proletarianconsciousness
into a comprehensive,all-embracingworldview and this, in his view, had
to be done with the help of professionally trainedphilosophers, social
theorists, and historians.But this concession to the intellectualshad nothing in common with a desire to perpetuatetheir "tutelaryrole," let alone
their "pedagogical dictatorship"over the workers. On the contrary,the
final aim of his collectivism was to abolish the "authoritarian
dualism of
the spirit and matter"and thus to put an end to the very existence of the
intelligentsiaas a separatestratum.
On the whole, Bogdanov was a complex, original, and systematic
thinker.His views on differentsubjects were always connected with his
general theoreticalconceptions and, therefore, should be studied with a
thoroughknowledge of his majorphilosophicalworks. His interpretation
of historical materialismas a philosophy of praxis belongs, certainly,to
the best theoreticalachievementsof the Russian Marxism. His political
relevance for the problems of contemporarycommunism is, however,
mostly negative. His "collectivism"deservesto be knownas an insightful
reconstructionof the communist utopia and an unintendedproof of its
inherent totalitarianism.It embodies a system of values which had not
withstood the test of time, as well as the test of humannature. Thus, it
can help us to understandthat the currentperestroikais a burialof communism and not its renewal.

34L. Pellicani, Gramsci.An AlternativeCommunism?(Stanford:HooverInstitutionPress, 1976),
p. 14.
35See Marot, 254.
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Red Queen or WhiteKnight?
TheAmbivalencesof Bogdanov
AILEEN M. KELLY

"Truth is not a simple copy of the facts, not a petty and exact representation of them: it is an instrument for gaining control over them."
The author of these words would have appreciated the reasons for the
current interest in his ideas. As Lenin's only serious rival for political and
intellectual leadership before 1917, Bogdanov's importance in the history
of the Bolshevik party has never been in dispute; nevertheless, he was
consigned to obscurity until, in an attempt to respond adequately to complex developments in contemporary Soviet politics, revisionist historians
like Stephen Cohen began to question the totalitarian paradigm of orthodox sovietology. Questions of alternatives are being reopened, figures like
Bogdanov and Bukharin reexamined, not as a wistful backward look
along avenues closed by history, but as an analysis of the implications of
choices that have contemporary programmatic significance. The current
Soviet involvement in this discussion gives those of us devoted to the
study of history's failures a new and heady sense of being at the center of
things, and imposes an unfamiliar responsibility: the question of whether
such figures represented genuine alternatives is no longer academic (in
the popular sense of irrelevant).
On this question recent scholarship on Bogdanov is sharply divided,
as illustrated by the two most recent books on the subject. Zenovia Sochor, like Jutta Scherrer in her study of Vpered's party schools,' sees the
main significance of Bogdanovism in a "grassroots" challenge to the authoritarianism of the monolithic Leninist party, an attempt, highly relevant to current debates, to create a socialism with a human face. But
Robert Williams sees a symbiotic relationship between Bogdanov's collectivism and Lenin's authoritarianism.2 Surprisingly, there has been very
little discussion between these two opposing points of view. Sochor notes
that Williams' study appeared too late for her to discuss, but she refers to
my interpretation of the Lenin-Bogdanov dispute (radically different from
1See Cahiers du monde russe et sovietique, no. 3, 1978.
2Williams, Robert. The OtherBolsheviks.Leninand His Critics, 1904-14, Bloomington:Indiana
UniversityPress, 1986.
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her own) without attemptingto engage with it. Clearly,there are significant conceptual differences between approachesto this dispute, which
must be spelled out before any real discussion of the "Bogdanovalternative" can take place. Such clarificationcannot be made in the spirit of
polite nonengagement:thus, John Marot'sessay, with its swipes at most
of the previous contributionsto the question, is well timed, the more so
in its provocativestance on the issue that is most relevantto currentconcern with "alternatives":the relation between theory and political practice.
The extraordinaryconvolutions of Bogdanov's relationship with
Lenin have a Throughthe Looking-glass quality, with two Red Queens
each insisting that words mean what they intend them to mean. To sum
up: Bogdanov develops a voluntaristphilosophyopposed to the orthodox
Marxistmaterialismprofessed by Lenin and Plekhanov, but he joins the
Bolshevik fraction because he believes that the political tactics which
have caused Lenin's split with the Mensheviksare consistentwith his own
philosophy. Lenin having pronouncedphilosophy an extraneous issue,
they collaborate for five years despite disagreements over the tactics
which had broughtthem together.But then Lenin expels Bogdanov from
the Bolshevik fractionfor reasons both of tactical and theoreticaldissidence, after writing a book to show thatphilosophyis an instrumentof the
class war and that only materialismis consistent with the standpointof
the proletariat.Bogdanov now argues that Lenin's treatmentof him and
his group demonstratesLenin to be an orthodoxMarxistin the mold of
Plekhanov-but the Mensheviks continue to assert that Lenin's revolutionary tactics are thoroughly Bogdanovist. In 1920 Lenin has Bogdanov's Proletkultdeclared to be anti-Marxist,his attackon it being based
on a view of the party'srole which in 1904 both Bogdanov and the Mensheviks had defined as contraryto orthodoxMarxism.
In this tangle of contradictionsthere are two lines of consistency:
Lenin's political practice, based on unchangingconcepts of power and
organization;and Bogdanov's philosophy, whose expression in the Proletkultmovement springsfrom theorieselaboratedat the beginningof the
century.The question on which analysts are most divided is whether(as
Bogdanov believed before 1909) those theorieswere consistentwith Leninist practice, or (as he proclaimedafter his break with Lenin) they expressed an antiauthoritarianalternativeto it. In the first case, why did
their split take place at all? In the second, why did it not take place much
sooner?Most commentatorshave believed that the answerto these questions lies in unravelingthe tangle of philosophical theory and political
tactics in the relationshipof the two men.
Marot'sapproachparts company with all these by focussing exclusively on what he holds to be the key principle of Bogdanov's political
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strategy: the tutelary role of the intellectual vis-a-vis the proletariatin
bringing about a socialist transformationof consciousness. The paradox
which he emphasizes-that Bogdanov admiredonly those innate aptitudes and spontaneousaspirationsof the workerswhich correspondedto
his theoreticalspecifications-is inherentin all cults of spontaneitywhich
are rooted in philosophical abstraction,but it has been given little attention by those scholars who have interpretedthe conflict between Lenin
and the Proletkultas a genuine opposition between hierarchyand cooperation, a party elite and a worker-intelligentsia:a confrontation(as Sochor has put it) between Lenin's vanguardtheory and the more truly
Marxistidea of the liberationof the workersby the workersthemselves.
But Lenin's party and the Proletkultwere united on one common belief:
in the indispensabilityof the intelligentsia. In the first case, they assume
conscious control over the spontaneousworkers' movement;in the second, they offer themselves in the humblerole of specialist advisors, to be
"utilized,"as Bogdanov liked to put it, in the process of the systematization of knowledge (as set out in Bogdanov's works on organizationalscience) that is the necessary preliminaryto the creation of a proletarian
culture. The intelligentsia are precludedby their class origins from creating the collectivist ethic of the future, but they alone can define it, and
expose deviationsfrom it, because it is they who inventedthe rules of the
game.
In highlighting the resemblance between Lenin's and Bogdanov's
views on the relationof the intelligentsiato the spontaneousworkingclass
movement, Marothas identifiedan area in need of conceptualdefinition.
Before contributionsto this subject can properlyaddresseach other'sarguments, we need to agree on what Bogdanov and Lenin respectively
meantby the concepts of spontaneityand consciousness.
But conceptualclarificationis not a featureof Marot'spolemic. He
views past attempts(such as my own) to link the political relationshipof
the two with their philosophicalbeliefs as arbitraryexercises, inasmuch
as they are not mindful of the facts. The facts in questionare two: that in
spite of their philosophical differences the pair collaboratedfor some
years, and that Lenin subsequentlyseparatedhis critiqueof Bogdanov's
philosophy from his political disagreementwith him. These facts suffice
in Marot'sview to prove thattactics and not theorycaused the split. None
of theirwell-known tacticaldisagreementswas of itself a sufficientcause;
but Lenin's renunciationof his "vanguard"theory would undoubtedly
have been more than sufficient.Unfortunately,this startlingclaim is itself
not over-mindfulof the facts. It is true that in 1905 Lenin declaredthe
workingclass to have arrived"spontaneously"at a social-democraticoutlook, but even then was careful to note the importanceof the party's
efforts over the preceding decade in turning that spontaneityinto con-
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sciousness.3 His idea of admitting the workers into the party in large
numberswas killed by the governmentreactionafter 1905, and in 1907
(that is, two years before his break with Bogdanov), he revertedto his
formerconcept of a partyof professionalrevolutionarieswho would keep
the tradeunions understrictideological controllest they go in the wrong
direction. This mistrustof spontaneitywas fundamentalto Lenin's concept of political hegemony-and the dominantfactor in the crushing of
the Proletkult:as RobertTuckerhas pointedout in his essay in Bolshevik
Culture,4the Partyresolutionof 1920 on Proletkultwas a restatementof
the "vanguard"principleof WhatIs to Be Done?
It seems to me that Marot'sunconvincinghypothesisis the result of
an attemptto divorce tactics from theory no less artificialthan the constructionof a one-to-one relationshipbetweenthem would be (I have seen
no study thathas been simplistic enough to attemptthe latter).To find my
own article quoted in this respect is puzzling: its principalargumentwas
that the free-will/determinismdebate among the Russian Marxists transcended factional positions; that it representedan instanceof a conflict in
the outlook of the Russian intelligentsiaas a whole. More specifically,in
the article in question, I arguedthat the split between Lenin and Bogdanov arose only indirectlyover the philosophicalquestionsof free will and
determinism:its immediatecause was political tactics in the furtherance
of what was always Lenin's primaryconcern:the political dominanceof
his fraction. Bogdanov's usefulness to him in 1904-1908 in this regard
far outweighed their philosophical differences;but subsequentlyBogdanov increasinglybecame a focus for oppositionto Lenin'sauthority(even
if he submittedon the otzovist issue, he remained,as Marotconcedes, a
sourceof moralsupportfor this and othergroupingswho attackedLenin's
authoritarianism).Simultaneously,Lenin's standing in the social-democratic movement was underminedby Menshevikpropagandaidentifying
him with Bogdanov's heresy. Hence the writing of Materialismand Empiriocriticism. Marotquotes Joravskyagainst my view that Lenin's philosophical differences with Bogdanov were connected with the political
split. But Joravsky's argumentis directed against a quite differenttarget-those (mainly Soviet) scholars who claim that Lenin made such a
connection in his work, by identifying Bogdanov's Machismwith a specific political deviation. As Joravskypoints out, Lenin was carefulnot to
do so, for tactical reasons. In attackingMachism as a philosophicaland
not a political heresy he was separatingthe issue of politicalfactionsfrom
philosophical deviation, thus depriving the Mensheviks of a weapon to
use againsthim. Lenin was not very interestedin ideas, but he recognized
3 Lenin, V. I. O programmepartii.
4Abbot Gleason, PeterKenez, and RichardStites, eds., BolshevikCulture:Experimentand Order
in the Russian Revolution, Bloomington:IndianaUniversityPress, 1985.
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theirtacticalimportance;hence the remarkablefact thathe devotednearly
a year to the study of philosophy in preparationfor writing his blast
againstMachism. His correspondenceduringthat periodleaves no doubt
as to his anxiety aboutthe political damagethatthe chargeof heresycould
do to him, and his concern to weigh this damage against the continued
advantagesof the alliance with Bogdanov-hence his instructionsto his
sister to tone down his criticism of Bogdanov as the work was prepared
for the press. By February1909 increasingpolitical tension between him
and the Bogdanovistshad tipped the scales-the instructionswere countermanded. Clearly, therefore, the philosophical issue was inextricably
woven into the tactical considerationsthat forced the final break.
My disagreementwith Marotis much deeperon the relatedissue of
whether, as Lenin's opponents maintained,a plausible connection could
be establishedbetween Bolshevik practiceand empiriocriticaltheory.Curiously, his main argumentagainst this is that Lenin himself appearedto
discount linkages of this sort. Joravskydoes not, as he implies, identify
with Lenin's views: he merely summarizesthem. In fact, Joravsky'sanalysis of the role of tacticalconsiderationsin Lenin'sriposteto the Machists
supportsthe Mensheviks' (and my own) view that such a connectionexisted. As I have arguedelsewhere, the significanceof Lenin'streatiselies
not in its supremely uninterestingphilosophical content, but in when
Lenin wrote it and why. In 1905 he had blandly declared to Plekhanov
that he could not see the relevanceof Machism to the question of social
revolution. Four years later,he devoted a book to demonstratingthe contrary:there are two main "parties"in philosophy, correspondingto the
fundamentaldivisions in society. Idealism serves the interestsof the exploiters, materialismrepresentsthose of science and revolution. Political
tactics dictatedLenin's suddenconcernwith philosophicalorthodoxy;the
same tactics dictatedthat he should continue until early 1909, to seek to
preservean alliance with a man whom he had now definedas an ideological agent of reaction. But this utilitarianattitudetoward philosophical
truthis itself an epistemological position: as Lenin was remindedby his
opponents, the Bogdanovists believed that the criterion of the truth or
falsity of a theory was its degree of usefulness to the partyof progressin
its fight for domination. The Mensheviks arguedthat Lenin's authoritarian tactics reflected the two fundamentalcharacteristicsof Bogdanov's
philosophy: a subjective arbitrarinessin defining truth, and a rigid dogmatism in enforcing any such definitionwhen once made. Hence Deborin's claim: "the Machists are conscious Bolsheviks, who give meaningto
the practice and tactics of the latter, and Bolshevik tacticiansare unwitting Machists."
I believe that this is a useful insight into the unarticulatedpremises
of Bolshevik practice;but I would not go so far as Marotin labeling it a
Menshevik position, as I am even more reluctantthan he to look for
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simplistic one-to-one equationsbetween theoriesand political groupings.
Also, he exaggerates somewhat in defining the aim of my own analysis
as the validationof theirviews. If Bogdanovisttheorywas consistentwith
aspects of Leninist practice, it was at odds with other aspects that were
not in the Mensheviks' tactical interests to stress. The view that Lenin
and Bogdanov shareda common platformin WhatIs to Be Done? needs
much more qualificationthan Marothas given it. The differencein their
interpretationof the relation of consciousness to spontaneity was not
merely a matter of emphasis: it sprang from those lofty philosophical
concepts which Marotwould like to exclude from discussionsof political
tactics. Lenin genuinely believed in the (then) orthodoxMarxisttenet of
the primacy of social being over consciousness: he held that a "socialist
consciousness"would be the result of the materialtransformationof productive relations, according to the historical timetable whose laws had
been discoveredby Marx-not the effect of the pedagogicaleffortsof the
Bolshevik vanguard,whose role he saw as a tacticalresponseto the problem on which Marx had left no guidance:the building of socialism in a
backwardcountry.The tutelaryrole of the vanguardbefore the revolution
was merely to indoctrinatethe working class with sufficient political
awarenessto ensure the seizure of power. On the moral and culturalprofile of the new socialist who would emerge in the final phase of the revolution, Lenin had little to say. But in Bogdanov's philosophy,this new
man must be the maker of the revolution. The demandof WhatIs to Be
Done?-"give us an organisationof revolutionariesand we will overturn
Russia!"-expressed for Bogdanov the revolt of humanfreedom against
all unchanginglaws (including those formulatedby Marx), all "fetishes"
which reflected the authoritarianrelationshipsof the past. He identified
Lenin's voluntarismwith his own vision of revolution-a process initiated, not followed, by the systematicand total restructuringof consciousness according to an all-embracing system of knowledge and values
whose principleshe was to set down in his "organizationalscience."Not,
I suggest, a "strictinterpretation"of Lenin's theses.
In claiming that Lenin and Bogdanov saw eye to eye on the party's
tutelary role as outlined in WhatIs to Be Done?, Marot is making the
same mistake as Bogdanov himself, who in 1909 accused Lenin of deviating from a platform which they had never shared. As quoted by
Marot,the vocabularyin which each formulatedhis conceptof the party's
tutelary role is very revealing. Lenin sees it as inculcating "political
knowledge"; Bogdanov calls for a "thoroughtheoreticalworking-over"
of the people's consciousness, a "full and complete"socialist education,
aimed at constructingan "integralclass-based world outlook"grounded
in an "organizedsystem of knowledge."To preservethe logic of his argument, Marotis forced to representLenin'smaterialistview of the transformation of consciousness throughrevolutionarystruggle as somehow
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the result of his experience of 1905. It was not: he had adheredto this
orthodoxy,as laid down by Plekhanov, since becoming a Marxist. NeitherLenin nor Bogdanov ever deviatedfrom theirprofessedviews on the
relationof social being to consciousness. The conflictbetween them arose
as the consequences of these (opposing) positions in terms of political
tactics became increasingly apparent.Before 1917, Lenin saw Bogdanov's reversalof the orthodox order of prioritiesas distractingthe party
from its immediategoal of seizing power. After the revolution, the conceptual difference between their views of the party intelligentsia'srole
became much more sharplyevident, when the Proletkultinsistedthatculture be freed from bourgeois influence, and from what Bogdanov saw as
the illusion of the independent"I."Again with Marx'shistoricaltimetable
(adaptedto Russian circumstances)in mind, Lenin argued that the socialism of the as yet distantfuturecould be built only on the assimilation
of bourgeois culture in its widest sense-hence the relative freedom of
the arts underNEP and the encouragementof bourgeois specialists in all
spheres of culture. His final crushing of the Proletkult,whose fate was
sealed by its demandfor autonomyfrom the party,is an instance of that
urge to dominatewhich Bogdanov had perceivedto be the moving force
of Bolshevism;but his complex relationswith Bogdanovcannotbe understood unless one takes accountof the genuine ambivalencein his outlook
between a crude, "Plekhanovist"determinismand a "Bogdanovist"activism. It is making no arbitraryconnection between theory and practiceto
point out that in the early 1920s Lenin's materialismled to much more
modest pretensionsat ideological control than Bogdanov'svoluntarism.
The view that Bogdanov was more Leninist than Lenin (on which
Marotand I, for differentreasons, seem to agree) will no doubt continue
to be challengedas stronglyas it has been in Sochor'srecentbook, which
on the Left, and
has emphasizedBogdanov's critiqueof authoritarianism
his prescientfear that the fetishes denouncedby Marx would survive the
transformationof propertyrelationshipsand give rise to a new managerial
class. For some commentators,his collaborationwith the Bolsheviks before 1909 would seem to have been redeemedby his subsequentfate as
their victim, which has transformedhis historicalimage from henchman
to hero. He is seen as a gadfly, challenging bureaucraticorthodoxywith
the disruptiveforce of his idealism. The Proletkulthas been represented
as a focus of opposition to political authoritarianism,and its destruction
as the first triumphof the new orthodoxy against experimentationin literatureand art. Bogdanov's most enthusiasticdefenders admit that his
ideas were utopian, but emphasize that they representeda strong moral
force which ran counterto the dominantdirectionof the party.
Moral forces are unquantifiable,but links of inspirationand leadership between ideologists and political groups can be established with
greater accuracy, and John Biggart's article, which finds insufficient
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groundsfor assumingsuch leadershipon Bogdanov'spart, seems to point
to the need for a reassessmentof Bogdanov's role as a source of antiauthoritarianopposition in the 1920s. His reluctanceto be explicit in the
applicationof his "new class" theory to Soviet conditions, or in his support for those who saw themselves as the political heirs of Vpered,can
be partlyexplainedby the considerabledangersinvolved in such support.
Nevertheless, his ambivalentrelationshipwith Russkaiapravda (general
approvalof its views but no formal association with it, as he put it to
Dzerzhinskii)closely resembles his attitudeto the otzovists before 1909,
when the penalties for "formal association" with dissidents were of a
much smaller magnitude. It repeats a patternof uneasy compromisebetween rebellion and conformity, dictated by a philosophy which was
based on two ultimately irreconcilable principles: antiauthoritarianism
and collectivism. Bogdanov's theories liberatedthe personalityfrom the
tyrannyof fetishes, only to enslave it to the fetish of the collective, demandingof it not just subordinationto the collective will, but total agreement with it, in preparationfor the happy day when the individualego
(which he described as a "temporaryadaptation"to cope with social
strife) would vanish altogether.As I have arguedelsewhere, this combination of anti-individualismwith a denial of the bindingforce of external
norms and laws has clear totalitarianimplications:once the concept of
objective, binding laws (to which Lenin, at least some of the time, adhered)is removed, and the source of moral, aesthetic, and even scientific
truthis lodged in the collective experience,thereis no place for individual
dissidence. After the revolution as before, Bogdanov's opposition to an
authoritarianleader clashed with a belief in the necessity for the organizational unity and discipline of the socialist collective, leading him into
self-contradictionat every step. Thus, before 1909, he called for dissident
groups within the party to be allowed to express their ideas freely, but it
was Bogdanov, not Lenin, who demandeda clearly definedBolshevik (as
opposed to Marxist)line in philosophy.He rejectedall absoluteand eternal truths,yet believed thatmankindwas moving towardsa unitaryvision
of the world, in which all contradictionswould be finally resolved. Writing on the Proletkult,he denouncedthe herdinstinct, defendedinitiative,
freedom of criticism and of artistic inspiration,but saw it as axiomatic
that in a socialist society these qualities would never lead to conflict. As
long as Lenin could be clearly distinguishedfrom the "collective,"his
had a target,but in the confusionof intraparty
critiqueof authoritarianism
disputeshis collectivism deprivedhim of thatbasic methodof orientation
common to most dissidents-individual conscience. If (as Biggart believes may be inferred)he provideda moralfocus for dissent in the twenties, then the moral message was a very ambiguousone-and nowhere
more so than in the ideology of the Proletkult.It is disturbingthat Sochor'sthoughtfulstudy on Bogdanov seeks to resurrecta myth long since
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laid to rest by E. J. Brown (in The ProletarianEpisode in RussianLiterature 1928-32): namely,thatthe officialtheory of Soviet literaturecan be
tracedback to the defeat of free experimentation,in the form of the Proletkult, by bureaucraticdiktat. As Brown pointed out, the simple class
theory of art which became the cornerstoneof socialist realism was first
formulatedby Bogdanov, in whose activist philosophythe primaryfunction of aesthetic perception (as of all other forms of cognition) was to
organizecollective labor in the struggle for socialism. Hence, the experimentationof the Proletkultstudios was intended, in theory if not always
in practice, to take the form of a strictlydisciplinedexercise in the elaborationof a consistently proletarianoutlook devoid of all "individualist"
tendencies. The opposition of its theoriststo party or governmentsupervision was based mainly on the suspicion that the lattercontainedbourgeois elements which would infect the ideological purity of proletarian
art. Lenin's hostility to the exclusivist pretensionsof the Proletkultwas a
majorfactor in its suppression,but one of its heirs-the On Guardmovement-was to demand the supportof a reluctantparty in enforcing the
writersover theirrivals. The naturalsymbiosis
hegemony of "proletarian"
of proletarianliteratureand party power was achieved in the literary
shockworkersand the writers' brigades of the 1930s; but Stalin's engineers of human souls can date their pedigree at least to 1920, when a
Proletkultresolutionemphasizedthat in the task of socialist construction
"artcan organize feelings in exactly the same way as ideological propagandaorganizes thought."
Clearly, in the 1920s Bogdanovism did not representa libertarian
alternativeto the Bolshevik party.It shareda common goal-mass mobilization in the name of political power-with Lenin's authoritarianism,
and its implicit logic pointed the way to totalitariandespotism as the optimum means for securingthat goal. Both before and afterthe revolution
Lenin was preparedto toleratedissentingideas when they did not directly
threatenthe political hegemony of his party,to allow for "neutralareas"
(as he had termed philosophy in his deal with Bogdanov). Bogdanov's
contributionwas to deny that such areascould exist, to extendthe concept
of collective mobilization from a tactical method to the permanentcondition of human existence, engulfing every sphere of public and private
life, and to offer the services of the intelligentsiato oversee that mobilization in all fields of intellectual creativity.It has been persuasivelyargued that totalitariandespotism was a potential inherentin the dynamic
of Lenin's concept of power, that it only needed the demandsof the "revolution from above"at the end of the twenties to develop thatpotentialto
its full extent. Nevertheless, it was due in no small degree to Bogdanov's
influence that the crushing of the Soviet intelligentsiawas achieved with
the ideological collusion of some of its most idealistic members.
It is equally true that Bogdanov had a genuine aversionto the au-
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thoritarianismof intellectualelites, and showed considerableinsight into
the natureof futurebureaucratictyrannies.Hopefully,the presentdiscussion, by departingfrom the "for or against"traditionof writing on Bogdanov, will help to focus attention on this fundamentalcontradiction,
which I believe to be the most significantaspect of Bogdanov'sideas. An
examinationof its intellectualand emotional roots may shed light on issues of far more intrinsic and currentimportancethan the question of
whetherBogdanov was a hero or a villain.
Bogdanov's writings are a rich source on the natureof intellectual
utopianism, but they can be exploited as such only when they are removed from the narrowcontext of intrapartydisputes and set againstthe
backgroundof the ideals and aspirationsof the Russianintelligentsiaas a
whole.
John Biggart has pointed to the fact that Bogdanov'scritiqueof the
"new class" was anticipatedin Bakunin'sattackon Marx half a century
before. The comparison does not end there. Bakunin, like Bogdanov,
combined a sweeping attack on authoritieswhich fettered human selfexpression with a call for the renunciationof the ego in the name of an
abstractcollective whole. Both linked theirexaltationof this spontaneous
collective force with authoritarianprescriptionson the path that spontaneity should take (reinforced, in Bakunin's case, with projects for a
dictatorshipwhich would ensure that it kept to the right path). The contradictionsin Bakunin'sthoughtconform to a recognizablepattern:from
the middle of the last century,the cult of the omnipotentwill, combined
with an urge to identify with some transcendent,all-embracingwhole,
has providedmuch of the emotional impetusbehinddoctrinesand movements through which intellectuals estranged from their societies have
sought to satisfy both theirdesire to act and theirneed to belong. In spite
of the scientific terminology in which they are clothed, the paradoxesof
Bogdanov's thought follow a similar pattern. The fantasies of German
Idealism were called on to solve a crisis of collective identity by a generationof "superfluousmen" frustratedin all theiraspirationsby the despotism of Nicholas I. In a similar way, the fantasies of Bogdanov's
"collective consciousness"and Lunacharsky's"godbuilding"can be seen
as responses to anothercrisis of identity after 1905, when political reaction, combined with the growth of an independentmass movement and
the "desertion"of many intellectuals into the ranks of the professions,
seemed to deprive the intelligentsiaof the moral leadershipwhich it had
traditionallyseen as its social role. Bogdanov kept his distancefrom Lunacharsky's"religion of humanity"with its belief in the immortalityof
the collective and its deificationof its "infinitevital force";but there is a
similar mystical tinge to his exaltation of the will (not for nothing were
the Bogdanovists labeled "Nietzschian Marxists"), and his ecstatic visions of the individual'sultimate"fusion"with the whole, the abandon-
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ment of the "illusion"of separatepersonalityfor the "reality"of collective
existence. His belief (unsupportedby empiricalargument)that mankind
was proceedingtowarda unifiedcognition in which all the painfulcontradictions of being and consciousness would be resolvedis a classic expression of the Idealist longing for the end of alienation.
The debate about whetherBogdanovismrepresentsa genuine alternative to the other "isms"which have plaguedEuropethis centuryhas no
doubt still some way to run. I suggest that a more fruitfulline of inquiry
might be its wider significance as an instance of the manner in which
alienatedintellectualsseek (even if unconsciously)to utilize mass movements as means for their own self-realization. Bogdanov showed some
awareness of this danger, and with the best of intentions, groped for a
solution. He might have succeeded better had he not been part of the
problem.
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